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IN[LRNATI ON L DE VEL OPMET I NTERN/2 I ONA. LANN F P INTERNATIONAL FINANC':
ASSOCIATION RECMCSTRUCTW: PaD DEVELOPMEPNT CORPORATiON

OFFICL MEM RAD
TO: it. 0. T. W Price DATE: February 25, 1972

FROM: Andrew C. Huanrr

SUDJECT: Ja k0JO.fice* repor; on trip to Now York City and Cambridge, Massachusetts,
February 13-16, 197 -

1. . visited Neu York City and Cabridge, MAssachusetts, betueen
February 13 and 16, 1972, in search of suitable alternative alminum con-
sultants to undertake an ad hoc report on tha outlook of the uorld bauxite/
aludnmn industry I contacted the folLcdwing threc consulting firms with
special knowledge 0i 2 aliurinm:

In New Yoij City:

Stewart R. Spector, Senior Analyst, OpEnheimer and Co.

In Cambridge, Massachusetts;

Jamas C. Burrows, Senior Conuultant; Thomas A. Domncnioh,
Vice Preident; and Gerald Kraft, President, ar Rivcr
Associate,, Inc.; and

August, E. Rimpol, jr., 62nior Consultant, Economi Revelnp-
rent Section, Intcrnational Operating Group, A1tjr D.
LitticTInc.

2. During the 017c=m7ny , T maotoned that the Bank is cxploring
the possibility of engaging a suitable consulting i rm to 6o a 510ud onw
thu world bauxite/aluninam industry. Ono of th leading objactives of the
report is an assessment of the competitivu strincth of the three traditionaJl
bauxite producers in the Caribbean, i. e., Hyana, Jamaica and Surinam vi-
a-vis such new producers as Australia and Guina. I further indicated that
sinc tiing is of the greca est Imiportancc, the proposed study perhaps could
be undertaken in tuo difforcnt ways, implyi a c hoi co betauan (a) a copre-
hensive, in-depth study on the world bau to/llmm industry with epecial
ehphasis on the three Caribbean producers mentioned above based on the out-
line shown in Appendix A (attached) or as an alternative, (b) a pilot study
centcred on the three countries in queotion based on the terms of rieerenco
cho.wn in Apondices B and B-1 (attached).

3. In response to my pioposal, all three firs menticnod that they
are fully qualified, in torms of expertise, to undertake the study we need
and would ba interested. in ch an acsigcent. nneawwiie, in support of
their respoctive professional corpetence and exparience in carrying o&ut
assignmints of this nature, ropies of the follo ing publiations were made
available to me-
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(a) "Alumiurm Industry, 1970-71, Survey of Free World Pri-
mary Aluminum Capacity, 1970-75", by S. R. Spector;

(b) "An Vonomic Analysis of the Aluminura Industry", pre-
pared in 1971 for the U.S. Government, by Charles River
Associaes, Inc.; and

(c) Table of Contents of "Aluminum Industry Outlook to 1980",
a report prepared by A. D. Little, Inc.

Ii. At the end of the discussion I left with each firm a copy of the
outline of the proposed study, namely, Appendices A, B and B-1, for their
information and comments, and requested that they furnish is with separate
detailed descriptions of the two proposed studies (comprehensive and pilot)
as soon as possible; the replies should indicate:

(a) A suggested outline of contents;

(b) The starting and completion dates;

(c) The costs involved; and

(d) The nuam or names of specialists primarily responsible for
the asoigrmmnt, together with some relevant information on
their academdic and professional backgrounds.

5. In the cases of Mr. Spector (Oppenheirler and Co.) and Charles
Rivar Associates, a reply may be forthcoming before the end of February
1972, and in the case of A. D. Little, Inc., a reply is promised by mid-
March 1972.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Stevenson, Berie, Chardon, Kuczynski and Richter
Miss Noel



Annpnndix A

A Study on the _or] Bauxite I~nultry
with Special Reference to

1. It is envisaged that the contemplated study will concentrate on

surveying the competitive advantages offered by each of the major countriet

to the concessionary companies by reason of the quality of their resources,

conditions of production'and the present terms of the government-company

agreements. The study will then consider where pressures for adjustments

in such agreements may -arise and the probable implications. The copari-
sons will cover such factors as ore qualities in relation to world demand,
current and prospective costs of production of bauxite/alumina, the struc-

ture of royalties, taxation, transportation costs, etc.

2. The study should examine in detail the competitivc position of

leading exporting countries, including Jamaica, Guyana, Surinam, Australia,

Guinea, Ghana, Yugoslavia and Greece, vis-a-vis the concessionaire pro-

ducers and each other in their drive to broaden their respective shares of

the world export market and/or to increase their revenues.

3. One possible approach for the evaluation of the competitive posi-

tion may be made in terms of:

(a) The average alumina and silica contents of the

bauxite ore;

(b) The production costs of bauxite/alumina;

(c) The f.o.b. price structure of bauxite in 1960-70

(dollars per long ton);

(d) The c.i.f. bauxite price structure of leading pro-
ducing countries with respect to the United States

East Coast, Northwest Europe and Japan in 1960-70
with breakdown of f.o.b. and freight costs; and

(e) The pattern of royalty rates and taxation governing
bauxite/alumina in leading producing countries with

special emphasis on the Caribbean area, Guinea and

Australia.

The study should include, if feasible, an assessment of the eco-

nomics or viability of aluminum production in bauxite producing countries.



Appendix B

Gene ralRem s on the Proposed Bauxite Study

C any- Host Country Problems and Prospects in Bauxite

1. The study is intended as an initial step in meeting the request
of the Central America and Caribbean Department. Its purposes include

providing a basis for evaluating the probable course of future relations

between government and concessionary companies in the major producing
countries and helping to project trends in future investment and in bauxite/

alumina revenues in Jamaica, Guyana and other countries. IFC is also in-

terested in the study in connection with its consideration of a bauxite-
alumina project in Ghana.

2. It is envisaged that the present study will concentrate on sur-

veying the competitive advantages offered by each of the major countries

to the concessionary-companies by reason of the quality of their resources,
conditions of production and the present terms of the government-company
agreements. The study will then consider where pressures for adjustments

in such agreements may arise and the probable implications. The copari-
sons will cover such factors as ore qualities in relation to world demand,
current and prospective costs of production of bauxite/alumina, the struc-

ture of royalties, transportation costs, etc.



Wpendix BI3KL

Terms of Reference study on the
Bauxite Industries of Jamac ujana and &urinam

1. As we have pointed out during various discussions between our De-
partment and yours, we attach great importance to a study that will assess
to which extent the Governments of Jamaica, Guyana and Surinam are able to
increase their share in the benefits generated in the bauxite-based sector.

2. The study should provide the following assessments:

(a) Position and prospects of the bauxite lumina producers in
Jamaica, Guyana and Surinam in compai an to that of major
competing countries;

(b) Relationships between the Government the three countries
and the aluminum companies in compar:l n to arrangements in
major competing countries; means and scope left to increase,
within the present institutional framework, the contribution
of bauxite-based operations to the countries foreign exchange
earnings and fiscal revenues, to the development of linkages
and to employment generation; and econonic feasibility of
joint ventures and nationalization as alternatives to the
present arrangements; and

(c) In particular, the state-run industry in Guyana should be
assessed regarding its financial viability, particularly
against the problem of selling its products in oligopolis-
tic markets.

3. - To achieve the objectives of the study, the following information
base and analysis would be necessary:

(a) Suypj nud investment. Bauxite deposits and mining capacities;
likely competition through bauxite substitutes; existing and
planned alumina capacities; existing and planned aluminum
capacities (Surinam) and the feasibility of aluminta produc-
tion in Jamaica and Guyana.

(b) Costs. Unit costs of operations and average total unit costs
in comparison to operations in major competing countries, in
particular costs of production, of basic inputs, and trans-
port costs.

(c) Returns on total investment; and

(d) Analysisf corpanics and governmentst policies:

<Coanies: criteria applied in negotiations with govern-
ments; decisions taken on investment, production, financ-
ing and profit retention; degree of autonomy of local
subsidiaries;

Government: criteria applied regarding concessions,
royaltica, taxation, volume of production and product
mix; and
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User Countries: trade policy on bauxite, alumina
aluminum and aluminum products.

4. The assessm~nt of future relationships betiween companies and

governments, to be carried out against the background of the long-term
developmont of the aluminum world rarket, would include:

(a) Expansion plans of companies in the three countries in
the context of their global expansions plans; and

(b) Alternatives for government action:

- increase in taxation, combined with partial rein-
vestment of profits in sectors of the national
economies other than mining.

- joint ventures with or without ulterior full na-
tionalization.

- nationalization with or without service contracts;
joint sales organization and eventually, joint pro-
duction ventures among the three countries.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: February 11, 1972

FROM: Hollis B. Chenery

SUBJECT: Prospects for OPEC-type Actions

1. In response to your request of December 13, 1971, I submit

the attached paper entitled What are the Opportunities for

Raising LDC's Earnings from Exports of Non-Fuel Minerals

through OPEC-type Cooperation? by Mr. Varon of the Economics

Department. It is in the nature of a policy-oriented brief

rather than a full exploration of the subject; a more detailed

treatment of the subject is available in the Economics

Department's Trade Policies and Export Projections Division.

2. In summary, it seems unlikely that a success of OPEC's

proportions can be achieved through similar means by producers

of minerals other than oil. Not only is the economic rent much

larger in the case of petroleum, but the bargaining power of

petroleum exporting countries is also greater for a variety of

reasons. No other mineral combines the relevant attributes of

petroleum: (1) its indispensability to importing countries,

(2) its relative immunity to the threat of substitutes, and

(3) the heavy concentration of the known world reserves in a

small number of developing countries in one region. Moreover,

the current market situation for the majority of non-fuel

minerals is unfavorable, and consequently the bargaining position

of their producers is particularly weak at present. There may

be some scope for raising revenues by concerted action in one or

two minerals, especially bauxite, when the economic situation

becomes more favorable.

3. Bauxite is the commodity which, prima facie, most resembles

the petroleum case. While its global reserves are not as limited

as silver and not as heavily concentrated in the LDC's, as tin,

four developing countries (Jamaica, Guyana, Surinam, and Guinea)

possess over 50% of the world -total. In addition, while not so

immune to substitution as petroleum, bauxite enjoys perhaps the

most favorable long-term demand prospects in industrialized

countries, and this gives some bargaining power to the exporting

countries.

4. The bauxite/aluminum industry is one of the most vertically

integrated, foreign-company dominated and complex of metallurgical

industries, and the developing countries are concerned as to

whether they are getting a fair deal. There is little solid

information available on the size of the economic rent in bauxite,

its determinants, or the revenue potential attainable through

concerted unilateral action by producers and/or more effective

negotiations with the foreign companies. The Economics Department

and the Area Departments concerned are currently negotiating with a

consultant to undertake a study on these topics. The findings of
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the study should enable the Bank to give clearer guidance on
fiscal and economic policies to the bauxite-producing member
countries.

5. No other study or action is recommended at this time.

Attachment:

Paper entitled "What are the Opportunities for Raising LDC's
Earnings from Exports of Non-Fuel Minerals

through OPEC-type Cooperation? -- A Brief Answer"

cc: President's Council
Economic Committee



WHAT ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR RAISING LDC'S EARNINGS
FRCM EXPORTS OF NON-FUEL MINERALS THROUGH OPEC-TYPE

COOPERATION? -- A BRIEF ANSWER

Introduction

1. The remarkable success scored by the Organization of the Petroleum

Exporting Countries (OPEC) in negotiating with the major oil companies con-

tract terms which raised their members' oil revenue expectations dramatically

in 1971 has jolted the developing countries and has given rise to speculation

about the bargaining power of the LDC's vis-a-vis the developed world. It

has raised the question "Can developing countries dominating the supply of

other minerals achieve a result similar to that of the OPEC countries?" Where

the question has been asked in international organizations such as the Bank,

it is linked up with ongoing efforts to formulate appropriate resource develop-
ment policies for LDC's and with an intensified interest in trade, in this case

mineral exports, as an augmentable source of capital for developing countries.

2. It is quite evident that a success of OPEC's proportions cannot be

achieved through similar means by producers of other minerals. Not only is

the economic rent much larger in the case of petroleum than in other minerals,

but the bargaining power of petroleum exporting countries is in principle
greater in this case too, for a variety of reasons, and was enhanced further

by a set of special circumstances in 1971, when the latest series of prece-

dent-shattering agreements were reached. Conversely, the current market

environment for the majority of non-fuel minerals is quite unfavorable, as

indicated by the reversal of the long-term upward trend in prices in recent

months (Chart I). The bargaining position of producers of such minerals is
particularly weak at present and may remain so for some time. Nevertheless,

this note will show that there may be some prospects in the long-run to

raise revenues by concerted action for one or two minerals and especially

bauxite.

Prerequisites for Successful Action

3. The main prerequisites for the establishment of a producers' cartel

which are surveyed below are: (a) that a few countries (the fewer the better)
control a large portion (the larger the better) of the supply not only of the
metal or ore but also of the scrap, and (b) that demand be price inelastic

(the more inelastic the better), i.e., that the commodity be an "essential

good" and have no available or suitable substitute at competitive prices.

4. With regard to (a), a priori, scarcity of reserve is not essential;
what is required is control over present and potential supply. The scarcity
factor is nevertheless quite important in a broader sense: (i) in strength-

ening the hand of producing countries in negotiations with importing coun-

tries; and (ii) in shaping the ultimate course of supplies, or costs. For
it is crucial for the successful operation of a cartel that supply outside

the members of the cartel be inelastic, i.e., that other suppliers be

higher-cost producers with small reserves.
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5. These criteria should be amended ideally to include enother set
of considerations, some of them normative in nature. They would refer to
whether or not consumers are organized in a group, the level of develop-
ment of producing countries, and their dependence on exports of the product.

Overall Mineral Reserve Situation

6. The conceptual difficulties encountered in assessing the adequacy
of mineral resources are great and the data available are grossly inadequate.
All estimates of mineral reserves are, broadly speaking, conservative, since
they are more likely to be adjusted upward rather than downward by techno-

logical progress and improved mapping.

7. The world mineral reserve situation is summarized in Tables 1-3
in the Annex. Table 1 shows that of the 19 minerals surveyed here, world
reserves are ample for six, being more than sufficient to satisfy cumulative
requirements for the next 50 years. These are (in order of their abundance):
potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, chromium, vanadium and iron. Most of
these are minerals known to form a significant part of the earth's crust;
one, magnesium, can be obtained economically in vast quantities from the
sea, as in the U.S. Available estimates for iron ore are probably too con-
servative; besides, an increase in price of 35-40 percent would more than
double the reserves (Table 2).

8. Reserves for a further seven minerals pose no serious problem
since they are large enough to sustain growing demand for 40-50 years.
These are: sulphur, bauxite, cobalt, nickel, manganese, molybdenum, ,,nd
titanium. Sulphur and bauxite are borderline cases. While reserves of
standard sources of sulphur are not large, huge quantities of the product
can be recovered from gypsum. Moreover, further moves toward reductAon of
air pollution can yield large quantities of marketable sulphur (from snoke-
stacks and elsewhere) which can flood the market. With regard to bauxite,
estimates of world reserves vary, and the quantities that can be added to
reserves by higher prices are not as great, in relative terms, as in the case
of iron ore. However, it is claimed that there are very large undiscovered
resources. Finally, there seems to be a vast potential for increasing the
recycling of aluminum, at least in the United States (see Table 3), and thus
saving up to 20 percent of the world's bauxite reserves as now estimated.

9. In the case of the remaining six major minerals the reserve situa-
tion is less comfortable or can be considered tight or even critical,
reserves only being adequate to meet cumulative demand for 30 years or
less, with present technology and at recent prices. These are (in decreas-
ing order of scarcity): silver, tin, zinc, lead, tungsten and copper, the
last being a borderline case. While its reserves are not large, copper is
cited as an example of a mineral which is now mined at much lower ore con-
tent and at costs not materially different from the past, as a result of
technological progress and research and development rather than through
higher prices. If necessary, the size of minable resources could be expanded
through price incentives. There is also considerable potential for conserv-
ing the metal through accelerated recycling.
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10. The potentially scarce product of most interest to LDC's is tin.

Recent extensive explorations have failed to uncover significant new re-
sources. It would take a price increase of the order of 80 percent to

double the size of economically minable reserves. But even if doubled,
reserves would be barely sufficient to meet requirements for the next 30
years, at conservatively estimated demand growth.

Distribution of Reserves

11. What emerges most strikingly from Table 1 is the heavy concen-

tration of reserves in developed and centrally planned areas rather than

in developing countries. The developed and centrally planned countries

appear to have over 90 percent of world reserves in the case of three

minerals and over 75 percent in the case of eight. Among the major miner-

als, only in the case of tin do developing countries dominate the reserve

situation. While the often repeated observation that developing countries

produce less than half of the world mineral output but have more than half
of the world reserves may be true in aggregate terms, this is not the case

for the vast majority of the minerals reviewed here.

12. World reserves of the four major non-fuel minerals of primary
interest to LDCts are distributed as follows:

Tin Bauxite Copper Iron

Developing countries 79.2 56.6 47.2 29.1
Developed countries 3.7 38.1 37.3 35.6
Centrally planned

countries 17.1 5.3 15.5 35.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

13. The distribution does not change significantly in favor of LDC's

under higher price assumptions (Table 2). In fact, in the case of tin,
developing countries' share of world reserves declines from 79 percent to

68 percent when prices are assumed to rise by about 50 percent.l/

14. The possible effects of future non-price factors on the distribu-

tion of reserves is uncertain. Since large areas in developing countries
are still unmapped, it is quite likely that future explorations will un-
cover greater reserves in these countries than in the developed world.
But on the whole, developed countries will continue to have greater advan-

tages in new exploitations since, in addition to commanding the technology,
many of them already have the costly (in capital and time) infrastructure.

1/ The major beneficiary of this would be Mainland China, whose reserves

would quadruple while those of developing countries as a group would

only double.



Poor Candidates for Action

15. There are serious obstacles to raising prices through joint action

by LDC's in the case of tin, copper, and iron ore as explained below.

16. Taking one commodity at a time, a priori, the best candidate for

the type of action in question ought to be tin, since its reserves are

scarcest and four developing countries alone7Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia,

and Bolivia) control the bulk of the world exportable output and approxi-

mately 70 percent of the reserves. On the negative side, however, are the

dual threats posed by substitutes (aluminum and stainless steel), to which

tin is quite vulnerable, and by the huge U.S. stockpile and surplus stocks.

17. In the case of copper, a paper on this very question prepared
recently in the Bank concluded that on the basis of the available evidence

the present members of CIPEC (Chile, Zaire, Peru, and Zambia) "cannot

necessarily improve their export earnings on a long-term basis unless the

agreement includes most copper producers and the long-run elasticity of

demand happens to be well below (minus) unity ... The CIPEC countries must

lose in the long-run if they attempt to jack up t e price of copper by
cutting back their supply on a long-term basis."1

1  p

18. Developing countries control no more than 30 percent of known

world reserves of iron ore. Thus, while there is certainly a need to ex-

plore the possibilities of improving the terms that they obtain under long-

term contracts (which have become the rule) from importing countries and

companies, their power to raise their export earnings through unilateral
action (which leaves out the U.S., Canada, and Australia) is limited. There

is, moreover, greater rivalry and a weaker sense of a community of interest

among iron ore producing LDC's (India, Brazil, Venezuela, Liberia).

The Case for Bauxite

19. The case for bauxite rests on the proposition that not only are

the obstacles to successful concerted action by LDC's fewer than in tin,

copper and iron ore, but that the need to scrutinize how equitably the

economic rent is shared is highest. Bauxite is the commodity, which, prima

facie, most resembles the petroleum case. LDC's export earnings from

bauxite, including aluminum concentrates, however, at about $300 million

in 1969 (though probably greater now) are only a fraction of their earn-

ings from petroleum (approximately $13 billion in 1969).

20. The pros and cons regarding this mineral are as follows: On the

positive side, demand for aluminum has been growing rapidly and is expected

to expand faster than the demand for other metals (at a rate of 6-7 percent

per annum up to the year 2000 - see Chart II). Four developing countries,

Jamaica, Guyana, Surinam, and Guinea, have over 50 percent of the world
reserves, and the supply from developed areas which has to be reckoned

1/ Kenji Takeuchi, An Analysis of the Effects of Possible CIPEC Actions on
the Copper Export Earnings of Member Countries, Economics Department
Working Paper No. 109, July 1, 1971.
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with is that of one country only, Australia. These five countries account
for about 90 percent of world bauxite reserves or resources. There are
reasons to believe that Australia could be pulled into a bauxite cartel-
type arrangement more easily than other developed countries in other com-
modities. Not only could her continuing "general mineral explorations
boom" make Australia more amenable to cooperation in bauxite, but this country
has a history of siding more frequently than other developed countries with
the LDC's on some development issues. Another positive factor is that alumi-
num so far has experienced less competition from substitutes though, one
should hasten to add, not for want of physical substitutes (steel and plastics
constitute threats) but because its traditionally stable prices have attracted
users.

21. On the negative side, it must be recognized that bauxite reserves
are by no means limited in relation to anticipated requirements and that
aluminum can be produced from alternate raw materials, as in the U.S.S.R.
Furthermore the capital cost of refining is higher - and the technology more
complex - in this case than in the case of petroleum, which makes it more
difficult for the LDC's to undertake this activity on their own. Consequently
their bargaining power in relation to the developed countries is weaker than
in the case of petroleum.

22. What may tilt the scale in favor of bauxite, however, are the fol-
lowing two considerations. One, a successful attempt to raise the prices of
bauxite and aluminum through concerted action could also improve over the
long-run the prices of copper and tin. That is, it could make it easier and
less risky for producers of these two metals to do the same. Or, as one
observer put it, if the price of aluminum were raised significantly, copper
producing countries could become more adventurous in attempting to raise
their prices. Second, the bauxite/aluminum industry is one of the most
vertically-integrated foreign-company dominated, and complex industries
among mining and metallurgical industries, and the developing countries are
concerned as to whether they are getting a fair deal.

Action

23. The Economics Department with the Area Departments concerned is
currently negotiating with a consultant the outline and terms of a bauxite
study focusing on these very questions, the first stage of which would be
in the nature of case studies of "host country-foreign company" relations
and their economics for Jamaica, Surinam, and Guyana. The findings of the
study, particularly those on relative costs, should facilitate the formula-
tion of more informed views on the feasibility and desirability of joint
action by producing countries to raise revenues. No other study is recom-
mended at this time.

24. The subject of this inquiry raises the issue of the relative
merits of competition versus market interference in achieving national
or international objectives. It is a fact, however, that the power of
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buyers in many minerals is great and increasing (through growing vertical

and horizontal integration, regional arrangements, etc.) rather than

decreasing. While bilateral monopolies, cartels facing cartels in this

case, do not lead automatically to optimal solutions (since the solution

is based not only upon demand and cost conditions but also upon the

bargaining power and skills of the two parties), one thing is certain:

a market situation where competing and unorganized sellers confront a

strong buyer favors sellers least among all possible forms of market

configuration. Therefore, cooperation among mineral exporting countries
should be encouraged, though without minimizing the risks of pushing

producer agreements too widely and without expecting too much too soon.

Trade Policies and Export Projections Division
Economics Department
February 11, 1972



CHART I

INDICES OF EXPORT PRICES OF PRIMARY PRODUCERS
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CHART 11

U.S. BUREAU OF MINES PROJECTIONS FOR SELECTED
MINERALS FOR THE YEAR 2000

1. Probable Growth Rates in World Requirements, 1968-2000
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Table 1: ADEQUACY OF WORLD RESERVES OF SELECTED MINERALS AND RELATED DATA

Reserve Value of World Probable Demand / v C e1opnis Cuntrllyplalned

Minerals Lifel/ output,19682/ Growth, 1968-20203/ Countries Countries Countries

(No. of years) ( million t ) (percent per annum) (...----percent of world total ...........

Group I - Reserves ample (X denotes cumulative requirements for 
50 years)

Potassium 35x 370 h.8 51 3 L6

Phosphorus 7x 835 5.5 3h 50 16

Magnesium 5x 115 2.0 8 2 90

Chromium 3x 190 2.7 73 25 2

Vanadium 3x 60 h.
6  38 3 59

Iron 2x 6,910 2.3 36 29 35

Group II - Reserves pose no serious problem

Sulphur 5/ 710 h.4 21 63 16

Bauxite 3/ 340 6.h 38 57 5

Cobalt 50-70 110 1.9 27 28 25

Nickel 50-60 1,100 3.2 40 22 38

Manganese 0-50 475 2.9 7 23 30

Molybdenum 40-50 n.a. h.7 63 19 18

Titanium 30-hO 60 4.
2  63 19 18

Group III - Reserves tight or critical

Copper 5/ 7,
740 4.6  37 47 16

Tungsten under 30 105 13 12 75

Lead about 20 775 66 21 13

Zinc about 20 li50 3. 65 23 12

Tin under 20 750 1.2 4 917

Silver under 20 595 2.7 ho A 36

1/ Based on estimates of reserves (commercially recoverable 
resources at recent prices) by the U.S. Bureau 

of Mines

and the probable exponential growth in future requirements shown in column (3).

2/ Rounded figures.

3/ Mid-point of projected range.

g/ 

The three groups may not be uniformly constituted in each case due to insufficient detail in the original source. The

resulting possible error in classification is probably 
no greater than 3 percent in any individual mineral 

shown.

5/ Intermediate cases; see paragraphs 8 and 9 in the text.

Source:Based on data in: Leonard L. Fischman and Hans H. Landsberg, "Adequacy of Minerals (other than Fuels) and Forest

Resources," in Ronald Ridker, Ed., Resources and Environmental Consequences of Po ulation Growth in the United

States Resources for the Future, Inc., Wshington, D.C. (not yet published); and U.S. Bureau of Mines,

Minerals Yearbook 1969, Vols. I-II; U.S. Bureau of Mines, Commodity Data Summaries, January 1971; and

Metal Statistics 1971.



Table 2: COMMERCIALLY RECOVERABLE RESOURCES OF IRON ORE,
BAUXITE, TIN, AND COPPER UNDER

SELECTE'D PRICE ASSUMPTIONS *

Reserves Under Selected Price Assumptions

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Iron Ore

Price 15.65 18.65 21.65 n.a.

(Index) (100) (119) (138) n.a.

World reserves 97 129 206 n.a.

(Index) (T0) (133) (212) n.a.

Share of (%)
Developed countries 35.6 3h.8 hO.1 n.a.

Less developed countries 29.1 32.2 28.7 n.a.

Centrally planned countries 35.3 33.0 31.2 n.a.

Bauxite

Price 0.27 0.31 0.34 0.37

(Index) (100 (15 (T-6T (137)

World reserves 3 280 3,20 3 705 h,695
(Index) (0)(0)(13) (13)

Share of (%)
Developed countries 38.1 37.8 37.5 35.9

Less developed countries 56.6 56.2 55.0 52.7

Centrally planned countries 5.3 6.2 7.5 11.4

Tin

Price 1.64 2.00 2.50 3.00

(Index) (100) (122) (T2 (23

World reserves h,180 5,h92 7,465 9,133

(Index) (100) (131) 79)21)
Share of (%)

Developed countries 3.7 4.7 6.1 6.5

Less developed countries 79.2 72.3 68.3 66.5
Centrally planned countries 17.1 23.0 25.6 27.0

Copper

Price 0.50 0.60 0.80 1.00

(Index) (100) (120) (107 (200)

World reserves 296 332 402 516

(Index) (100) (112) (T3) (17)

Share of (%)
Developed countries 37.3 38.5 36.8 38.8

Less developed countries 47.2 47.3 50.1 h9.6
Centrally planned countries 15.5 14.2 13.1 11.6

* Prices in U.S. $ per pound (constant 1969 dollars); volume (metal content)

in million short tons, except for tin (in thousand long tons); index numbers,

in parenthesis, column (1) = 100.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines.



Table 3: IMPACT OF AN ACTIVE RECYCLING POLICY ON

U.S. REQUIREMENTS FOR FIVE MAJOR METALS *

Cumulative Requirements Metal Conserved Proportion of Requirements

1968-2020 1968-2020 met from Secondary Sources

Without Active With Active Under Active

Recycling Recycling Volume Proportion Current Recycling

(..... million short tons ........... ........... percent ................. )

Iron 11,293 10,931 362 3.2 47.3 48.9

Aluminum 853 576 277 32.5 17.3 42.6

Copper 206 166 40 19.h 44.0 5L.4

Lead 117 111 6 5 b3.9 0.2

Zinc 220 171 h9 22.3 16.5 34.6

* Based on the assumption that the potential for return flow of new scrap is already

sufficiently exploited and would therefore remain the same, and on a metal-by-
metal analysis of the potential contribution that might be made by increased

old scrap "recycling," be it currently recycled or mined from waste dumps.

Source: Compiled from Leonard L. Fishman and Hans H. Landsberg, "Adequacy of Minerals

(other than fuel) and Forest Products" (mimeographed) in Ronald Ridker, ed.,
Resource and Environmental Consequences of Population Growth in the United

States, Resources for the Future, Inc., Washington, D.C., 1971 (not yet

published).
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL Fl
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPOR I/

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. 0.T.W. Price DATE: January 25, 1972

FROM: Kenji Takeuchi~v

SUBJECT: Back-to-Office Report - Consultations on the Market Prospects for
CUppy Lea ci Zinc and Forest Prociucts in Euroe, D cemaber 112:2 1071.

1. In accordance with the terms of reference dated December 7,
1971, I conducted a series of consultations with representatives of
industry, trade and international organizations 1/ in London, Paris,
Frankfurt, and Rome over the period December 12-21, 1971 relating to
world market prospects for commodities assigned to me - copper, lead,
zinc and forest products. The following are the highlights of the
findings.

Copper Price Forecasts

2. There seemed to be a variety of views among those I interviewed.
as to the probable future price level of copper. But, as a whole, I
found no views potent enough to change our current forecasts of the
world copper price for the short or long-term future.

3. The following are some examples of the views cxpressad during
the consultations. Mr. Schiff stated that the LME wirebar price would
average 550 L/NT in current terms in 1980 (65 U.S. I/lb. at the new
official exchange rate).~Hr. Loffler was assuming that the LME price

(monthly average) in constint valuv cnoncy as of early 1971 (i.e.,
excluding the effects of inflation) nAwl fluctuAToeTeen 3 L/T
and 630 L/KT in the period between June 1971 and December 1980 with
the average at around 460 L/IT. In his estimation, the price (constant-
term) would tend to average 420 L/N in 1972 and 1973, and then would
tend to rice to 540 L/NT in 1980. Mr. Bauer was of the opinion that
the LHE price in current terms would be around 70-75 U.S. cents pcr
pound (590-635 /aTilT tte new official exchange rate) in 1950. Mr.
Siegel said that they would consider copper's prospects to be "fairly
good" in the long-term although in the short-run the price could fall
to 350 /PT level in current terms.

DemadProap cts- for Cop eir

h. All those interviewed wore almost unanimous in assuming that
the world copper consumption would grow at an average rate of !-5 percent

1/ See Annex I for the list of persons I visited during the trip.
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per annum during the 1970 decade. This is also in general agreement with
our assumptions.

Net TradeiG~ peith the CentrallyPlanned Economes

5. In analyzing world copper market, we would normally confine our-
selves to the analysis of consuption, production, trade, etc. of the world
excluding the centrally planned economics (CPE's). We would then estimate
the net trade between the CPEts and the rest of the world. This is due to
the fact that data regarding the CPE's are considered to be of unknown re-
liability. During the course of this trip, I made a special effort to find
out as much as possible about the trade in copper between the CPE's and the
world (excluding CPE's). 1/

6. The lietal Statistics, a statistical yearbook published annually
by MKtallg esell schaft AG, ~has been carrying estimates of production and
consumption in the "Soviet sphere" countries for a number of years. Mr.
Bauer of Mtallgesellschaft asserted that the publication was the best
available source of data in this respect. Their estimates are based on
market intelligence collected through private sources connected with the
company as well as on official sources.

7. Mr. Evans, Statistician for the World Bureau of Metal Statistics
based in Birmingham, U.K., is responsible for the data published in the
World Metal Statistics. 2/ The monthly publication began to carry a table
oni-East-West Trade in Refined Copper" in 1971. Mr. Evans is of the opin-
ion that very little of the trade in copper between "East" and "West" takes
place in the form of unrefined copper. He said that there had been about
20-30 thousand metric tons of unrecorded exports to the CPE's from the
"West" in 1970. Mr. Evans felt that net exports from the world (excluding
CPE's) to the OPE's during 1971 would be "less than those in 1970".

8. As for the likely levels of net exports to the CPE's in the
future, Mr. Evans was projecting net exports of about 100,000 tons for
1972. Messrs. Schiff and Saurel said they would project no expansion in
net exports to the CPE's in the long-run on the ground that the CPE's as
a whole always would try to be essentially self-sufficient in most basic
raw materials and that reportedly some of them had vast reserves of
copper orebodies. On the other hand, it was pointed out that in the
rmedium-term the changing international political environment surrounding
Mainland China might result in an increase of net exports of copper to
the CPE's from the "West". In short, the findings of this trip would
not critically invalidate the assumption, which I made in a recent
projection exercise, that the net exports to the CPE's would increase

1/ See also my Back-eto-Office Report on New York trips, dated December

9, 1971.

2/ They also -publish an annual supplr ment which summarizes the latest
year's copper trade matrix. Such a table for the calendar year 1970
is attached (Annex II).
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gradually (by 5,000 tons annually) from the projected level of 110,000
metric tons in 1972.

I-ine Production Capacity

9. Among those interviewed, Sir Ronald Prain was the only one who
had a carefully prepared. set of estimates for the world mine capacity
for the period up to 1976. His estimates were given in his latest
speech. 1/ The International Wrought Copper Council projected a capacity
of 7.8 to 9.2 million metric tons for 1978. Hence, the following set
of figures:

Mine Capacity

1971 5.7 million tons
1972 6.h " "
1973 6.9 I "
1974 7.2 " "
1975 7.3 " "
1976 7.3 " "
1977 n.a.
1978 7.8-9.2 "

According to Sir Ronald, the world's average rate of mine capacity
utilization was within the range of 91.7 - 94.0 percent in the 1952-66
period, with the average at 92.8 percent. Mainly because of the 9-month
labor strike in the U.S., the world average was below 90 percent in
1967-68, while it was very high (965) in 1969.

10. If the projected mine capacity were to be utilized at 93 percent
rate in the future, then Sir Ronald would conclude that there would be
a potential surplus in the immediate few years. Sir Ronald suggested,
on the other hand, that if every producer would aim to produce only
95 percent of his capacity, then on the average actual production would
amount to only about 86 percent of the world capacity (0.95 x 0.93 = 0.86),
and there would be no surplus. He was in favor of such a change in the
industry's policy because it would enable the industry to meet possible
sudden upsurges in demand. In his opinion, a cutback in production of
less than 15 percent of capacity would not have the effect of raising the
per-unit cost materially.

Cost of Production in Copper Industry

11. Sir Ronald has been conducting studies of the cost of production
in world copper industry for a number of years on a consistent basis
although he has not made available to the trade all of the results of
his studies. Normally, data regarding costs are confidential. For thi s

1/ "The International Cutlook for Copper", American Metal arket Forum,
London,, November 1971.
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reason, he cannot make available bulk of the cost data he has assembled

since 1952, i.e., on an annual basis, mine-by-mine, country-by-country
as well. In the course of the interview, he made available to me some

average figures regarding major copper-producing countries in two recent

years - 1969 and 1970 - which are presented in the attached table (Annex1II).

12. We could make several interesting observations on the Prain cost

figures:

(a) that the world average cost increased more than 12 percent
from 1969 to 1970;

(b) that Chile was apparently a major contributor to this
abnormally sharp increase in the world average cost;

(c) that Canada is the highest cost producer if co-product

copper is excluded but her cost would be below the world

average if co-product copper is included;

(d) that, contrary to the general impression, Zambia is not

particularly a high-cost producer while Zaire is;

(e) that Peru, the Philippines and South Africa are among the
low-cost producers;

(f) that Chile could no longer be called a low-cost producer, but

(g) that, if Chilean copper mining industry should return to its

normal efficiency, it would offset largely any increases in

cost in other producing areas and the world average cost might

not go up very much, if at all.

Japan Metal Center (London)

13. Until recently, I had been under the impression that the

Japanese copper industry in general favored low copper prices. Domestic

mine production accounted for only 15 percent of refined copper con-

sumption in Japan in 1970 while Japan has become the world's largest

copper importer. Since all of the major non-ferrous metal - mining and

metallurgical - companies had their own associated fabricating companies,

they liked lower copper prices.

14. As a result of the discussions I had with representatives

of the Japan Metal Center this time, however, it now appears that the

Japanese industry is beginning to shift its position in favor of reasonably

high copper prices. -The reasons appear to be twofold. First, some com-

panies operate domestic mines whose average costs have been rising and
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are roughly in the range of 45 - 50 US #/lb. Second, more or less

all the major companies are now engaged in overseas mining ventures with

equity participation - e.g., in Zaire and Malaysia. Both the Japanese

industry and government are apparently intending to emphasize equity

participation as one of the principal means of financing overseas

mining ventures for the purpose of securing raw materials.

Intergovernmental Council of Copper Exporting Countries (CIPEC)

15. It was known that CIPEC had been studying what it could do
to prevent the copper export earnings of its mcimober countries from
failing further. As at the time of my visit, apparently.it had not
reached any conclusion or decision on a comprehensive scheme. It had

previously commissioned the Battelle Institute (Geneva) to undertake
studies of the world copper market which, I was told, were nearing
completion. The CIPEC staff were also studying in detail the operations
of the International Tin Agreements and the Tin Buffer Stock.

Lead and Zinc

16. I discussed the prospects for lead and zinc with Mr. R.L. Stubbs,
Secretary-General of the Lead and Zinc Development Associations in London.

Mr. Stubbs is also the Chairman of the Statistical Comittee of the
International Lead and Zinc Study Group.

17. In Mr. Stubbs' opinion, the most important basic facts we
must bar in mind in considering the market prospects for lead and zinc
are as follows:

(a) Neither lead nor zinc is subject to any serious threats
of substitution by other materials;

(b) Zinc consumption is quite sensitive to changes in the
general level of industrial production in consuming
areas while lead consumption is not;

(c) Lead recovered from scrap accounts for a very large
portion of consumption while scrap is relatively un-
important in the case of zinc.

18. Regarding the first point, despite Mr. Stubbs' contention,
it must be recognized that in some end-uses, lead and zinc arc subject
to threats of substitution. For example, zinc die casting faces a

serious competition from aluminum die casting and plastic molding.

Also, lead in gasoline is threatened to be phased out and replaced by
other additives.
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19. Zinc consumption is quite sensitive to changes in industrial
production. A regression exercise based on 1956-1969 data yielded a
coefficient of dotermination of 0.978 and an elasticity of zinc. con-
sumption with respect to industrial production in the developed countries
of 0.85. 1/ A similar exercise regressing lead consumption on industrial
production, based on 1956-1968 data, yielded a coefficient of determination
of 0.917 and an elasticity valuo of 0.47 for the developed countries as
a whole. 2/ The levels of consumption of both load and zinc are closely
related to automobiles. But lead is used in gasoline and more importantly,
in lead-acid batteries while zinc is used in various forms - galvanized
steel, zinc die casts, paint pigment, etc. - in the production of auto--
mobiles. Thus, consumption of zinc is affected sensitively by the number
of cars prodeuced while consumption of lead is affected by the number of
cars in use. This difference in consumption pattern is reflected in the
difference in the sensitivities of these two metals to the business cycle.

20. Mr. Stubbs' third point: About 35 percent of the annual lead
supplies come from scrap, while only about 20 percent of the zinc supplies
come from scrap. This difference in the importance of scrap in total
annual supplies of these two metals has had an important implication for
the pricing policies of the industry. To put it simply, it has been
possible to establish a producer price for zinc outside North America
and maintain an artificially high level by cutting back the supplies.
On the other hand, it has been impossible to support an artificially
high price level for lead outside North America because of the inability
of the industry to contrpl the supply of lead scrap.

21. The follo.1ing are the price forecasts by Mr. Stubbs:

The IIE Prices in Current Terms

Lead Zinc

1972 115 LI/MT 150 LAIT

1975 140 L/HT 180 L/-T

1980 180 L/PIT 250 L-IT

Forest Products

22. I visited United Africa (Timber) Ltd. in London and the FAO
Forestry Department, mainly to discuss the long-term prospects for tropical

1/ Draft report I prepared on "Zinc: Review and Outlook", dated August 13, 1970.

2/ Draft report on "World Lead Industry: Review and Outlook", dated
September 30, 1970.
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hardwood exports from Africa. The results of the talks were taken into

account in my recent nemorandum to Mr. Jaycox on "Gabon Railway Project -

Outlook for Tropical Hardwcood Trade", dated January 18, 1972. The

results wiill also be taken into account in revising the draft report,

"The Market Potential for Tropical Hardwood with EYmphasis on the Asia-

Pacific Region" dated Septcmber 27, 1971.

Copies to: Messrs. Henderson
Stevenson
Haq
Chief Economists
Kalman off
Maane
Van Nimmen
Devaux
Thiebach
King (Robert)
Varon

KTakeuchi:mcd



ATINTEX I: LIST OF PERSONS VISITED

L ~odon, Da comber I P-16 1971

(1) Japan Metal Center:

Mr. K. Kano, Genaral Manager;
Mr. E. Ishida, Deputy General Manager;
Mr. M. Sakashita;
Mr. K. Yoshii; and
Mr. U. Okayama

(2) British Kynoch Metals Ltd.:

Mr. P.F.A. Loffler, Managing Director

(3) The Anglo Chosical & Ore Co.:

Mr. L. A. Schiff, Director

(h) Mr. D. B. Evans, Statistician,
World Bureau of Metal Statistics

(Interviewed in IBRD London Office)

(5) RST International Metals Ltd.:

Sir Ronald L. Prain, Board Chairman; and
Mr. A. J. Wilson, Assistant to the Chairman

(6) Mr. R. L. Stubbs,
Director-Goneral,
Zinc Development Association and
Lead " "

(7) United Africa (Timber) Ltd.:

Mr. W. R. Evans, Forestry Adviser; and
Mr. G. J. Pleydell, Director of Public Information

ParisDccmber 17, 1971

(8) intergovernmental Council of Copper Exporting Countries (CIPEC):

Mr. S. Gueronik, Executive Director, and his associates

(9) France Metaux:

Mr. G. Saurel, Manager
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Frankfurt am main December 20, 1971

(10) Metallgesllsachaft AG

Dr.Will-Y tBauer, Deputy Chief of Research Department

(11) Kreditanstalt fur iederaufbau

Dr. Wolfgang Siegel, Abteilungs-director; and
Mr. Eberhard Spriegel, Prokurist

Rome, December 21, 1971

(12) Food and Agriculture Organization
Forestry Department;

Messrs. S. L. Pringle and T. Erfurth



ANNEX II: WORLD BUREAU OF METAL STATISTICS
WORLD TRADE IN UNWROUGHT COPPER - 1970 Th: Metric Tons

AFRICA AMERICA ASIA Ey EUROPE
Pit.

Conse 3,80.. Ptlio- Germarny NoH. Tal Great Saitelr- Ieg- -0., Wadd Cemeniel WIr d

Replic Africa Uganda Z..i Ageniaa 3r 1 Ca-ada l1. .. e. Pae U.S.A. Cases India Japan anaes Tarey Altalla Belgra Frene FR at s E- C. AaSi. reark Fin.44 Atitaa Nennay Farlagal Spaie Soadaa lend alasi. CoIn-.ias Otal CAi. Die, Total

MINE PRODUCTION 3664 1674 17.6 664.1 34 613.3 66.6 61-6 212.1 15474 16. 9.7 1194 1683 31.1 1434 14 24 3-9 2.1 30. 19.9 3.7 19.6 23-1 - 9.6 766 5141.3 11870 63223 MINE PRODUCTION
Exported to- Exported t:-

Belgium 03-------6-1 1.4 - 044 0.1---------6.3 - -.- - 4 3-7 - 3.7 BeIiuomr

France -- -- ---- -- --- -- 6.5---- -- ---- --- -- --- ----- :-. Franc.
G rmanyF.R.- ------- 3- 154 - 03 6.4 13.4- - - -----------71 - - - - 224 0 0 60 - 66. GermanyF,R
GrtBritain -------- 1-2 - .1 0.3 1.- - ------ -- ------- - --- 26 - 2 GreatBritain
Italy - "---- --- - -- 6- - -- ------- - ---- --------- 3. - 6.3 Italy
Natharlend- ------------- 6.1 - 04-- - -- -------------- ---------- 3.7 - 0.7 Netherlands

N orway -- -- --- 2.2-- -- ------------- -- ----------- - ---- 22 - 23 Norway
SpaIn--- -- -- 3. 4.6 - 3-3 24 24- - -- -- - -- --- 1. - 16.0 Spain
Sred-n -------- 14 1.2 - 1-3 1.6---- --- ------- --- - - 14--- ----- 02 7.3 - 74 Sweden

East Ger.mny - --------- 3.4- - --- - --- --- --- ---- - - - 2-6 - 2.0 East Germany
RomnIal --- ------- 6.5 - 0.-8 -1- - - -- -- -- --- -- ----- 7 - 1.7 Roumanla

C6ad- 04 1.7 - ------- - --------------- 02 24 - 24 C...d

U.S.A.---------71 - 1-4 6.7 -- - - - 174------ ------ - ------------- 347 - 34.2 U.S.A.
Maclco ---------- - - 2-- ---- -- --------- ---- --------- 24 - 24 Mexico

Japan- 7-2 1154 146 - 2.6 412 - 1434 - 23e- ----- - - - --------- 104 3420 - 34 Japan

Markets unknoW ---- - .-- . - - - - --- - - 124 1.1 - - - 0.2 - 0.2 - - --------- -- 23.1 4 - 46.6 Markets unknown

TOTAL EXPORTS - 7.2 1615 3.7 14 41.1 5 164 - -- 163 12.4 27.1 - 04 0.1 23 - 27 0.5 - - - 84 - - 14 - 22-0 44.7 605.0 - 604 TOTAL EXPORTS
TOTALIMPORTS - 3 - - - - - - - - -- 27 - - 31.4 - - - 530 - 13 -- - 66.3 - - - - 204 63 199 11-1 - - - 564,3 37 160a TOTALIMPORTS

StockChangeConcentrateS +6.1 -1 +64 -6.6 - -0.3 - -44 +32.3 +04 +6.5 +6 - - +20 -- - - - - - - - - - - - +304 - +304 StockChange Concentrates,
Secondaryblitr , - - -- - - - -- - 143 - - - 716 - - 12.2 - - 34 4. 6.1 133.2 7.5 - 19.6 .4 - 3.8 - - - - 16 - - - 426 - 4224 Secondaryblaiste

SMELTER PRODUCTION 385. 1724 174 62-8 34 4651 47-2 64 1114 160-S - 9-2 061 - 18.7 1234 54.o 9.1 174 7.6 218-2 11. - 347 - 32.1 4 398 51-2 7.0 31.9 5492-8 11907 6625 SMELTER PRODUCTION
Exported to:- Exported to:-

AustrIa - 2.7 - 3------ --------- -------- -------- -- ------ 6.7 - 5-7 Austria

Balgrm 184.6 6.1--------75 13.9 4---- ----- .1 04 -- 5--------- ------ 231.0 - 2313 Belgium

France 4 - - ------ - -- - -- -------- --- ----- 44 - 46 F..e.c

Garmny F.R. - 428 - 23 2.4 - 1.6 1.7- - - - -- - 31 6.4 46 -- 1 64 - .3 - - - - 124.0 - 124.0 Germany F.R.

GreatBritain - - 14 134 -24----- ------ - ---- - ---- ---- ---- -47 - 42.7 GreatBritain

Grecse - - 6.1- ---- ------ ------------- - --- ------ - -- 3 - 3.1 Greece
Italy - - - 0-2 1.-9 -- - --------- 6.1 - -1-------- -- - -- 2.7 - 7.2 Italy
Porogol - - - 3 ---- -- 2-0 - --------- ----- 24 2.0 POrtugal

Spin - 2.3 - 1. - - - 2.-t-------------01 6. - - 34---------------7 - 7.5 Sp7
S3-d- ---- ---- - - 3---- -------- 33 - 3.3 Swedee

YugosleolS - 1. 6.3 62---2 -------- - ---- - -------------- ---- 75 - 739 YugoSlavle

U.S.A. - 2 52 - - V--- 72 2.2 0341 SIT-- ----- - ------------ ---- 27.7 - 2M7.7 U.S.A.

China - - - 2.0---------- ----- ------ ------ -- ------ 24 - 24 China

Japan 19-2 6 544- 30.9 2.6 94 ------- - 74-- ---- - --- ---- ---- 13.5 - 1336 Japan

Markets nknow -- -- - - - -- ------ - - - 44------ ---------- --- ----- 44 - 40 MarketSunknown

TOTALEXPORTS 10.7 1024 1" 103.7 1901 5.6135 7.2 - - - - 46 70 34 6.6 66 46 - 17.2 - - - -- 6.4 - 0.2 - - - - 74-3 - 7843 TOTALEXPORTS

TOTALIMPORTS- - -- - - - --- - - - - -m5 - - 1364 - - - 2 N.4 16.4 133 3.1 - 40.2 55 - - 464 - 1.6 50 41 - 108 1.2 8312 20 33-2 TOTALIMPORTS

Stock Change Blister +.2 +1.4 +11 -1.6 - -7-6 4- +0.9 +5-2 +644 - -. 1 +374 +1.5 -44 - +.2 - - +2-8 - +07 - -01 +1-9 - - - - -- +1095 - +165 Stock ChangenBliert
Rlfrnedrom*crap- - - - - - - - - -- - - 3104 - - - - - 31.4 30-4 16.6 614 137 - 12034 5.5 - 16.6 - - .2 - - 2.5 - 7123 203.8 911 Refinedfrorascrep

Direct useot blster ------------- ---- ---- ---- 3 - 6.2 - --- - 41 - - - 131 - 131 Direct us of blister

REFINED PRODUCTION 164 6 -- 0-7 - 34 412-7 4614 07 35 2032 6.3 7654 - 1 143 337-6 33 401M 13.7 70-6 224 340 26.2 25- 4.0 82 51.2 - 6.3 311 61234 136.5 7323.6 REFINEDPRODUCTION
Exported to:- Exported to:-

A Ia - 3-7 - - - 1.1 .2 - 1.2 - 160 - 172 - - - 3 - - - - - -- - -26 6.2 42.6 Auatci
Belgrio 73.6 04 04 6.2 147 -6- -- - -- - - - (4 84 04 04 6.4 - - - 1.7 - - - 3.2 04 - - 112 14 113.6 BeliUr

Den=rk - - 4-7 .5 1.9 1-1-------6. 3. 0. - 43- - - ----------- 03.6 - 13.3 Oenmrk
Fnlerd- 3.4 - - 1------------ - 0.7 - 0-7 - - - 64 - - - 13 - - - 4 - 9. Pinlend

France 26-3 6.3 56.2 144 46 604- - - - - - - 7.2 112.5 6.7 0-3 6. 126.0 0.9 1.2 34 - - 3.2 - 9-2 - 0146 0.2 313.0 France
Germany F.R. - 2.6 646 33.5 1233 39 23 . 0-5 -6. 07 0. - 0-3 .6 74 43 - 1-s 43 134 - 6.6 6.6 0-1 6.2 - 313.7 I.e 376.7 Germany F.R.

Great Britain 3-9 214 144. 162.2 704 0.2 1.6 224 -4 94 1. - 11.5 - 0-3 126 - - 6.2 - 3.7 - 0.5 12.0 - 17.5 - 427.3 6.2 4275 Great Britain

Greeco 2.3 41 6-6------ ------- 24 64 - 34------ ----- -- - 60 - 6.5 Greece
Irish Republic - - --- - - - - - 0.1----------6.1 - 3.1 Irsh Republic

itly 46 2-7 741 3.6 648 2.2 354 - - - - 1.6 25.2 04 2.7 21- 6. 6.3 6.6 1.6 - - 0-4 - 6.3 0.3 268 4 260.7 Itely
Netherlands - . 54 6.2 - .1 1 0.1 - 13.1 - 14 145 - - - 3.2 - - 02 0.3 - - - 367 6.1 3.6 Netherlands

Nerw-y - ------ - - 2-3 - - -4- 3.1 - 31 Noroy

Portouol 04 ------ 26- -- ---- -21 - - - 2.1------ 0.3------ -3.8 - 5.6 Portugl
Spain - - - 6.7 - - 0.6 6.6 - 1.2 2-5 64 6 6.3 6.9 - - 04 - - - 63- - -- - - - -- 234 - 33.6 Spain
Soedee - - - 166 -. - 1. 234 - - I4---------11.4 - 0.6 - - 12-2 - - 3.1 - 14 ----.--- 167 - W7 Sooden

Swiazrlsd - 0.1 - 66 - - 2-1 3 - 0.4 3.1 -.-- - - - -145 0.6 9 04 - - 26.3 1.0 - 0.2 - 14 - - -- - - - 464 07 471 Switeamnd

Yugesleels - - - 48 - - 14 - - - 13.7-- - - - -- - - - 64 - - 0.4 - - - 0-3 - - of6 - - - - 314 1,6 30 YugoelIeua

BulgarIs- -- -- - - -- -- -- --- --------- - - --- - ----- - -- - -61 -6. - 01 - 6.1 Oulosria
Ceehobolcoalda- - -- --- - -- - - - -- -----1 - - 3.4 - . 0.1 0.2 -3. - 3.9 Czeohoaloakle

GermanyD.R.- --------- -------- ----- - - - ----- ---- 01-- - - -- 0.1 - 0.1 GermanyD.R.
Hungary - - 24--- - - -- - - - - --- - - - - - - 1 -. 2 -- 6 - 24 Hung.ey

Polecd -24 - - - ------- ---- ----------- 13 6.1 3.8 - 34 Poland
Roumania ------ - ----------------- --- 3-1 3-1--- ------ 6.5 34 - 34 Roumnrnl

Argentina 6.1 0.1 343 1.7 .6- ----------- 12 1.2 - - - 142--------- 4 -- .3 Argentn.
Bronl1 14 - - 6.2 - - 34 114 6.2 60 234---------245 - 1.5 - - 4.6 - - - 0- -- - ----- 16. - 03 Rrall

C nad. - -- ----- -- 114- -------- - ----- ----- 6.1 6.2---- - - -- 12 - 12.1 Cemid.

ColombIa- ----- - 0----64 - 3.- - 7 - .7 Colombia

U.S.A. - - - 1-7 - - 834 141 02 46 - - - 11.9 -- - 15 - - 07 - - 0.7 - - - - 0.1 - - - - 0.5 - 116.2 - 113.2 U.S.A.
Ve------------- -- - ------- 6.3 - - - - 63- --- - ----.- ---- 0.1 - .1 Venezue

Rurm--- - ---------------- -- --------- - -- - ------- - -6.1--- ------- 0.1 - 6.1 Rurma
China- 2.4 ----- 3------- 137 0--- --- 604 6.1 94 - - - 16.3-----------66.0 - 6e China
Forms- ---- -- -- ----- 1.6 - - 44-------- -- - - ----------- 53 -- 53 Foro.a

India 7.7 - - 254 - - 3.8 - - - 134 - - 2.5 - - - 0.6 -- 61 - - 04 - - -- 6- - - - - -- - -- 342 - 542 Indie
Japan 1. - - 1074 - -- 6. 17.6 - - -4 - -3-- -- -3.- ----- - --- --- 6.-2-- --- -6. 1554 - 1554 Japan
KcRe- - ----- - -- - -- 41 - - 64-- - - - ------ -- --------- 47 - 4.7 Kmrea
Pakstan ---- -----6.3- ---- - ------------ ---------- 6.3 - 03 Pakistan
Philippines -- - ---- ---- 14 - - 6.7----------- - -- -- ---------- 43 - 43 Phillppines

S.Vietnam - -- - --------.- - - -------- ---- -- ------ -----0.1 - 0.1 S.Vietnam

AlgerIaa - - ------ -- ---------- 6.1 6.3 - 4 ---- ----------- 64 - .4 Algeria
Egypt - - - 1.5-- - -- - ---------- 64 - 3-7 - - 1.5 - - - 24 - - 6 - - - - 5-5 - 54 Egypt

Morooo--- ---- --- --- ----- ------------- - --- --- .7 - - - - 0.7 - 0.7 Morocco
SouthAtrlce - - - 2.3- - --------- -- --- --- - -- -------- ----- 3.5 - 23 SouthAic
SpanishNorth6Africa- ---- ------- ------------- 6. - - - - 60 - 6.5 SpanishNorthAfica

NeZealand - - - - -- &-2 ----- ---- 6.1-- ---- ----. 2------ - -- 6.3 - 03 NeoZealand

Markets unknoan - - -&- - - - - -6.1 5 54 - 5-7 1.5 244 4 - - - --- - - 9.9 3.9 104 749 - 74. Markets unknoon

TOTAL EXPORTS I04 27.6 - 5714 - - 2134 441.6 64 326 2014 - - 471 - 5.7 314 2W6.2 64 76.6 6. 14 300.4 53. - 3.5 45 26.1 04 145 27.2 6.5 27. 145 2334.3 31. 22774 TOTALEXPORTS

TOTALIMPORTS - 24 - - 234 52.9 13.2 - - - 333.9 - 43.5 1604 4.3 - - 131.0 3154 3844 274 30.7 1146 264 45 147 4614 64 54 3.2 01.7 48's 2.0 18.8 23664 14. 2514.4 TOTALIMPORTS

Stockhanoerefined +64 +to6 - +24 - - +114 +0-7 - -0-7 +6-4 - +31 +33.5 +13.2 +124 +14%S -. 6 +73 - -47 +7-2 +155 -12-7 -24 -. 7 +3-2 - +12.5 - +26-6 - +24 Stockchangerefirned

REFINED CONSUMPTION -- 336 - 6.3 563 -4 36. 53.1 4. 161.5 - 4 615-0 4.3 84 109 1 330-7 675 2468 3.1 43 424 5-2 374 545 13-0 124 10.2 1 2.6 461 7.2 374 57S3.9 1460.0 72339 REFINED CONSUMPTION

Dinedt one of sorap id. Ioed Direct use of scrp incltimooed
scrap - 134 - - 114 2M.7 44.0 74 16. - 664 - 1. 434.5 6.7 3. 41. 234 123.7 13 1 173.6 16.S 566.3 4.6 * * 1164 1 24 M3a M 1.1 314. 6-. 1081-3 ocrop

TOTAL COPPER TOTAL COPPER
CONSUMPTIONINALLFORMS -- 46 - 7 4.0 74 4 3 23.3 734 46 2636.3 - 67 1173 .0 11.3 12-6 1730 4544 1 64 4430 57-6 19834 474 3 024 134 67.3 1164 4134 783.0 CONSUMPTION IN ALL FORM]

Flqoe for centrfies marked h eaee been caloulated and noluded in Free World Totel. i rar nolar a Tery Or. a .s .



ANEX I : AVLRAGE COST OF CCGPETITIVE COPPER

(U.S, cents per pound)

1969 1970

CIPEC
Yambia 29.0 29.8
Chile 24.3 33.6
Zaire 32.5 33.7
Peru 22.4 21.3

Total CIPEC 31.3

Other Countries
United States 32.5 - 2/
Canada 37.h (29.2) -
Philippines 18.5 -
South Africa 26.3
Australia 31.9 2/
Elsewhere h3.6 (37.3) -

2/
Total non-CIPEC 32.1 (31.0) -

Grand Total 28.5 31.7 (31.1) /

1/ The average cost of producing primary copper including costs of
smelting, refining and delivery to buyers. The cost includes
depreciation and interests on the capital used. By--product
credit is deducted. By compatitive copper is meant mine production
outside the centrally planned economies from which is excluded
by-product, and co-product copper, "mercantilist copper" where
decisions on mining depend mainly on criteria other than cost,
and mines - mainly small - with cost unknow. Copetitive copper
accounts for about 80% of total world (ex. CPE's) mine production.

2/ The figures in brackets include also co-product copper.

Source: Sir Ronald L. Prain
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PETROLEUM ECONOMICS LTD.

18th January, 1972.

The growing influence of OPEC as exemplified

by developments since late 1970

In order to assess the current status of OPEC and its potential,

one has to go back briefly to the origins of this organisation and

its performance so far. OPEC owes its formation to an initiative of

Venezuela which found a favourable response in Saudi Arabia. The

result was the Perez Alfonso/Sheik Tariki Plan of early 1960.

Venezuela, with its high-cost oil and comparatively slender

reserves, had been alarmed by the competitive pressures emanating

from the Middle East with its low-cost oil and high reserves. Perez

Alfonso felt that his country's interests would be best served through

the Venezuelan handicap being reduced by way of scaling-up, or at

least preserving, the government take in the Middle East thus putting

a floor under the price level of Middle East oil.

Simultaneously Venezuela, anxious to maintain its take per barrel,

was to be content with leaving by far the greatest part of the rise in

output to the Middle East. Although the Middle East - especially Saudi

Arabia - might have fared better by eliminating less favourably-placed

competitors and increasing more rapidly its output, Sheik Tariki 
did

fall in with Perez Alfonso's concept. Yet nothing much might actually

have happened had the oil companies not reduced the posted prices later

in 1960.
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The companies' action was in line with the original concept of

posted prices being related to the general market situation, and it

took some practical experience for the companies to realise that the

producing countries, in whose budget oil revenues played such a

preponderant role, could not be expected to accept easily substantial

reductions in their expected revenues. This traumatic experience of

the producer countries was the catalyst which resulted with great

rapidity in the underpinning of the original Plan.

During the first years of its activities OPEC remained essentially

a defensive weapon, i.e. it was successful in making further downward

adjustments of posted prices virtually impossible, and it provided

(Resolution I.1) a means of avoiding a repetition of what had happened

at the time of the nationalisation of Anglo-Iranian in Iran: the OPEC

countries were to stand together should one or the other of them be

in conflict with oiL companies, and in such circumstances would make

it impossible for the companies to play one producer country against

another.

During that period, whenever and wherever undertaken, endeavours

for the positive restructuring of the relationship of the producer

countries to each other and of all of them to the oil companies, failed

eventually. This applied particularly to the endeavours to establish

a system of production programming which was tantamount to a quota

system, possibly a kind of international proration. Each country wanted

such production quotas to be established on the strength of criteria

which happened to favour its own particular situation: proved reserves,

historical position, population, etc.
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In 1965 a tentative programme was introduced but for various

reasons it proved to be entirely ineffective and was abandoned. This

item has not been removed from the agenda, but in spite of Venezuelan

pressures it has never got any nearer to being realised. It was last

mentioned in Resolution XXlll. 133 and described as a potential

defensive weapon should the price situation deteriorate.

Whereas the ambitions to establish a quota system failed to

materialise, simply because the discussions showed up the true fact

that OPEC members were competitors of each other, OPEC did progress

in the direction of exacting higher revenues per barrel from the oil

companies, because on this point their interests were altogether

identical.

After protracted negotiations during 1964 the increase in unit

revenues was achieved without any adjustment in posted prices by

using a number of technical devices. The basic mechanism adopted

was to follow the long-standing Venezuelan example of treating

royalties as a deductible cost for tax purposes instead of as part

of the 50% government take which was the way in which the 50/50

principle had by mutual consent been applied in the Middle East since

the early 1950s. The agreements reached between the OPEC member states

and the oil industry in 1965 have thus come to be known as the "OPEC

expensing of royalty settlement".

The other important feature of this settlement, which in the

first instance was applied for the period 1964-1966 and later extended

to 1975, was the recognition that the posted price levels of Middle

East and African crude oils existing at the time should not necessarily
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constitute the basis on which tax was assessed 
by producer countries.

Since OPEC could not accept an official reduction in posted prices,

the settlement introduced the concept of a tax reference 
price lower

than the posted price.

To establish the tax reference price two different 
sets of

adjustments to the posted price were allowed. 
The first was a flat

percenta.ge reduction which was originally set 
at 81% in 1964 declining

to 62% in 1966 and eventually further declining 
to 2% in 1971 before

being entirely eliminated in 1972. The second 
was a gravity adjustment

which was applicable through a complex formula the net 
effect of

which, however, was to reduce the relative effect of the flat 
percentage

reduction on light and heavier crude oils. Heavier crude 
oils were less

affected by this gravity adjustment than lighter crude oils, thereby

in principle adjusting the historical posted price 
relationship of

light and heavy crude oils as they existed at the time. As part of

all these adjustments a change was also made in the 
marketing allowance

which had previously been applicable but which was of 
small consequence.

The result of all this complex mathematics was to increase 
the

unit revenues of M .East producer countries by an average 4 per barrel

in 1964 and thereafter by around l per barrel per annum to 1975. The

"expensing of royalty settlement" was superseded 
by the Agreements of

1971 for Persian Gulf, Mediterranean and African 
crude oils, but the

principle that royalties are treated as a cost 
has been maintained.
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At this stage we must look again at the different status of the

various OPEC members. We have already referred to the respective

positions of Venezuela and of the main Middle East producer countries,

but now we must deal with the situation of newcomers to OPEC such as:

Qatar, Indonesia, Libya, Abu Dhabi, Algeria and Nigeria.

Indonesia, although joining in 1962 has been operationally a

- - sleeping partner, a role it has shared with Venezuela notwithstanding

the latter's strong influence. Both countries did benefit from the

successes of the Middle East protagonists but their problems were

so special that operationally the OPEC Resolutions being mainly focused

on the Middle East, and to a secondary extent Africa, did not affect

them directly.

The position of the African countries was different, and in the

case of Libya (under the previous Regime) the delay in joining OPEC

until it had established a strong quantitative position was entirely

logical. Once it had achieved a certain plateau in this respect it was

in its interest to join and the same applied to Nigeria. Algeria was

a case per se because of its "special relationship" to Metropolitan

France, based on the Evian Agreements of 1962. Only when this

relationship had worn thin did it join OPEC.

The particular situation of 1970 revitalised the OPEC position

which had suffered from the trauma of the 1967 Middle East War. At

that moment the Arab countries (not, of course, Iran) endeavoured

to use their oil supply position to further political aims, whereas

OPEC is designed to use the politico-administrative strength of the

producer countries to further their oil economic interests. Only
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when there was an opportunity to revert effectively to the latter

concept did OPEC regain its strength.

There is no need at this point to retell the story of the Libyan

coup, followed by tax increases and price adjustments at the Persian

Gulf in November 1970, again followed by the Teheran and Tripoli

Agreements, and the Eastern Mediterranean and West African settlements.

For OPEC, however, it is significant that :-

(a) the initiative came from one member country in a specific

situation (Libya), and

(b) that all along the real negotiations took place on a regional

rather than on an overall OPEC level.

In spite of the spectacular success of the OPEC countries, the

situation as of mid-1971 was that, whereas previously OPEC provided

a common front which dealt to a great extent with each of the oil

concessionaries separately, the oil companies- with the reluctant

blessing of the U.S. Department of Justice - had by then established

effective coordination (London Policy Group), whilst the rifts amongst

the oil-producing countries had grown and had become altogether visible.

It is, therefore, perhaps not right to talk of "a growing

influence of OPEC", although there is no doubt that the bargaining

position of the producer countries is now greater than it can have

been at any previous time.

The reason for this stronger bargaining position is two-fold:-
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(a) current energy demand estimates to 1980 and beyond 
show

figures considerably higher than those on 
which respective

calculations were based hitherto. Since the Middle East is

the backbone of the world oil supply system, the increased demand

assumptions cannot fail to cast their shadow upon the near-and

medium-term supply/demand picture. The concept that the Middle

East could be considered as being a bottomless pit no longer appears

to be altogether valid.

(b) the OPEC member governments have become more sophisticated 
and

the events of the last eighteen months have shown that it'is none

too difficult to create by administrative action and/or by the threat

thereof a position of scarcity in the course of which the price levels

can be pushed upwards. This, of course, is mainly due to the by now

generally known fact that alternative sources of energy carry 
higher

costs than those of Middle East crude even with the substantial tax

burden put upon it.

The growing strength of the producer side depends obviously

on the elimination or attenuation of competition between oil-producing

countries and for that matter oil companies. In view of the very high

benefit derived by the countries from the export of a barrel of oil, it

would not seem unreasonable if, at least, some of the countries would

have incentives to optimise by exporting more barrels rather than

trying to take as much money as they can per barrel.

Finally, the balance of power will to a certain extent depend on

whether and in which form the main oil-importing countries are going

to organise their oil procurement system.
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* The development of assumptions regarding U.S.A. oil

demand is a case in point. The dramatic change in the

U.S. approach is mainly determined by the progressive

scaling-up of oil demand figures in the U.S.A. The

OECD energy policy paper of 1966 worked on the

assumption of a 1980 oil demand of 15 million b/d;

the Presidential Task Force Report of February, 1970

mentioned 18.6 million b/d, whereas the National

Petroleum Council Report issued in July 1971 works

on 22.7 million b/d.
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1970 1971 19E0 1970 1975 19C)

North America ... 15,870 20,800 25,200 769 1,008 1,222
U.S.A. ....... ...... 14,370 19,00. 23,000 697 922 1,116
Canada ............. 1,500 1,000 2,200 72 86 106

Latin Am-rica* ... . 2,7,0 3,710 5,020 136 184 250

Argentina .. .-.. 420 580 800 21 29 40
Brazil .............. ... 510 670 880 25 33 44
Mexico ...... ...... .. 490 640 890 24 32 44

Other .............. 1,340 1,820 2,450 66 90 122

Western Europe ........ .12,710 16,100 19,930 631 795 984

Bel-iinmuxwrmcurg .. 550 670 880 27 33 43

France ............... 1,940 2,430 3,030 95 119 151
West Germany ....... .. 2,700 3,450 3,900 131 167 189
Italy .............. .. 1,720 2,300 2,800 87 116 142
Netherlands ......... ... 730 850 1,000 37 43 51
Scandinavia ......... .. 1,130 1,550 2,170 60 78 109
Spain .............. ... 480 870 1,550 23 42 74

United Kingdom ...... 2,080 2,400 2,350 103 119 141
Others ......... ...... 1,380 1,530 1,700 68 78 84

Middle East ............ ... 990 1,300 1,900 51 67 93

Africa ................ ... 870 1,200 1,910 43 59 94

Asia Pacific ............ . 6,380 11,520 17,250 317 572 861

Australia ............ ... 530 700 950 26 34 46
India ........... ..... 350 570 850 17 28 47
Japan .............. 4,030 8,000 12,000 200 397 595
Others .............. . 1,470 2,250 3,450 74 113 173

WoIld O.C.A.t .......... 39,580 54,630 71,210 1,947 2,6-5 3,509

Communist Countries$ . . . 6,980 10,550 14,500 3. 6 494 719
U.S.S.R. ........ .... . 5,450 7,F00 11,300 270 337 560
Others ............... 1,530 2,750 . 3,200 76 107 159

.... W.d .-----..--. 46,560 65,160 35,710 2,293 3,179 -3,222

*Msi~ crmu1wd. mnd PBhnms ircLtded in L-thi Amreria.
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BOOKS FOR A PETROLEUM LIBRARY
The oresent lists, prepared by the Information Officer,
Mrs. Floria Abolfazli, do not pretend to be a comprehen-
sive bibliography on the subject of petroleum. They were A LIST OF 50 TITLES
prepared with the main object of informing staff members
or the OPEC Secretariat, researchers in Member Countries
and oll others connected with the industry, what books or
magazines might be of particular interest.

Arnold, Ralph, The First Big Oil Hunt, Vantage Press:
New York, 1960

Ball, Douglas & Turner, D.S. This Fascinating Oil Busi-
ness, Bobbs: Indianapolis, 1966

Barrows, Gordon H. The International Petroleum Industry,
International Petroleum Institute: New York, 1965

Binder; Leonard, Iran, University of California Press:
Berkeley, 1962

Clark, J. Stanley, The Oil Century, University of Okla-
homa Press: Norman, 1958

Cookenboo, Leslie, Crude Oil Pipelines and Competition
in the Oil Industry, Harvard University Press: Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1955

De Chazeau, Melvin G. and Alfred E. Kahn, Integration
and Competition in the Petroleum Industry, Yale
University Press: New Haven, Conn., 1959



East, W.G. The Geography of Energy, Hutchinson Univer- Issawi, Charles, and Mohammed Yeganeh, The Economics
sity Library: London, 1964 of Middle Eastern Oil, Praeger: New York, 1962

Engler, Robert, The Politics of Oil, Macmillan: New Kubbah, Abdul Amir G. Libya, Its Oil Industry and Eco-
York, 1961 nomic System, Rihani Press: Beirut, 1964

Fanning, Leonard M. Foreign Oil and the Free World, Leeman, Wayne E. The Price of Middle East Oil, Cornell
Mc Grow-Hill: New York, 1954 University Press: Ithaca, New York, 1962

Finnie, David H. Desert Enterprise: The Middle East Oil Lenczowski, George, Oil and State in the Middle East,
Industry in its Local Environment, Harvard Univer- Cornell University Press: Ithaca, New York, 1960
sity Press: Cambridge, Mass., 1958

Lieuwen, Edwin, Petroleum in Venezuela, University of
Ford, Alan W. The Anglo-Iranion Oil Dispute of 1951- California Press: Berkeley, 1954

7952, University of California Press: Berkeley,
1954 Longrigg, Stephen Hemsley, Oil in the Middle East, Ox-

ford University Press: London, 1964
Frank, Helmut J. Crude Oil Prices in the Middle East,

Praeger: New York, 1966 Lubell, Harold, Middle East Oil Crises and Western Eu-
rope's Energy Supplies, Johns Hopkins Press:

Guthrie, Virgil B. (Ed.), Petroleum Products Handbook, .Baltimore, Maryland, 1963
Mc Graw-Hill: New York, 1960

Lutfi, Ashraf T. Arab Oil: A Plan for the Future, Middle
Haigh, Robert, and John G. Mac Lean, The Growth of In- East Research and Publishing Center: Beirut, 1960

tegrated Oil Companies, Harvard University Press:
Cambridge, Mass., 1954 Mac Avoy, Paul W. Price Formation in Natural Gas Fields,

Yale University Press: New Haven, Conn., 1962
Hamilton, Charles W. Americans and Oil in the Middle

East, Gulf Pub. Co.: Houston, 1962 Mann, Clarence, Abu Dhabi, Khayyats: Beirut, 1964

Hamilton, Daniel C. Competition in Oil, Harvard Univer- Martinez, Anibal R. Our Gift, Our Oil, D. Reidel: Dor-
sity Press: Cambridge, Mass., 1958 drecht, 1966

Hartshorn, J.E. Oil Companies and Governments, Faber Mikdashi, Zuhayr, A Financial Analysis of Middle Eastern
and Faber: London, 1966 Oil Concessions: 7901-7965, Praeger: New York,

1966
Hinde, Peter, Fortune in the North Sea, Foulis: London,

1966 Mikesell, Raymond F. and Hollis B. Chenery, Arabian Oi4
America's Stoke in the Middle East, University of

Hirst, David, Oil and Public Opinion in the Middle East, North Carolina Press: Chapel Hill, N. Carolina,
Faber and Faber: London, 1965 1?49



Uren, Lester Ch. Petroleum Production Engineering (3
Mikesell, Raymond F. (Ed.), U.S. Private and Government vols. Exploitation, Development, Economics),

Investment Abroad, University of Oregon Books: Mc Grow-Hill: New York, 1953, 1956, 1950
Eugene, Oregon, 1962

(Various) American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
Moody, Graham B. Petroleum Exploration Handbook, Habitat of Oil, American Association of Petroleum

Mc Grow-Hill: New York, 1961 Geologists, (ed. L.G. Weeks): Tulsa, 1958

Mughraby, Muhamad A. Permanent Sovereignty over Oil (Various) Princeton University Conference, The Role of
Resources: A Study of Middle East Oil Concessions National Governments in Exploration for Mineral
and Legal Change, Middle East Research and Pub- Resources, Littoral Press: Ocean City, N.J., 1964
lishing Center: Beirut, 1966

Zimmermann, Erich W. Conservation in the Production of
O'Connor, Harvey, World Crisis in Oil, Monthly Review Petroleum, Yale University Press: New Haven,
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Andrew C. HuanZ

Back-to-ffics Rzport - Cobnultntions on Petroleum and Primary Almemini

1. I had a reri.s of m,:tjnrs uith covaral institution3 in Europe
bwtxeen Nov&abOr 29 and tceTher 11, 1971 for the purpose of obtairing
up-to-dato inforation an Ornchnging viong relevant to the potroleua
report "Dmand-pply Outlook for LOrld Petroleus Throuh] 1930" (hereafter -
raferrad to as oar draft roport) Mhich I am updating and revisin .

2. These consultationo vors fruitful in terms of both exchanging
vieow and securin3 adcitionil data. (Eve Appnoudix I for a list of avail-
able reporto.) Those uore so=e of the miin fini, of ;y conultationo.

a) Gre l a'e projeotions ol total irld (including the
centrally p'nnd accnom(is) &rj and for 1970-C0 are
ganarally highyr than those mada prior to 1971. (See
Table IV, p. 20 of our Craft rport.) In rost ceaes, the
growth rateo of potontial total yorld cneray denand have
Won ravicoi rd to batneen Q Porcen& and 7 percent per
annun for 17f-. Earlier projcctions ranod hatrea
about h parvent to 5 pcorcnt per ann for the vana period.

b) Tii convwn uy of the petroleum s i I r-t iith in
that, potrolnum is Mialy to contribute a risir share of
the market econoeics' total onwrjW supply from around
50 parcet in 1970 to around 50 perent in 100.

c) According to inforied source, th, paoSible crude oil supply
patteru by areas in 1970, 1975 and 1280 is ivn belou:

APYPRKL -iTN ESTI'BT ii'FR:a $TD P0 iFT. Y 10P7u5coi
(perccent,

1970/ 1975 1930

North Anarica 30.0 26.0 22.3
Cc neal and outh A erica 15.1 12.9 11.0
Waiter'n Luro~ 0.8 1.0 1.2
Korth Africa 9.. 7.6
Other Africa 4,2 5.3 6.5
liddle E-ast 35.8 414 6.h
Aia/Deceania 7 .9 5.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

1/ The abcv-a cetivate ran pospared in the :i of 1071. Ito 1970 mr hnre
pntter (c pecially in the case of North ia -ln .. U.01./CoRa) 6iOmer
apprei"bly from thCO hich bCane available later in the yvar ruch as the
LP oil reviow.
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d) As a rasult of fabsty gro~Ut rate of petroleum densmW
than that Co inP 9 IT production for tho centrally pannod
countrics, oil ihorts zruom the iedle Last tndor barter-
V1,003nts havu blen rising. Hovayer, for political as vall

as sbratsgin roasons, RPEia may not liha this situation to
duvalcp toa rapidly. In order to maintain ito dominancs in

atera )uroa, > Fi csia Wn sauvral alturnativas. Thane in-
cludo: (1) rydlucing oil e:7ports to the Frue Tbrld;
(2) incruasing its oil i:lrts from the ciddlle ::ast; (3) rais-
Ing its oa oil production Largats; and (h) controlling oil

demand. To.1 vpacialists think that Riosia will aiNfai its,
oil orporLo to te ie' rorc or less aW Its rccont lovel.
ToWares tha le 1t0lv !'' soivn exports of natvral g, mainly
to Wastern luropo, mny bacom a nrw sourao of foraign exchange.

e) Host p-trolun econonlots are of the opinion that oll prics
uill tond w rise during the presnt docada in contrast to the

.~i W!;6 nn a buyuro markat provailed. On the othur
hand, no oa. %ld vanturc a quantitativa assesoyant of tho
extunt of tho libely price incroan inly dre to tho risig
influunco c OfI . on oil pricing and Vic uncrtninty of future

ONG stratwy uith raoat to prodsinR co.poun,. Mir N nc,
tha wheran Agrismant of Fabrunry 1971 is asvsd to ru.iu in
effect vithont aditlunml dennd for rxavann incroase froA tha
boot gover;nits for the pariod JMnnary 1971-75. Nomover, tuo

naw iazuas L vc alr'y ariown hich are liksly to reult in
even high'r tax costs rnd oil prices than those provid.d undar
the TWhron Agr:nnnt. The iocuaa in question are coTonsation
for do faN o U.S. dollar Cdvaluntion and govarnwant participa-
tion.~ U07L conributinj factora to rising oil pricas iRWud
sloner rat. of incroas in productivity, worldmide inflation,
a fauter groth rate of demand for oil than anticipood, (i-
eluding U.S. import demn d uhich may rive from about 25 pyrcent
at pregont to about 50 parcunt of total domastic demand in 1980 )
and shortz-o of alternativo rources of fuels.

3. In Wition to thu objectivas specified in the torns of reforenco, I
also had useful nootings ulth tuo of the leading aluminum produccrs in Muropc,
i.e., Tha WitiWh AluMInium CGompny in Jondon and Puchincy Aluninium Conjany
in Poris conceraing (a) the, currant problems of the uorld nl'.cinum inalstrj
(ovorcapacity Lnd pric ;ahness), ua (b) the Eupply/d and proapacts of
pridary alurin!A in 1971-75. (Se iy note on "A Lvory Rlvi of W rld
AluMinuR PriW rospects, Ctd NoveMoer h, 1971.)

h. I also took Mdvatago of ny visit to CLOD to soa 7r. Kill, Chief,
Spczial Stud'y ST-tion, in ordar to varify the fact as reportal bj th-

ningurn ,l that the 01D is planning to pnpa a study on th imrLd

1/ Saa m n oinrandua of 17ovoe7r 11, 1971, regarding 11M n c iT d AN

Incdti7try ?y the OCD7,.
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aluin i ninstry at tie request of tho Federal Grn Govearmont. He
confirad thist acA ond told ne that a Preparatory Meting of the Study Group
is suhedud for early 1972. I then told Yr. Hill that the Dank is also
denply interaoted in and has folloood closely, tho alumnum naket. During
the discuosion, I also informally ra:Led the quetion of a closer coopera-
tion in research projects in the Auture and the possibility of the Bank
being invitwd to sond an obsorver to meetings of the Aluminan study group.
1r. Hill roplied that he ould give -'y request careful con:ideration.

5. Pertinent particulare on the institutions and the petrolcnn and
alum ntm wcialists vMiAtd in these consultutiono are given in Appecdix 2

Attachments:

AC~luang: 3s (4



APPENDIX I

LIST OF AVAILABLE REPORTS

"Small and Medium Power Reactors: Technical and Economic Status,
Potential Demand and Financing Requirements" by

Munir A. Khan and J. Tom Roberts
Division of Nuclear Power and Reactors
International Atomic Energy Agency

2. "Potential Demand for Nuclear Power in Developing Countries and the
Associated Capital and Foreign Exchange Requirements" by

International Atomic Energy Agency
Division of Nuclear Power and Reactors
Economic Studies Section, May 1971

3. "Comparative Evaluation of Crude Oils" by
Paul H. Frankel and Walter L. Newton
The Institute of Petroleum
November 1969

lI. Previsions et Orientations a Moyen Terme Pour Le Secteur Petrolier by

Commission des Communautes Euopeenenes
Bruxelle s
29 November 1971



APPENDIX 2

PERTINENT DETAILS ON CONSULTATIONS

On Energy and Petroleum

(a) british Petroleum Co. (London)

Messrs. E. Jamieson - Senior Planner ,

A. H. Dutton and N. Power

(b) Shell Centre (London)
Messrs. M. D. J. Gellard, G. Glass and A. F. Peters

(c) Compagnie Francaise des Petroles (Paris)

Mr. R. Constans, Asst. Economic Director

(d) Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(Vienna)

Mr. M. Almahdi - Chief, Economics Section

(e) OECD (Paris)
Mr. B. D. Reinfrank - Chief, Oil Section

(f) Petroleum Economics Ltd. (London)
Messrs. P. H. Frankel, W. L. Newton and T. White

(For details of information which the 
Petroleum

Economics Ltd. agreed to supply in conjunction 
with

the revision of our draft report in the near future,

see Appendix 3.)

(g) EEC (Brussels)
Mr. G. Brondel, Director of Energy Commission

(h) ECE (Geneva) - K. J. Brendow - Chief, Energy Division

Incidentally, Mr. Brendow told me his group has under

preparation a study on the prospects 
for energy demand and

resources for Europe on the occasion of the 25th anniversary

of ECE with completion date scheduled for mid-1972. 
He was

very complimentary about our draft 
report and told me that

he has quoted certain parts of our draft report, specfically

paragraphs 26 and 33 in their report 
mentioned above.

(1). International Atomic Energy Agency (Vienna)

Messrs. R. Krymm - Chief, Economic Section

J. T. Roberts, Division of Nuclear Power



APPENDIX 2 (Cont'd)

On Aluminum

(a) British Aluminium Co. (London)
Mr. J. Wall - Chief Economist

(b) Pechiney Aluminium Co. (Paris)
Messrs. G. Baudart - Chief, Service de l'information

Commerciale qnd Jean-Pierre Ergas, Director of Marketing

(c) OECD (Paris)
Mr. D. H. Hill - Chief, Special Study Unit

(d) UNCTAD (Geneva)
Messrs. C. .Dawson - Chief, Minerals and Metals Section,

and D. L. Pike
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PETROLFUI ECONOMICS LIMITED

1, AX GY LXL STXZE T. LO NfDON. W1V 2DS

Directors: PAUL H.FRANKEL WALTER L.NEWTON TED WHITE CLIVE DALTON

WLN/DW 3rd December, 1971

Mr. Andrew C. Huang,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.20433

Dear Mr. Huang,

It was a great pleasure to see you here earlier this week and
to have an opportunity to discuss with you your plans for revising
and updating your Petroleum Report of March 1971.

I should now like to confirm what we have agreed -to do for you:

We will provide you with background information mainly in
the form of statistical tables where applicable as follows:

Subject: To be provided by

(a) The growing influence of OPEC as exemplified
by developments since late 1970 end 1971

(b) More recent forecasts on world energy demand end 1971

(c) Potential supply pattern by areas end 1971

(d) The implication of recent OPEC agreements on
oil revenues of producing governments end January 1972

(e) The net oil trade position of the Centrally
Planned Countries end 1971

- (This will be largely derived from data

sent under (b) and (c) )

(f) Price outlook for crude oil and products in
the 1970s end January 1972

The above items relate to updating of your previous Report.
As for the additional items, we have agreed to provide you as follows:

(a) Trends and prospects of crude oil production
costs of major producing areas some data end 1971

suppler'=nary data
end January 1972
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Mr. Andrew C. Huana 3rd December, 1971

(b) The structure of freight rates and their
significance to oil prices end January 1972

(d) The flow pattern of oil trade end January 1972

It was agreed that items (c) and (e) relating to crude
oil and petroleum products prices were too ambitious a programme to
incorporate in a Report to be completed in March 1972. It would
also involve us in substantial research. We agreed that we would
review -the matter when I come to Washington in February next year
and that it could perhaps be the subjec. of a special study at a
later date.

With best regards.

Yours sincerely,

W.L.Newton



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM r
TO: Mr. 0. T. W. Price DATE: January 3, 1972

FROM: Enzo Grilli

SUBJECT: Back-to-office report on the 10th Session of the FAO Consultative Subcom-
mittee on Hard Fibers and Meeting on Coir, Rome, December 6-11, 1971, and
on Consultations with Olefins and Cordage Manufacturers and Traders, London,
December 13-14, 1971

1. I attended the 10th Session of the Consultative Subcommittee on
Hard Fibers held in Rome from December 6 to 11, 1971. The Consultative
Subcommittee, set up in September 1967, works under the umbrella of the
FAQ Study Group on Hard Fibers and has the task of carrying through the
operation of the "Informal Agreement", essentially an "export quota" ar-
rangement among the major hard fibers producing countries. I: The Subcom-
mittee also acts as the "Standing Committee" of the Study Group and is
concerned with a broad range of issues, varying from review of the current
situation to long-term prospects and action, including research on new end
uses and competition from synthetic substitutes. A meeting on coir, on
December 6, preceded the formal assembly of the Consultative Subcommittee
on Hard Fibers. All major producing and consuming countries were present
at the meetings. Several intergovernmental and international organizations
(such as the EEC, UNDP, UNCTAD, Commonwealth Secretariat), as well as non-
governmental organizations, including the Federation of Twine, Cordage and
Rope Manufacturers of Western Europe (FIDUROP) were also represented.

2. In view of the fact that the Informal Agreement, reactivated in
May 1971, still is much in question, there may be merit in reporting on the
present meeting in some detail.

Review of the current situation in sisal and henequen

3. Output of sisal and henequen in 1971 is estimated at about 770,000
metric tons, or 2 percent below that of 1970. Adverse weather conditions
affected African sisal production, particularly in Tanzania and Madagascar.
While other African producers did not suffer from droughts and bad weather
and were able to maintain production at 1970 levels, the overall sisal out-
put of Africa probably declined by some 10-13 thousand metric tons. Produc-
tion was about the same as in 1970 in Brazil and only marginally lower in
Mexico, because of unfavorable weather conditions.

l/ For information on the origin, basic features and changes of the "In-
formal Agreement" which also include all the major hard fibers consum-
ing countries, see Mr. Varon's memorandum on "Recent International
Discussions on Hard Fibers", dated May 22, 1969, and my back-to-office
report on the 9th Session of the FAQ Consultatire Subcommittee on Hard
Fibers, dated May 19, 1971.
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4. Exports of fiber in 1971 were estimated to be considerably lower

than in 1970,, although exports of cordage from producing countries increased

further. The overall export situation, however, is not clear yet, since few

exporting countries were able or willing to provide estimates for the whole

year to the subcommittee and information on the first half of 1971 was also

fragmentary. World imports of sisal and henequen in 1971, however, were put
at about 508,000 metric tons, 6 percent below the level of 1970. The decline

in fiber imports was particularly strong in Western Europe where total im-

ports in 1971 were estimated to be 25,000 metric tons less than in 1970.

Imports of fiber also declined in Japan, Australia and Canada, while in the

United States they remained substantially unchanged from a year ago. On the

whole, developed countries' imports of sisal and henequen probably declined

by about 10 percent in 1971. Centrally planned countries showed only a mar-

ginal increase in their imports above 1970, while developing countries' im-

ports of sisal and henequen remained substantially unchanged. Imports of

manufactured products, thought to be at higher levels than in 1970, did

probably offset part of the decline in fiber imports showed by Western

European countries. Total world import demand for sisal and henequen (fiber

and manufactured products), however, further declined in 1971, probably by
as much as 4 percent with respect to 1970. Although the accumulation of

fiber and finished products which took place in the second half of 1970

(when importing countries took advantage of the very favorable prices which
prevailed in the market) explains at least in part the decline in total im-

port demand registered' in 1971, the trend in world sisal-henequen fiber and

goods absorption is clearly a declining one. Since the mid-sixties total

world import demand has declined much faster than world supply and the neces-

sary output adjustments have not yet materialized. In a basic situation of

oversupply the price behavior of sisal and henequen during the past 4-5 years

is scarcely a surprise. In spite of the various stabilization attempts made

through the "Informal Agreement", prices have trended downwards and 1971
prices were no exception.

5. Following the reactivation of the "Informal Agreement" in May 1971,
prices of African sisal showed some improvement up to the end of July. East

African Rejects (otherwise known as Under Grade or UG) - a representative

grade of African sisal - sold at L73.6 per metric ton c.i.f. Europe. This

represented an increase in price of 1.6 per metric ton with respect to May.

The further rise of L3 per ton registered in August was largely due to in-

creases in freight rates. At the same time, however, prices of Brazilian

No. 3 sisal - a grade comparable to EAR - declined from L66.5 per ton c.i.f.

Europo in May to b62.7 per ton in Augiust, thereby brin.ing the price differ-

ential between the two grades from b5.5 to L13.3 per ton. In a major bid to

recapture their place in world markets, sisal producers in East Africa cut

their EAR prices by bh per ton in September and by another b9 per ton in

October. Although prices of Brazilian No. 3 sisal further declined to L59

per ton in October-November, a more normal price differential between the

two comparable grades was reestablished by the end of November. Current

prices, however, appear to be very unattractive to most producing countries

since they barely cover direct costs of production of the most efficient
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producers in Africa and leave many others - especially in East Africa -
below the break-even point.

Review of the "Informal Agreement" on sisal and henequen

6. A definite assessment of the working of the "Informal Agreement"

in 1971 is not possible since member countries were generally unable (or
unwilling) to indicate with sufficient precision the magnitude of their

exports (especially cordage exports). Some official and unofficial com-

plaints of overfulfillments of national export quotas were heard during
the meetings, but given the scarcity of information on exports in 1971,
the foundation of such complaints could hardly be ascertained with any
sufficient precision. The FAO Secretariat, however, held the view that
the agreement was by and large respected in 1971.

7. The Subcommittee decided to maintain for calendar year 1972 the

same export quotas as in 1971, subject to reexamination at the next ses-

sion. Export quotas for fiber and cordage in 1972 were thus agreed as

follows (in thousand metric tons): Tanzania 185, Brazil 155, Mexico 86,
Portugal 81, Kenya 50, Franc Zone 25, Haiti 19, Indonesia 1, other coun-
tries 3, for a total of 605 metric tons. The Subcommittee also decided
to "reconfirm" the indicative target prices of L84.5 ! 135 per metric ton
c.i.f. Europe for EAR, while consuming countries reiterated their views that

a more realistic target price for EAR c.i.f. Europe should be L78 + L5 per
metric ton. i/

8. The inability of the Subcommittee to revise the global export

quotas for 1972, in spite of strong urgings from the Kenyan delegation which,

supported by most of the main fiber importing countries, called for a cut of
about 5 percent in the global export quota and for corresponding pro rata
cuts in the national quotas as a way to adjust supply to the shrinking de-
mand and to raise market prices to more remunerative levels, indicates the
extent to which conflicting interests among producing countries have become
crystallized. In this context serious doubts were cast not only on the ef-
fectiveness of the "Informal Agreement" but also on the principle of cooper-
ation between producing countries on which the arrangement is based.

9. Although the demand-supply prospects for 1972 are not fully clear,

given the scarcity of statistical information offered by most producing

countries, import demand for fiber is expected to decline by roughly 3 per-
cent pith rcspect to 1971 and in such a situation fiber prices are likely
to remain weak throughout 1972.

1/ Yinimum selling prices for various grades of sisal and price differ-
entials between grades which operated in 1969 under the Informal Agree-
ment were abolished in May 1971 and were not reestablished.
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10. Given the very low prices which prevailed in 1971, sisal and
henequen were said to have remained fully competitive with polypropylene
in the harvest twine market, while synthetic fibers continued to cut
into traditional sisal-henequen markets for ropes and packaging twine.

Research on new end uses for hard fibers

11. Research on new end uses for sisal and henequen was discussed
at some length and it was decided that the next session of the Subcom-
mittee, which will be held in Rome on June 7-9, 1972, would be preceded
by a session of the Advisory Working Party on Research (A1P). The ques-
tion of possible IBRD participation in financing research of new end uses
for hard fibers, raised in general terms during the meeting, will be taken
up again and in more specific terms during the Meeting of the Advisory
Working Party in June 1972, since an organic plan for research is likely
to be presented by the ANP to the 11th Session of the Subcommittee.

Review of the abaca situation

12. Production of abaca in the Philippines during the first ten
months of 1971 amounted to 45.6 thousand metric tons, a decline of about
19 percent with respect to the same period of the previous year. Total
production in 1971 is expected to be around h.0 thousand metric tons (as
compared to 77.6 thousand tons in 1970). A further decline in roduction,
again due to adverse weather conditions is expected in 1972 2/ Exports
from the Philippines during the first ten months of 1971 totaled to 42.2
thousand metric tons, a decline of about 12 percent compared to the same
period in 1970. Demand for abaca appears to be firm in the United Kingdom
and the United States, where increased consumption by paper mills seems to
be sufficient to compensate for losses in the traditional rope uses. Abaca
consumption in Japan appears to be weak and expected imports in 1971 are
3,000 metric tons below the 1970 level. A further decline of import de-
mand of about 1,000 metric tons is expected in 1972. On balance, however,
uncertainty is more on the supply than on the demand side and shortages of
certain grades may occur in 1972. Freight rates on abaca are expected to
increase in February 1972 by some 15 percent and by another 2.5 percent in
August. For some low-price grades of abaca freight rates will then account
for about 40 percent of the c.i.f. value of the fiber. Improvement in
baling techniques in the Philippines was recommended as a possible way to
counter freight rate increases.

1/ The relationship between sisal-henequen prices and olefin prices (espe-
cially polypropylene) and the effects of competition from synthetics in
the various sisal-henequen end-uses will be examined in detail in my
paper on the "Hard Fibers Situation and Projects" scheduled to appear
in draft form in the next 2-3 months.

2/ A series of eight typhoons in August-September 1971 hit abaca producing
areas.
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Review of the coir situation

13. The "ad hoc meeting" on coir reviewed the situation of coir

fiber and yarn in some detail. World imports of coir fiber in 1971 were

estimated at some 10 percent above 1970 levels but roughly in line with

the 1967-69 average. Import demand seems to be stagnating. FAO Secre-

tariat studies on the coir situation in the United Kingdom, Italy and
the Federal Republic of Germany indicate that mattress fiber was suffer-

ing from strong competition from synthetic materials in its major end use

as an insulator in inner-spring mattresses. As a way to stimulate coir

fiber consumption, the meeting recommended that Ceylon, the main produc-

ing country, make a strong effort to improve quality and to insure reg-
ular supplies.

14. Imports of coir yarn into the major consuming countries - with

the exception of Belgium and France - showed a further decline in the first

part of 1971. The import demand prospects for coir yarn were considered
rather poor since its use in mattings for floor coverings tended to be

limited mainly to runners and to coverings of large areas, while in domes-
tic uses felt floor covering and tufted carpets were replacing coir yarn
mattings. Demand for coir mats, on the contrary, is still good and exports
of coir mats (particularly door mats from India) are still expanding. The

importance of quality control on the yarn exported from India was repeat-
edly stressed by many of the importers and the necessity of standardiza-
tion of sizes of door mats was reiterated by European manufacturers who
invited India to comply with the recent agreement reached by the major
European manufacturers not to produce doormats of sizes less than 0.24

square meters. This agreement is expected to increase consumption of
coir yarn for mats by some 15-20 percent.

Consultation with polproplene and cordage manufacturers and sisal traders
in LIondon

15. On December 13 and lh I consulted in London with polypropylene
manufacturers, cordage manufacturers and sisal traders. From my conversa-
tions with officials of the polypropylene marketing department of the Im-

perial Chemical Industries (ICI) I was able to confirm my views on the
situation of excess capacity which characterizes the polypropylene market
in Europe and is largely responsible for the recent declines in the market

price of various grades of polypropylene. This situation, however, is ex-

pected to last possibly until 1973 whereupon prices of polypropylene - at

least in the United Kingdom - are forecast to risE in line with the 3-5
percent expected annual rate of inflation.

16. British Ropes 2 officials expressed the view that polypropylene
harvest twine is still not fully competitive with sisal-henequen twine in

l/ British Ropes Limited manufactures most of the hard fiber cordage con-

sumed in the United Kingdom and also produces polypropylene harvest
twine.
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the United Kingdom particularly because of the very low market prices of

sisal and the strong competition coming from cheap imported sisal and

henequen twine. They indicated, however, that as much as 15-20 
percent

of the harvest twine consumed in the United Kingdom is made out of poly-

propylene and that consumption of polypropylene baler and binder twine

is likely to increase in the future.

17. I also visited the Tropical Products Institute in London and

reviewed with Mr. C. Jarman (who is also the Secretary of the FAO Advis-

ory Working Party on Hard Fibers Research) the results and prospects of

research on new end uses for hard fibers. The Tropical Institute, a part

of the Ministry of Overseas Development, is presently engaged in assist-

ing the handicraft sector of various hard-fibers producing countries in

matters such as design, dyeing techniques and quality standards; the re-

sults of the research and assistance of the Institute seem to be quite

promising.

cc: Messrs. Demuth, Henderson, Stevenson, Singh and Varon

Messrs. Avramovic, Collier, de Vries, Gilmartin, Kuczynski
and Takahashi

EGrilli:hbb
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The Flow Pattern of Oil Trade

Tables 1(a) - (h) show the estimated main oil movements

for the years 1970 and 1971 and forecasts for the years 1973 - 1977

and 1980. The figures are given in million tons (1 million tons

per annum = 20,000 barrels daily).

These tables are based on:

a) The tables relating to world energy and world demand and supply

pattern by areas already sent to the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development under cover of our letter of

4th January, 1972.

b) The following general assumptions:

(i) The Suez Canal remains closed.

(ii) The Trans Arabian Pipeline (Tapline) is open throughout.

(iii) The existing pipelines from North Iraq to the Eastern

Mediterranean will be open throughout at a capacity of

54 million tons per annum in 1970 and 1971 and 59 million

tons per annum from 1972 onwards.

(iv) There will be a pipeline on the Egyptian side of the Suez

Canal from Suez to Alexandria with a capacity of.80

million tons per annum as from 1975. Throughput has

been assumed at 60 million tons in 1975 and 80 million

tons in subsequent years.

(v) The capacity of the Israeli pipeline is raised to 22

million tons per annum in 1971,45 million tons per annum

in 1973 and 60 million tons per annum in 1976 and sub-

sequent years. Throughput has been assumed at:

cont......
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40 million tons in 1973

45 million tons in 1974 and 1975

50 million tons in 1976

55 million tons in 1977

60 million tons in 1978 and 1980.

(vi) The Iran/Turkey pipeline will now not be built so as

to be in operation by 1980.

(Vii) There will be an additional Iraq/Eastern Mediterranean

pipeline with a capacity of 30 million tons per annum

from 1977 onwards.

(viii)There will be a pipeline from Iraq/Iran into the U.S.S.R.

with a capacity of 30 million tons per annum in 1980.

(ix) Shipments from the North Slope of Alaska will now begin

only in 1976, at 45 million tons per annum, rising to

60 million tons in 1977, 75 million tons in 1978 and

100 million tons in 1980.



Table l(a)
MAIN OIL MOVEM4ENTS 1970

From: Million Tons

Persian Eastern North West Southeast Northwest South S.Bloc S.Bloo S. America U.S. West
Gulf Mediterranean Africa Africa Asia Europe Europe Baltic Black Caribbean West Coast U.S. Gulf Coast Alaska Total

Sea

To:

Scandinavia (a) 22 - 3 6 - x 3 15 1 6 - (f) - - 56
Northwest Europe (b) 162 20 85 29 .. x 10 2 8 18 - 2 - - 336
Southwest Europe (a) 61 31 90 5 - 1 x - 8 5 - 1 - - 202
Southeast Europe (d) 17 20 20 - - - x - 9 1 - - - - 67

North Africa - - x - - - - - 2 - - - - - 2
West Africa 4 1 (f) x - - - - 1 1 - - - - 7
South and East Africa 21 - - - - - - - - - - - - 21

Middle East (e) 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10

India, Pakistan,'Ceylon 22 - - - - - - (f) - - - - - 22
Southeast Asia 38 - - - x - - - 3 1 - - 2 - 44
Japan 165 - (f) 1 31 (f) - - 2 2 - - 4 - 205
Australasia 21 - - - 5 - - - - - - - - - 26

Canada (East Coast) 10 - - 3 - - (f) - - 28 - - - - 41
U.S. East Coast 6 - 3 3 - 3 5 - 1 106 - 91 - - 218
U.S. West Coast 3 - - - 3 - 1 - - 6 (f) (f) x 9 22

Caribbean 7 - 4 9 1 - - - 6 x - - - - 27
S. America (East Coast) 13 - 2 2 - - - - - 5 - - - - 22
S. America (West Coast) 2 - - - - - - - - 7 x - - - 9

Total 584 72 207 58 40 4 19 17 41 186 - 94 6 9 1,337

(a) Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Soviet Bloc Baltic ports
(b) Belgium, France (Atlantic Coast), Germany (excluding imports via SEPL, CEL and TAL pipelines), Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, U.K.
(c) France (Mediterranean Coast), Germany (via SEPL and CEL pipelines), Italy (Mediterranean Coast and Islands), Portugal, Spain,

Switzerland
(d) Austria, Germany (via TAL), Greece, Italy (Adriatic Coast), Turkey, Yugoslavia and Soviet Bloc Black Sea ports
(e) Estimated shipment via Israeli pipeline
(f) less than 500,000 tons



Table 1(b)
MAIN OIL MOVEM01TS 1971

Million Tons
From:

Persian Eastern North Iest Southeast Northwest South S.Bloc S.Bloc S. America U.S. West
Gulf Mediterranean Africa Africa Asia Europe Europe Baltic Black Caribbean West Coast U.S. Gulf Coast Alaska Total

Sea

To:

Scandinavia (a) 24 - 2 7 - x 3 15 1 4 - (f) 56'Northwest Europe (b) 191 25 56 38 - x 9 2 8 14 - 2 345Southwest Europe (c) 81 35 73 10 - 1 x - 7 3 1 211Southeast Europe (d) 33 18 19 - x - 8 1 79

North Africa - - x - 2 - - - - - 2
West Africa 5 - (f x - -1 7
South and East Africa 22 - - - 22

Middle East (e)' 15 - - -
-5

India, lakistan, Ceylon 23 - - - 23
Southeast Asia 43 - - - x - - - 2 (f) - - 2 - 47
Japan 179 - (f) 2 34 (f) - - 1 1 - - 4 - 221Australasia 16 - - - 3 19

Canada (East Coast) 12 - - 3 - - (f) - - 27 - - - - 42U.S. East Coast 12 - 2 3 - 3 5 - 1 115 - 99 - - 240U.S. est Coast 5 - - - 4 - 1 - - 9 (f) 1 x 9 29

Caribbean 9 - 8 14 1 - - 6 - - _ - 38S. America (East Coast) 11 - 3 3 - - - _ - 4 - - - - 21S. America (West Coast) 2 - - - - - 7 x 9

Total 683 78 163 80 42 4 18 17 37 186 - 103 6 9 1,426

(a) Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Soviet Bloc Baltic ports
(b) Belgium, France (Atlantic Coast), Germany (excluding imports via SEPL, CEL and TAL pipelines), Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, U.K.
(c) France (Mediterranean Coast), Germany (via SEPL and CEL pipelines), Italy (Mediterranean Coast and Islands), Portugal, Spain,

Switzerland
(d) Austria, Germany (via TAL), Greece, Italy (Adriatic Coast), Turkey, Yugoslavia and Soviet Bloc Black Sea ports
(e) Estimated shipment via Israeli pipeline
(f) less than 500,000 tons



Table 1(c)

R' IN OIL MOVEMENTS 1973
Million Tins

From:

Persian Eastern North West Southeast Northwest South S.Bloc S.Bloo S. America U.S. liest
ulf_ Mediterranean Africa Africa Asia Europe Europe Baltic Black Caribbean Wlest Coast U.S. Gulf Coast Alaska Total

Sea
To:

Scandinavia (a) 32 - - 9 x 4 15 1 5 - - - - 66Northwest Europe (b) 198 25 59 70 - x 14 2 8 16 - 2 - - 394
Southwest Europe (c) 103 56 77 13 - 1 x - 7 4 - 1 - - 262
Southeast Europe (d) 40 33 24 - - - x - 8 1- - - - 106

North Africa - - x - - - - - 2 - - - - - 2
11est Africa 6 - - x - - - - 1 1 - - - 8South aid East Africa 25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 25

Middle East (e) 34 - - - - - - . _ - - - - - 34

India, Pakistan, Ceylon 29 - - - - . . - - - - - - - 29Southeast Asia 46 - - - x - - - 2 1 - - 2 - 51Japan 203 - - 5 55 - - - 1 2 - 4 - 270Australasia 18 - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - 20

Canada (East Coast) 13 - - 3 - - - - - 29 - - - - 45
U.S. East Coast 24 1 9 10 - 4 - 1 127 - 100 - - 282
U.S. West Coast 11 - - 8 - 1 - - 10 2 1 x 9 42

Caribbean 12 - 15 15 1 - - - 6 x - - - - 49S. America (East Coast) 12 - 3 3 - - - - 4 - - - - 22
.

America (West Coast) 2 -----.--79

Total 808 115 187 128 66 5 25 17 37 207 2 104 6 9 1,716

(a) Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Soviet Bloc Baltic ports
(b) Belgium, France (Atlantic Coast), Germany (excluding imports via SEPL, CEL and TAL pipelines), Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, U.K.
(c) France (Mediterranean Coast), Germany (via SEPL and CEL pipelines), Italy (Mediterranean Coast and Islands), Portugal, Spain,

Switzerland
(d) Austria, Germany (via TAL), Greece, Italy (Adriatic Coast), Turkey, Yugoslavia and Soviet Bloc Black Sea ports
(e) Estimated shipment via Israeli pipeline



Table 1(d)

MAIM OIL NOVEE
1
TS 19714

:Million 

Tons

Persian Eastern North est Southeast iorthest Southp 0 .1a3k Caribbean S rca U.S. est

Gulf medte rranean Africa Africa aSea

To:- 
74

Tx 5 15 i 2 -- 409

Scandinavia (a) 38 - - 10 2 8 16 1 15-

Northwest Europe (b) 203 5 1 8 1
Southwest Europe (c) 123 57 25 - ~ 1 2
Southeast Europe (d) 45 38 2 8

North Africa 62-2

West Africa 6
South and East Africa 27 

- - 27

Middle East (e) 38 - - 33

- 2 - 53
India, Pakistan, Ceylon 33 x - 330

Southeast Asia 48 66 1 2 
--

Jap6n 
- - 1 2 -

Australasia 1931 -- 2

Japan-20 - --

Canada (East Coast) 15 3 1 131 1 - _4

U.S. East Coast 29 2 13 14 4 - 1 1 - 1 9 1

U.S. West Coast 17 9 X 51

13 21 15 19 6 X -
Caribbean7 x -
S. America (East Coast) 15 3 3 - -

2

S. America (West Coast) 2

Total 891 122 193 149 79 5 27 17 37 217 3 104 6 91,859

(a) Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden 
and Soviet Bloc Baltic Ports

(b) Belgium, France (Atlantic Coast), GermanV (excluding imports via SEPL, CM and TAL pipelines, Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, U.K.

(c) France (editerranean Coast), Germany (via SEPL and CEL pipelines), Italy (Mediterranean Coast and Islands), Portugal, Spain,

Sritzerland
(d) Austria, Germany (via TAL), Greece, Italy (Adriatic Coast), Turkey, Yugoslavia and Soviet Bloc Black Sea ports

(e) Estimated shipment via Israeli pipeline



Table l(e)

MAIN OIL MOVE1ENTS 1975

Million Tons

From:

Persian Eastern North West Southeast Northwest South S. Bloc S.Bloc S. America U.S. West
Gulf Mediterranean Africa Africa Asia Europe Europe Baltic Black Caribbean West Coast U.S. Gulf Coast Alaska Total

Sea

To:

Scandinavia (a) 36 - - 9 - x 6 15 1 5 - 72Northwest Europe (b) 213 28 50 84 - x 14 2 7 16 - 2 - 416Southwest Europe (c) 121 79 75 15 -1 x - 7 4 1 - 303Southeast Europe (d) 29 65 25 - - - x - 8 1 - 123
North Africa - - x - - - - - 2 2West Africa 6 - - 8
South and East ,Africa 29 - - 29

Middle East (a) 81 - - 81

India, Pakistan, Ceylon 37 - - 37
Southeast Asia 52 - - - x - -1 2 - 57Japan 233 - - 9 77 - - - 1 2 - - 4 - 326Australasia 21 - - - 3 - - - 24

Canada (East Coast) 15 - - 3 - - - - - 3149
U.S. East Coast 36 4 18 22 - 4 7 - 1 145 - 100 - 337U.S. V!est Coast 20 - - - 11 - 1 - - 12 4 1 x 9 58
Caribbean 13 - 28 15 2 - - - 7 x - - - 65S. America (East Coast) 16 1 3 3. - - - - - -5 - - 28S. America (Jest Coast) 2 - - - --- - - 7 - - 9

Total 960 177 199 160 93 5 28 17 37 230 4 104 6 9 2,029

(a) Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Soviet Bloc Baltic ports
(b) Belgium, France (Atlantic Coast), Germany (excluding imports via SEPL, CEL and TAL pipelines), Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, U.K.
(c) France (Mediterranean Coast), Germany (via SEPL and CEL pipelines), Italy (Mediterranean Coast and Islands), Portugal, Spain,

Switzerland
(d) Austria, Germany (via TAL), Greece, Italy (Adriatic Coast, Turkey, Yugoslavia and Soviet Bloo Black Sea ports
(e) Estimated shipment via Israeli and Egyptian pipelines.



Table 1(f)

MAIN OIL MOV34ENTS 1976
Million Tons

From:

Persian Eastern North West Southeast Northwest South S.Bloo S.Bloc S.America U.S. West

Gulf Mediterranean Africa Africa Asia Europe Europe Baltic Black Caribbean West Coast U.S. Gulf Coast Alaska Total

To:

Scandinavia (a) 41 - - 9 - x 7 15 1 5 - 78
Northwest Europe (b) 223 29 46 86 - x 14 2 7 16 2 - 425

Southest Zurope (C) 130 90 75 15 - 1 x - 7 4 1 - 323

Southeast Europe (d) 27 76 28 - - x - 8 1 - 140

North Africa - - - - - - - 2 2

West Africa 6 - - - - - - - 1 1 8
South and East Africa 31 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 31

iddle East (e) 105 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 105

India, Pakistan, Ceylon 43 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 43

Southeast Asia 54 - - - - - - - 2 1 - - 2 - 59
Japan 245 - - 12 88 - - - 1 3 - - 4 - 353

Australasia 22 - - - 4 - - - - - - - - 26

Canada (East Coast) 17 - - 3 - - - - - 32 - - - - 52

U.S. 3ast Coast 47 5 26 26 4 8 - 1 156 1 100 - - 374

U.S. !lest Coast 11 - - - 6 - - - - 2 1 - x 54 74

Caribbean 13 - 28 15 3 - - - 7 x 3 - 69

S. America (East Coast) 16 2 3 3 9- - - 5 21

S. America (West Coast) 2 - - - - - - - 7 X - 9

Total 1,033 202 206 169 101 5 29 17 37 233 5 103 6 54 2,200

(a) Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Soviet Bloc Baltic ports

(b) Belgium, France (Atlantic Coast), Germany (excluding imports via SEPL, CEL and TAL pipelines), Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, U.K.

(c) France (Mediterranean Coast), Germany (via SEPL and CEL pipelines), Italy (Mediterranean Coast and Islands), Portugal, Spain,

Switzerland
(d) Austria, Germany (via TAL), Greece, Italy (Adriatic Coast), Turkey, Yugoslavia and Soviet Bloc Black Sea ports

(e) Estimated shipment via Israeli and Egyptian pipelines.



Table 1(g)

MAIN oIL MaVa4SNTs 1977
Million Tons

From:

Persian Eastern North West Southeast Northwest South S.Bloc S.Bloc S. America U.S. West

Gulf Mediterranean Africa Africa Asia Europe Europe Baltic Black Caribbean est Coast U.S. Gulf Coast Alaska Total

Sea

To:

Scandinavia (a) 46 - - 9 - x 8 15 1 5 - 84
Northwest Europe (b) 235 34 42 84 - x 14 2 7 16 2 - - 436
Southwest Europe (c) 145 100 71 15 -1 x - 7 4 1 - - 344

Southeast Europe (d) 21 94 28 - x - 8 - - 152

North Africa - - X - - 2 - - 2

West Africa 6 - - x 1 - - 8
South and East Africa 33 - - - - - 33

Middle East (e) 109 - - - - - 109

India, 2akistan, Ceylon 47 - - - - - 47
Southeast Asia 59 - - - - 2 - 64

Japan 260 - - 15 95 1 3 4 - 378
Australasia 24 - - - 5 .- - 9

Canada (East Coast) 18 - - 4 - - 33 - - 55
U.S. East Coast 59 6 35 35 -4 8 - 1 157 2 100 5 412

U.S. West Coast 15 - - - 5 -- - 3 - - 64 87

Caribbean 13 - 30 15 4 -- 7 x 4 - - 73

S. America (East Coast) 15 3 4 4 - - 6 - - 32

S. America (West Coast) 2 - - - - - - 7 x - - 9

Total 1,107 237 210 181 109 5 30 17 37 237 6 103 6 69 2,354

(a) Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Soviet Bloc Baltic ports
(b) Belgium, France (Atlantic Coast), Germany (excluding imports via SEPL, CEL and TAL pipelines), Iceland,Ireland, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, U.K.

(a) France (Mediterranean Coast), Germany (via SEPL and CEL pipelines), Italy (Mediterranean Coast and Islands), Portugal, Spain,

Switzerland
-(d) Austria, Germany (via TAL), Greece, Italy (Adriatic Coast), Turkey, Yugoslavia and Soviet Bloc Black Sea ports

(e) Estimated shipment via Israeli and Egyptian pipelines.



Table 1(h)

MAIN OIL MOVEMENT'S 1978

Million Tons

From:

Persi Eastern North West Southeast Northuest South S.Bloc S.Bloc S. America U.S. West

Gulf Mediterranean Africa Africa Asia Europe Europe Baltic Black Caribbean West Coast U.S. Gulf Coast Alaska Total
Sea

To:

Scandinavia (a) 52 - - 9 -x 9 14 1 5 - g9

Northwest Europe (b) 252 34 38 81 - x 14 2 7 16 2 - - 446

Southwest Europe () 175 95 69 15 - x - 7 4 1 - - 367

Southeast Europe (d) 21 100 30 - x - 8 1 - - 160

North Africa - - x - - 2 - - 2

est Africa 6 - - x1 1 - 8
South and East' Africa 35 - - 35

Middle East (e) 113 - - 113

India, Pakistan, Ceylon 51 - - - - - - - 51

Southeast Asia 65 - - x 2 1 2 - 70

Japan 274 - - 18 101 1 3 4 - 401

Australasia 26 - - - 6 - - - 32

Canada (East Coast) 20 - - 4 - 34 - - -- 58

U.S. East Coast 69 7 43 44 4 8 x1 16 2 100 10 448

U.S. West Coast 20 - - - 5 3 - - x 74 102

Caribbean 14 - 31 15 5 - - 7 5 - - 77

S. America (East Coast) 16 4 4 4 6 - - 34

S. America (Ileat Coast) 2 - - - -- - -- 7 x - -- 9

Total 1,211 240 215 190 117 5 31 16 37 241 7 103 6 84 2,503

(a) Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Soviet Bloc Baltic ports

(b) Belgium, France (Atlantic Coast), Germany (excluding imports via SEPL, CEL and TAL pipelines), Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, U.K.

(a) France (Mediterranean Coast), Germany (via SEPL and CEL pipelines), Italy (Mediterranean Coast and Islands), Portugal, Spain,

Switzerland

(d) Austria, Germany (via TAL), Greece, Italy (Adriatic Coast), Turkey, Yugoslavia and Soviet Bloc Black Sea ports

(e) Estimated shipment via Israeli and Egyptian pipelines.



Table 1(i)

MAIN OIL MOVEMENTS 1980

Million Tons

From:

Persian Eastern North West Southeast Northwest South S.Bloc S.Bloc S. America U.S. West
Gulf Mediterranean Africa Africa Asia Europe Europe Baltic Black Caribbean West Coast U.S. Gulf Coast Alaska Total

Sea

To:

Scandinavia (a) 67 - - 9 - x 11 11 1 5 - - - - 104Northwest Europe (b) 284 33 32 79 - x 14 2 6 16 - 2 . - 468Southwest Europe (c) 222 93 65 15 - 1 x - 7 4 - 1 - - 408Southeast Europe (d) 25 97 32 - - - x - 8 1 - - - - 163
North Africa - - x - - - - - 2 - .. - - 2West Africa 6 - x 1 8
South and East Africa 41 - - 41
Middle East (e) 110 - - - - 110
India, Pakistan, Ceylon 61 .- - 61
Southeast Asia 70 - - - x 2 1 2 - 75Japan 307 - - 25 110 - - - 4451
Australasia 32 - - - 7 - - - 39
Canada (East Coast) 26 - - 5 - 36 - - - 67
U.S. East Coast 81 9 57 58 - 4 8 1 161 3 100 25 507U.S. West Coast 29 - - - 2 -3 - - x 84 118
Caribbean 17 - 33 15 6 - - - 8 x 6 - - - 85S. America (East Coast) 19 5 5 5 - - - - 17 4S. America (West Coast) 2 - - - - - 7 x - 9

Total 1,399 237 224 211 125 5 33 13 37 246 9 103 6 109 2,757

(a) Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Soviet Bloc Baltic ports
(b) Belgium, France (Atlantic Coast), Germany (excluding imports via SEPL, CEL and TAL pipelines), Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, U.K.
(c) France (Mediterranean Coast), Germany (via SEPL and CEL pipelines), Italy (Mediterranean Coast and Islands), Portugal, Spain,

Switzerland
(d) Austria, Germany (via TAL), Greece, Italy (Adriatic Coast), Turkey, Yugoslavia and Soviet Bloc Black Sea ports
(e) Estimated shipment via Israeli and Egyptian pipelines.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Alexander Steenson DATE: December 29, 1971

FROM: 0. T. W. PriceCt

SUBJECT: Back-to-office report on visit to the International Sugar Organization:
world sugar prosoects

1. The Bank has had a cautious policy towards investing in sugar

projects following the sugar surpluses and depressed free market conditions
of the late 1960's. The free market situation for sugar has changed in

recent years, however, and it may be advisable for the Bank to reconsider
its lending policy towards sugar.

2. As same difference of opinion about the future market in sugar

appears to have arisen between Dr. Viton (FAO) and some members of the
International Sugar Organization, I visited 1Mr. Ernest Jones-Parry,
Executive Director of the International Sugar Organization (ISO), on
December 15, 1971, in order to ascertain the current views of the ISO and

where they differ (if at all) from FAO.

3. A symposium on the prospects for sugar was sponsored by various

EEC sugar trade associations in Brussels in November 1971. A paper
delivered by Dr. Viton, Commodities and Trade Division, FAO, received wide

press coverage and particularly his "Istrong suspicion" that unlike the

1960's production would fail to meet demand for a much longer period in the

1970's and, furthermore, that the adverse effect of the shortage and high

prices would be most seriously felt in some of the LDC's. The ISO agrees

that there will be a tight market situation in 1972 and 1973 but does not

agree that a disequilibrium situation will persist through much of the

1970's since production will expand in response to higher prices, higher
prices will also tend to reduce the pace of expansion in consumption and

the ISO feels that Dr. Viton has not given sufficient allowance to the

stated production plans of some of its members (including Cuba). Stated

tersely, it is argued that there are interactions between demand, supply

and prices and that the FAO projection methods fail to take these adequately

into account.

4. I would like to pass on to the areas of agreement between the ISO

and FAO which appear far more relevant to the Bank in its commodity lending

policy considerations../ There is a consensus that:

(a) Centrifugal sugar consumption could rise from 71.8 million

tons in 1970 to 92.8-94.4 million tons in 1980 - a growth
of about 30 percent.

21 Neither seem very explicit about the price assumptions underlying the

consumption forecasts but it appears that the ISO is assuming a higher
free market price.
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(b) At least half the expansion in consumption is likely to
occur in the Lesser Developed Countries, as illustrated
by the following forecasts:

Countries 1970 1980 Difference
(Million tons of

centrifugal raw sugar)

Western developed 29.7 35.7 + 6.0
LDC's 23.4 33.8-35.4 + 10.4-12.0
Centrally planned (in-
cluding Mainland China) 18.7 23.3 + 4.6

(c) To meet the increase in consumption substantial invest-
ments will be needed in production and refining
facilities.

5. Some of the most expensive sugar is derived from sugar beet in
developed countries while some of the cheapest is derived from cane, again
in developed countries, namely, Australia and South Africa. Costs of sugar
production from cane in the LDC's occupies a wide middle band. There is no
question but that several LDC countries are capable of producing relatively
low cost sugar based on cane provided adequate capital, technical and mana-
gerial investments are made to facilitate such a development.

6. The Bank Group has a formal consultation arrangement with the
International Sugar Organization relating to any new projects for sugar
production. The Executive Director of the ISO indicated that he thought
the Bank Group would have a more active role to play in financing sugar
projects than in recent years but he still favored considering each project
in turn rather than making a blanket recommendation for expansion. The ISO
is likely to respond favorably to new sugar projects in the LDC's at present.

7. Any attempt to forecast developments in the sugar market over the
next 3-4 years will prove extremely hazardous since (a) the International
Sugar Agreement runs out at the end of 1973; (b) the EEB has not yet decided
how to handle 1.4 mil. tons of Commonwealth sugar associated with British
entry to the EEC and this issues does not need to be resolved until late in
1974 (there can be little doubt that Australia will need to find alternative
markets); (c) the EEC does not need to review its internal sugar quotas
between member countries until mid-1975; (d) the U.S. Sugar Act expires at
the end of 1974 and is likely to undergo thorough examination before being
replaced by some alternative legislation.

8. A considerable amount of the world sugar is traded at present under
preferential market terms and is protected from free market forces. As most
of these arrangements, which are subject to political considerations, will
come under review over the next 3-4 years, it makes it extremely difficult
to predict their outcome on the free market situation. A desire to move away
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from such a distorted market situation and rising costs in some producing
countries suggest that the level of sugar prices will tend to be higher in
the 1970's than in the 1960's.

9. I would conclude from this brief review that the time is opportune
for the Bank to reconsider its present lending policy towards sugar.

10. As a postscript I should add that prices in the free market for raw
sugar have increased in the last month to their highest level in seven years
following rumors of shortages in the USSR and Eastern Europe and in antici-
pation of a poor crop in Cuba, coupled with speculation on the outcome of
the international monetary settlement. As a result of the rise of the
"world price" (free market) the Executive Committee of the ISO decided on
December 21, 1971 to suspend all sugar export quotas to the free market
effective January 1, 1972, in an effort to curb further advancement of the
price level. The Committee stated that in its opinion sufficient supplies
were available to meet import requirements in 1972 and that the price in-
creases were of a "speculative and transient character". The action of the
ISO should contribute to the easing of the situation because it allows
countries with large stocks of sugar to sell above their basic export quota.
Should the world price be at or below 5.25 cents per pound for five days in
a period of 17 consecutive market days, the quotas will be re-established
and the Executive Committee will meet to decide the level at which they
should be re-set. It is too early to assess the effect on the market of
the ISO action which came just before the holiday period but there are
signs (see prices on the New York futures market of December 27, 1971)
that the situation is cooling off.

cc: Messrs. Chenery, Evans, Fuchs, Henderson, Haq
Mr. von Hoffmann (IFC)
Chief Economists

OTWPrice/hl
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INTERNATIONAL DVLLOPM;ENT JINTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATI NAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION iND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFIC MEMORANDUM
TO: Comntry Ecomista* DATE: December 9, 1971

TIMR0UC1H: Chief Econoaists
FROM: ShamH'her Singh

SUBJECT: Coffee- Peoduct3 on Proicetions

1. In December 1970, we asked for the views of the Area Economists
on coffee supply prospects for their respective countries. The exercise
was connected with a review of the stpply-demand position and price pro-
jections. To assist the area econordists a table on coffee production
projectiono using country reports and, in most cases, hypothetical growth
rates to signify possible trend value of production was circulated.

2. The revisions supplied were incorporated in the enclosed table
as indicated by an asterisk. 14he-re no asterisk is shown means that the
area economist did not offer any views.

3. We shall be grateful if you reexamine the revised table, make
the necessary changes and return it to me by December 15, 1971. A review
of price forecasts is now under preparation and we like it to reflect your
views on supply prospects.

Enclosur o

cc: essrs. Henderson, Stevenson, Price
Miss Dow 17 1  C,9,

* List of Countries for each Department-
Ka-ter~i Africa Departein ~tt: Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Burundi,

Con J(iY, Nelagasy Iepublic, Ruanda
.Wseiern4 Africa Department: Ivory Coast, Togo, Sierra Leone, Cameroon,

Central African Republic, Guinea
East Asia and Pacific Dart..:ent: Philippines, Indonesia
South Asia Dcpartent: India

F"tT Etend North 1frica Dccar'-rnt: Portugal and Depndcncies
Central A a andCaribbeanOpag't : Dominican Republic, aiti,

Mexico, Costa Rica, El Sa]vador, Guatemala, Honduras, 1licaragua, Venezuela
South ric Denavtgrn: Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, Brazil

SSingh tlcj



WORLD HARVESTED PRODUCTION OF COFFEE

(thousand 60 kilogram bags)

Continent and Country Actual Projected Rates of Growth
Average 1967/68-1969/70
1967/68- 1967/68 1969/70 1970/71 1971/721/ 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 Average to
1969/70 1975/76

North America
Costa Rica 1,337 1,350 1,40 1,250 1,330 1,550 1,600 1,700 1,770 4.1Cuba 483 450 500 550 550 470 470 470 470 -o.4Dominican Republic 605 635 640 675 625 580* 595* 600* 600 -0.1El Salvador 2,267 2,hOO 2,500 2,000 2,350 2,550 2,650 2,750 2,860 3.4Guatemala 1,780 1,850 1,750 1,840 2,000 2,150 2,200 2,300 2,400 4.3Haiti 482 500 465 480 450 410 h00 390 380 -3.4Honduras 493 h8o 550 570 600 450 460 470 4.80 -0.
Mexico 2,942 2,900 3,075 3,000 3,300 3,150 3,200 3,300 3,400 2.1
Nicaragua 552 550 565 580 580 600 615 630 645 2.2Ot!hers 502 552 476 h97 519 450 450 450 450 -1.6
Total North America 11,43 f1,667 11,921 11,!hL2 12,304 12,360 12,6 0 13,060 13,h55 2.3

South America
Brazil 19,500 23,000 19,000 9,750 23,600 25,300* 26,500* 29,500* 31,500* 7.1Colombia 8,117 8,000 8,450 7,500 7,800 8,600* 8,800* 9,000* 9,200 1.8
Ecuador 945 1,175 660 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,250 1,300 1,3h0 5.1Peru 893 880 94o 990 1,030 1,090* 1,090* 1,090* 1,090 2.9
Venezuela 837 750 900 900 920 750 750 750 750 -1.6others 235 216 239 161 179 160 170 170 175 -4.1
Total South America 30,527 31,021 30,189 20,501 34,729 37,100 38,560 hL,810 LL,55 5.

Africa
Angola 3,267 3,400 3,300 3,300 3,400 4,000 h,150 4,300 4,470 4.6
Burundi 277 315 240 350 325 360* 370* 380* 390 5.0Cameroon 1,133 1,100 1,200 1,150 1,250 1,250* 1,300* 1,300* 1,350 2.6
Central African Republic 178 175 200 150 160 210* 230* 250* 270 6.1
Congo (K) 1,033 1,000 1,100 1,200 1,250 1,100 1,150 1,200 1,250 2.7Ethiopia 1,932 '1,750 2,000 2,100 2,150 2,780* 2,860* 2,950 3,050 6.7Guinea 183 170 200 200 200 150 150 150 150 -2.8Ivory Coast 4,167 4,500 4,600 4,000 4,000 3,690* 3,760* 3,830* 3,900 -1.0
Kenya 817 650 1,000 985 1,000 1,000* 1,060* 1,100 1,150 5.0Malagasy Republic 943 1,100 830 950 850 1,050* 1,100* 1,200* 1,250 4.1Rwanda 178 190 145 235 200 240* 250* 260* 270 6.1
Sierra Leone 88 80 90 125 100 80 80 80 80 -1.4Tanzania 822 740 775 900 900 1,050 1,100 1,150 1,200 5.6
Togo 228 175 230 225 225 260 280 300 320 5.0Uganda 3,128 2,700 3,350 3,000 3,050 3,300 3,400 3,500 3,600 2.0Others 399 399 399 409 399 4ho 450 460 470 2.4Total Africa 18,773 18,444 19,659 19,279 19,459 20,960 21,690 22,410 23,170 3.1

Asia and Oceania
India 1,167 1,050 1,150 1,800 1,325 1,300 1,300 1,4oo* 1,4oo* 2.6
Indonesia 2,117 2,150 2,200 2,350 2,250 2,300 2,400 2,450 2,520 2.5Philippines 750 700 815 840 840 660 610 620 600 -3.1Others 661 580 701 768 778 1,050 1,050 1,250 1,380 11.1
Total Asia and Oceania 4,695 4,480 4,866 5,758 5,193 5,310 5.390 5,720 5,90 3.3

World 65,38 68,612 66,635 56,980 71,685 75,730 78,550 83,000 86,580 _4.1

1/ Second estimate USDA.

Projections: based on hypothetical growth rates from the base period 1967/68-1969/70. These growth rates are subject to
revision by Area Departments. An asterisk denotes projections as revised by Area Departments in December 1970.

Sources 1967/68 to 1971/72 - U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR NTERNATIONAL 'INANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 4i 4

TO: Mr. 0. T. W. Price, TE: December 8, 1971

FROM: Raffaello Marsili .

SUBJECT: Back-to-office report on Seventh Session of the International Sugar
Council, Iondon, Noveyber 17-19, 1972

1. The Seventh Session of the International Sugar Council was
held in Iondon, November 17-19, under the chairmanship of Mr. A. G.
Sauzier (Mauritius). The main items in the agenda included: review
of the market situation in 1971; firat estimate of the supply/demand
position for 1972 and determination of initial export quotas for 1972;
review of the operation of the Agreement and consideration of appropriate
action; request by the Do-minican Republic for an increase of quota entitle-
ments for 1971; vithdrawal by Thailand from the Agreement; progress report
by the Consumption Committee; election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman of
the Council and the members of the Executive Committee; and setting the
date for the next Council session.

Review of the mark et situation in ?21

2. The review presented by the Chairman of the Executive Committee
indicated that the considerabl2 strengthening of the market -ihich started
in late 1970 continued in 1971 and for the first tinte since the Agree-
ment came into force (January 1, 1969) quotas were raised to more than
95 percent of asic Export Tonnages 1/ (BET). The sequence of the Execu-
tive Committee action on the BET's during the year was as follows:

Date Qaotas as % of BET's Sugar Price (US /J.)

Novembor 18, 1970 95 3.98
December 30, 1970 100 4.23
February h, 1971 110 4.87
Nay 19, ]-971 105 4.36
October 1, 1971 100 3.97

3. As a result of shortfalls which were not fully redistributed
and allocations from the "Hardship Fund", the quotas deviated from these
sho,,n in the above table; thus the quotas in effect on October 17, 1971,
the lact date of action uhich affected quota levels, a-mountod to 9h.$
percent of BET's (6,806,000 tons) as compared to 85 percent of BET's a year
earlier. Allo-ations from the hardship Fund totalling 92,000 metric tons
were made to the Dominican Republ ic, Fiji and British Honduras.

I/ The term "Basic Export Tonnages " refers to shares in the free market,
expressed in metric tons.
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First astimate of demand/supply in 197 2 j determ ion of prtuotas
and entitlements

4. The report prepared by the Statistics Committee estimated
the free market import requirements for 1972 at 9,313,000 tons ;/. The
corresponding supply estimate, covering anticipated free market exports
by non-members (2,150,000 tons), entitlements other than quota of
members (l,485,000 tons) 2/ and export quotas at 105 percent of Basic
Export Tonnages (7,714,00 tons) as recommended by the Executive Coimittce,
amounted to 11,3h9,000 tons leaving an apparent surplus of 2,036,000 tons.
The Committee recognized that there will be shortfalls in 1972 which would
reduce the apparent surplus but could not at this time provide reliable
estimate of their magnitude. The Council adopted the recommendation to
set initial quotas for 1972 at 105 percent of BET's. The limitation of
free market exports by the USSR to an annual maximum betwenn 1 100,000
and 1,250,000 tons, agreed for the years 1969-1971 (Article 395 was
maintained for the remaining years. The maximum level for 1972 was set
at 1,175,000 tons.

Review of the oqprations of the Agreement

5. Article 70(2) provides for such a review before the end of the
third year (1971). Discussions were based on a report prepared by a
working group appoi nted by the Council. There was general consensus on
the side of both exporting and importing members that the Agreement had
worked satisfactorily. Concerning revision of basic export tonnages,
several exporting countries expressed the opinion that some of the basic
quotas were now out of line with current conditions and should be
modified. Others, though concurring with what had been said, made the
point that re-negotiation of quotas at this stage might jeopardize the
Agreement and suggested postponement to the time at which the Agreement
as a whole would have to be re-negotiated, i.e.,during the year 1973.
This point of view prevailed and the suggestion to postpone any revisions
was adopted.

Euesythe Dominican Republic foLran:incas e oIquota entitlenment
for 1_97:1

6. The delegate for the Dominican Republic stated that sugar
production in his country had reached approximately one million tons
in 1971. The basic export quota established at the negotiating confer-
ence in 1968 was based on production in the mid-sixties when unstable

1/ This compares with the initial estimate for 1971 of 8,864,000 tons
and for 1970 of 8,600,000 tons.

2/ Export entitlement of USSR under Article 39(2) of 1,175,000 tons,
re-exports of Cuban sugar by East European countries of 250,000 tons
under Article 36(3), and Philippines entitlement of 60,000 tons when
export quotas are above 100 percent of BETIs.
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political conditions and unfavorable weather had reduced output to an
abnormally low level. In the last tizo years production recovered the
level of the early 1960's and increasing stocks had put an intolerable
burden on the country's sugar industry. Since it had been decided to
leave basic export tonnages for the next two years of the Agreement
unchanged, the Dominican Republic asked for permission to exceed its
quota in effect for 1971 by some 95,000 tons in order to reduce
domestic stock to the level at the end of 1970. The Council recognized
the seriousness of the situation but, in view of general market condi-
tions felt unable to agree to an increase beyond 60,000 tons.

Withdrawal by Thailand from the Agreement

7. Thailand had repeatedly mado the point that its quota (36,000
tons), established on the basis of exports in earlier years, was far
below current and expected future exportable supplies. The temporary
relief granted in March 1971 of 35,000 tons and 10,000 tons from the
Hardship Y\nd could not solve the problem. Hence, effective October 28,

1971 Thailand has withdrawn from the Agreement.

p y the Consumption Committee

8. The Comittee presented to the Council a proposal on a special
pilot study to be undertaken by the Sugar Organization in cooperation
with FAO and the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) on factors affecting
the level of sugar consmiption in four developing countries of Africa
and the Viddle East. During the discussion, the observer for the OCA4 1/
reported that at its October meeting OCAII had decided on a similar study
and expressed the wish to collaborate with the joint ISO-FAO-ECA study.
The Council decided to pass the study proposal to its Executive Committee
for consideration and for later action by the Council but in the meantime
preparatory work could start on the collection of information.

FlectionofChairrranandVice-Chairman for 1972

9. The Agreement provides that tlhe chairmanship of the Council
should rotate between importing and exporting countries. The present
Chairman, Mr. A. G. Sauzier, represents an exporting country (Nauritius);
the Council elected Mr. S. Larson of Sweden as Chairman for 1972.
Mr. R. Loon Torras of Cuba will serve as Vice-Chairman.

1/ Common Organization of (French) African and Malagasy States.
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Provisional date of next meeting of the Council

10. The next session of the Council was provisionally scheduled
for May 24 to 26, 1972. The Statistics and Executive Committees will
meet in the preceding week.

RMarsili:mb

cc: Yr. Demuth
Messrs. Henderson, Stevenson
Messrs. Avramovic, , obel, Collier, do Vries, GilTartin,

Kuczynski and Thompson
Mr. Rowe
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Henderson

From: J.U. Richtcr 1J i.

Subject: World Review of Bauxite-Alumina-Aluminium Markets, To Be Carried
Out By Mr. S. Moment (Consultant)

1. I refer to Mr. A. Huang's memo of October 13, 1971 regarding the

proposed outline of the above-mentioned study. This department feels that

Mr. Moment should address himself primarily to the worldwide aspects of the

markets, rather than the particular position of the bauxite-alumina industries

in jarfiaica, Surinam and Guyana. We are reasonably well informed about the

peculiarities of the bauxite-alumina industries in the countries of our area.

Of particular value to us -- and, we are satisfied, to other area departments.

as well that include bauxite-alumina producing countries -- is a background

study which enables us to assess the bauxite-alumina prospects of our countries

in the worldwide context. Studies on the major producing countrics could be

carried out by the staff in economics and area departments, reinforced, if

need be and the possibility exists, by Mr. Moment.

2. The proposed study should update and deepen the Bank study "Past

and Prospective Trends in the World Aluminum Industry" of May 1968. It

should include the following topics, mentioned already by Mr. Moment in his

letter to Mr. Macone of September 6, 1971 under para. 3(b) and which, according

to his estimate, would require about 31 days:
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(a) World demand and outlook for bauxite and alumina, 197o-1985;

(b) Distribution of known bauxite reserves, effects of recent

discoveries, and possibilities for additional discoveries in

certain countries;

(c) Trends in useable grades of bauxite;

(d) To be deleted: (Competitive outlook for bauxite substitute:

clay, nephelite, etc.)

(e) Distribution of alumina capacity between bauxite producing

countries and alumina consuning countries;

(f) Distribution of bauxite reserves and alumina capacity between

enterprises;

(g) Marketing practices (types of contracts, tolling and barter

practices) and trade relationships in bauxite and alumina

between enterprises including relationships between western

enterprises and East European countries, and possible relation-

ships with Mainland China;

(h) Price structure and freight costs of bauxite, 1965-1971 and

pending changes with reference to arms length transactions and

other transactions, f.o.b. and c.i.f.;

(i) Price structure and freight costs of alumina, 1965-1971 and

pending changes with reference to arms length transactions and

other transactions, f.o.b. and c.i.f.;

(j) Changes in ocean transport costs of bauxite and alumina, ship

and port capacities, and outlook for further changes, 1970-1980 ;

(k) Illustrations of cost trends of producing bauxite, 1965-1970-1980

(i) local costs including taxes and royalties;

(ii) costs of distribution and other costs accruing abroad;
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(1) Illustrations of cost trends of producing alumina, 1950-1965,

1970-1980.



Fonm No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTPUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Henderson DATE: November 23, 1971

FROM: Pedro-Pablo Kuczynski

SUBJECT: Mr. Price's proposal for a study of "Bank Policy for
Commodity Lending"

I was interested in the paper which Mr. Price recently
circulated, but I am not entirely sure of its purpose or of what
"commodity lending and nutrition" means. I think that it would be
useful, in case you propose to undertake such a study, to have a
meeting of the Economic Committee to find out what could be expected
from the proposed study.

cc: Area Chief Economists



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT j INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. P. D. Henderson DATE' er ,

FROM: 0. T. W. Price r P -

SUBJECT: "Bank Policy for Commodity Lending": a pr osed st u

I consider that with some application and analysis a considerable
amount of information which already exists in the Commodities Division
could be put to more effective use in helping management to formulate
decisions on commodity lending. The attached memo indicates the sort of
study I have in mind. I would welcome your views on this proposal. I
am circulating the memo to the Area and Projects Departments also, as I
would find their views and support most helpful. I regard this study as
leading to an internal Bank paper for management and not a Board paper
at this juncture.

cc: Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Lerdau
Mr. Haq
Chief Economists/Economic Advisers, Area and Projects
Departments



Bank Policy for Commodity Lending: a proposed study

Many factors need to be considered in determining the Bank's

lending program. Not least of these in importance is the Bank's position

on commodities. The flow of funds frcm external sources to the develop-

ing countries is still small compared with the LDC's export earnings.

Export earnings from primary products still provide the main engine for

growth and development in most of the LDC's.

The Bank does undertake some work on commodibes which has a

bearing on its investment policy. This includes its forecasts of supply,

demand and prices for about forty primary commodities. It has also

undertaken other ad hoc studies, including studies in depth of some key

commodities. The development of trading blocs, the mounting danger of

trade discrimination, declining commodity prices, and even the possi-

bility of taking a more positive approach in fostering new trading

patterns between the LDC's all indicate that the Bank should expand its

study of trade in primary commodities. This should enable the Bank to

derive a more positive investment strategy towards commodities. The

study should contribute to the number and type of criteria which manage-

ment could use in determining its lending strategy towards individual

and groups of developing countries.

It would be premature at this stage to indicate the type of

criteria this study might highlight. It would, however, need to con-

sider the following:

(a) prospective rates of growth for various primary

commodities;
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(b) price elasticities of demand for individual commodi-

ties and the consequent effect of temporary over-

supply on world prices;

(c) comparative advantages and disadvantages of some

major producing countries in their key exports:

(Such an exercise is fraught with difficulties.

It could only be accomplished for a few commodities

and would be a guestimate. Nevertheless, an attempt

to rank countries on the basis of their costs or

simply to classify them into "high cost" and "low

cost" would be helpful for decision making.);

(d) the vulnerability of the balance of payments of

selected countries which are particularly dependent

on a few commodities; this would help to indicate

which countries are most in need of adjusting the

composition of their exports (or to diversify);

(e) effects of change in composition of exports on

employment;

(f) effects of changes in income distribution on national

commodity markets;

(g) the feasibility of fostering international trade

between the LDCts and the effect of such action on

their rate of economic development;

(h) commodity loans and nutrition.



It is considered that such a study could add another dimension

to the consideration of the Bank's lending policies and if it were under-

taken at present, it could anticipate some of the problems which lie

ahead.

Such a study should take about 1 -2 years, depending on the

effort devoted to it. I envisage part of the work being undertaken by

consultants in cooperation with Division staff. I am assuming that we

would liaison and receive help from Projects and Area Departments in the

preparation of this paper, e.g., Agriculture Projects could give con-

siderable assistance in ranking countries cost-wise.

Commodities and Trade Division
FEconomics Department
November 19, 1971



INTERNATIGNAL DEVt'.1P0MENT INIENATICNAL DANK FOR INIEPNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOC IATIIN RECONSTRL(. [I ON AND DEVELOPME T CORPOPAT ION

OFF( iC MLFORANDJUA
TO: ies DATE: vber 3, 1971

FROM: R. Mrtili

SuLJECT: U.S. S ,ar Act of' 19)8 - Amendumnts of 1971

1. The U.S. Congress ha rowntly epproved, and the Presidont

has signed into law cn October 14, 1971 new A cndiants to the U.S. Sugar
Ant of 1948, extending its validity for 3 years beginning D972. These
amnndments hcve uot changed the philosophy of the sugar program ini-
tiated in 1934. Some rodficaons hcuever, arc extremely iKportant
to forcign countries supplying tha U.S. narkot. These relabe to:
a) allocation of basic qiotas, b) the clausea governing the distib-
tion of deficits and a) measures which will be taken against foreign
sugar supliero who empropriate U.S. proparty abroad. These nodifi.-
cations are described more fully below.

Min features of the U.S. Sugar Act of 39s

2. Sugar imorts into the United States as usli as Moustic
(mainlard ad offshore:) -upplies are rugulated by the U.S. Sugar Act.
Initially adopted in 193h, the hot was ranewud in 1948 and has since
been repeatedly amendod and revisead /. Towards the end of each year
the U.S. Secretary of Agricalture estimates the prospective U.S.
requirements for the follon.rg calerdar yvar to serve as a basis for
allocation of domestic and foreign onotas. Specific quotas are assigned
to U.S. K ninand and offshore producers (Mnli, Virgin Islands and
Puerto Rico), the 1hilippines, bhars and Ieland; the rewaining
balance of requirements is allocated to other foreign suppliers. Up
to 1960 over 95 percent of this balance was supplied by Caba but
foll.oming sospension of imports from that source, import quotas wr2(
reallocat2d as a t ymporary Leasure to other foreign suppliers.

Fica Wnants introdiucedi in 1(

a. jsic gotys (Sec. 202)

i. IkyeThic bac quotas

3. The most significnot change achieved by the 1971 Wendrnts
has ban t raise the ruotas acsignad to the U.S. mal and ccne prfuaors
by 300,010 ohet tors j/, whilst the Puerto Aic=n quota hCv bon reduccd
IV 285,00 short tong Wc that of the Virgin Ilrans of 15,030 shorb tons

has ben aHbOiMd Thse Ohingas hace nct alterod the toRI anoun& of

I/ Since J918 i h1 Sugnr Act hoe bea a nyded in 053, 1550, 1960, :961,
1962 (twice ), 1965 oAn 1P71, te a. nnt being anas &e in this

1 ef.randuv.

2/ Mny tornage figov appearing in tWe wevorandu: ne2en to an hjpothec-
icel U u. Vtal yuarly rn.w Enr Ycquire:entQ of 11,20a,000 bhut to.
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the basic domestic quotas of 6,910,000 short tons,' the increase in the
mainland cane producers' quota being offset by the decline in the Puerto
Rican quota and the abolition of the quota for the Virgin Islands. In
recent years both Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands have been unable
to fill their quotas and their deficits - which have been increasing
and reached 975,000 short tons in 1971 1/- have been distributed betneen
the Philippines and other foreign suppliers in the Western Hemisphere.
The shift of the 300,000 short'tons from Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands to the mainland cane producers has therefore the effect of
reducing the final quota entitlement of the Philippines and the Western
Hemisphere suppliers by a similar amount of 300,000 short tons. In
addition to this,.beginning 1973 the mainland beet area will be allocated
an extra quota of 100,000 short tons with the discretionary authority
given to the Secretary of Agriculture to increase it to 125,000 short
tons. This will further reduce the total amount of the foreign quotas
by 100-125,0Q0 short tons from 1973 onwards.

ii. Foreign basic quotas

No change occurred in the specific basic quota allocations
of the Philippines and Ireland. The Bahamas Islands, who also had a
specific basic quota in the 1965 Amendments, has now been given a quota
on a percentage basis.

5. The total amount of basic quotas for other foreign countries
is calculated by subtracting from the total U.S. consumption requirements
the domestic basic quotas and the specific quotas (Pnilippines and trcland).
The remainder is prorated among foreign countries in accordance with the
percentages established in the Act. In the 1965 Amendments to the Act,
50 percent of the foreign basic quota was allocated to Cuba and the
other 50 percent was allocated to other foreign suppliers. In the 1971
Amendments the Cuban allocation has been reduced to 23.74 percent, and
the foreign suppliers total basic allocation has been increased to
76.26 percent of the total foreign basic quota. This ishowever, only
an accounting change since the Cuban quota (as well as the Southern
Bhodesian quota) is still suspended and it is prorated as a temporary
quota between the same foreign suppliers. Only in the event of the
resumption of diplomatic relations with Cuba in the next three years
will the reduction of the Cuban reserve have practical significance.

6. More relevant to the size of the total quota entitlements are
the changes which have been made in the individual foreign countries
percentage share of the foreign basic quotas. These changes become
evident only after the various comporents, the share of basic quota,
and the shares of the Cuban and Southern Rhodesian reserves are added

1/ Purto oin and Virgin Islands combined deficit in thousand sho'rt
tons: 438 (1966), h3O (1967), 64o (1968), 784 (196Y), 795 (197G)
and 975 (1971).
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together. Table 1 adds these components and gives a comparison of the
foreign suppliersI percentage shares of the total forei n basic quotas
(columns h and 9) in the old (1965 Amendments) and new (1971 Amendments)
Sugar Act. Between the large suppliers Brazil, Mexico and espe~cjiyPru
had their share reduced and the DEminican Republic had its share increased
substantially. Britidh Honduras, Mauritius, Panama, Swaziland and VYnZ-
zuela had also large increases relative to their former shares. Paraguay,
iganda and, from 1973, Malawi were granted a share for the first time.
The quota previously granted to the French West Indies has been eliminated
on the ground that those islands are, as a French overseas department,
an integral part of the European Economic Community.

b. Distributionof Deficits (Sec. 204)

7. Under the provisions in the 1965 Amendment to the Act any
deficit in quotas, whether in domestic or foreign areas, were reallo-
cated entirely to foreign sources of supply. Deficits in domestic areas
and in the Western Hemisphere were assigned to the Philippines (147.22
percent) and Western Hemisphere countries (52.78 percent); the latter
would also supply any shortfall occurring in the Philippincs. The
President could, however, override these rules, and if in the national
interest, allocate any deficit or part of it' to countries holding quotas,
as he found appropriate.

8. Under the 1971 Amendment to the Act the procedure of allocating
the deficits was maintained intact, but the percentage share of the
Philippines was reduced to 30.08 percent and that of other foreign
suppliers increased accordingly to 69.92 percent. This action was taken
considering the fact that in recent years the Philippines were unable
to supply their entire share of the deficit allocation l/ and their
entitlement was redistributed beteen other foreign countries in the
Western Hmisphere. A country-by-country comparison of the percentage
shares of the deficits in the two Amendments is shown in Table 1, ccluns
5 and 10. The percentages indicated in this table (columns 9 and 10) will
also enable the reader to derive, if so desired, individual country quotas
for 1973 and 197!, after some assumptions are made for the level of total
requirements and size of deficits.

c. Fyporcpriation (S!c. h08 )

9. Under the 1965 Amendments the President had the mandatoy power
of suspending the quota, or part of it, of any country supplying raw
sugar to the United States that had expropriated or nationalized the
property or business enterprise owned by U.S. citizens abroad wiThout I
paymant of an adequate compensation.

;/ Out of a deficits share of hf.22 percent the Philippines supplied
17.1id parcent in 1966, nothing in 1967, 1968 and 1969, and 22.0
perc' i in J970.
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10. The 1971 Amendments to the Act made this action d!iscretional
with the President and gave authority to him either in addition or as
an alternative to cutting the quota, to levy a special tax of up to $20
per short ton on all or portion of the sugar quota of the offending
country, the proceeds of which would be used to reimburse persons whose
property was expropriated without adequate coirpensation. This action
can be applied by the President to expropriations which occurred since
January 1961.

Fxanole of Practical Effect of the Changes in the Sugar Act_- Suaar
Requirements for 1972

11. The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced on October 19,
1971 its propojsal for the 1972 quotas estimating that the raw sugar
requirements of the United States for next year will amount to 11.2
million short tons and that Puerto Pico will be able to supply only
305,000 short tons from a quota under the 1971 Amendments to the Act
of 855,000 short tons.

12. Table 2 illustrates the practical effect which the change in
the sugar legislation had on the individual domestic areas and foreign
countries quotes. In addition to the individual country differences
shown in the table and described earlier, it is worth noting that the
percentage of total U.S. requirements supplied by the domestic area
has risen from 54.55 percent to 57.23 percent as a result of the shift
of 300,000 short tons from Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands to the
domestic cane producers. This percentage might increase to 58.34
percent beginning 1973 when additional quota could be allocated to
the U.S. domestic beet producers.

13. Table 3 shows what the actual. sugar inports were from 1966 to
1970 and the quota entitlements of each domestic areas and foreign country
in the U.S. market for 1970-72. This illustrates that the Philippines
faces the prospcts for the first time of having to reduce their exports
to the United States.

Attachments (3)

Riars ili~m

cc: iecssrs. P. D. IlenderLon, A. Stevenson, 0. T. W. Price
J. H. Collier, B. A. de 1ries, W. 1. Gilmartin, Y. G. Blobel,
C. H. Thompson, P. P. Kuczynski,)D. Avramovic, S. Takahashi



Table 1: U.S. SUGAR ACT OF 19118 - COMPARISON OF PERCENTA E SHARES OF THE TOTAL FOREIGN
QOTjCfA (SEC. 202) AND OF PEHCENTAGE SHARES OF 1EFICITJ REALLOCATIONS (SEC. 20.)

ASSIGNED TO FUREIGN COUNTRIES UNDER THE 1965 AND 1971 AMENDHENTS TO THE ACT

(Percentages)

1965 AMENDIENTS (OLD) 1971 AMENDMENTS/2 (NEW)

Sec.20OuQoa Sec. 202 Quotas
Share of Share of Share of T Share of Share of Share of Share of (9) Share of

Countries Basic Cuban Rhodesian Total Deficits/1 Basic Cuban Rhodesian Total Deficits/!
Quota reserve reserve (Sec. 20Ej Quota reserve reserve (Sec. 20FT

(1) (2) ( 0) (1+2+3) (5) (6) (7) (8) (6+7* (1

Philippines - - 47.22 - -.2- 30.08

Argentina .93 1.00 .01 1.94 1.21 1.53 .48 .01 2.02 1.75
Australia 3.60 2.87 - 6.47 - 5.02 1.56 - 6.58 -
Bahamas - - - - .54 .17 .. .71 .62
Bolivia .09 .10 .. .19 .12 .13 .0 .. .17 .15
Brazil 7.56 8.13 .04 15.73 9.85 11.0 3.A4 .09 14.57 12.60
Br. Honduras .22 .18 .. .h0 .29 .68 .21 .01 .90 .78
Br. West Indies 3.02 2.1.1 .02 5.A5 3.93 4.12 1.28 .03 5.43 L-70
China, Republic 1.50 1.20. - 2.70 - 2.09 .65 - 2.74 -
Colombia .80 .86 .01 1.67 1.04 1.36 .42 .01 1.79 1.55
Costa Rica .89 .96 .01 1.86 1.16 1.38 .43 .01 1.82 1.57
Dorrdnican Republic 7.56 8.13 .0h 15.73 9.85 12.80 3.99 .10 16.89 1.61
Ecuador 1.10 1.18 .01 2.29 1.13 1.63 .51 .01 2.15 1.86
El Salvador .55 .59 - 1.14 .71 .86 .27 .01 1.114 .98
Fiji Islands .79 .63 - 1.h2 - 1.10 .34 - 1..4 -
French W. Indies .95 .76 .01 1.72 1.21 - - - - -
Guatemala .75 .81 .. 1.56 .98 1.18 .37 .01 1.56 1.35
Haiti .12 .45 .. .87 .55 .62 .19 .01 .82 .71
Honduras .09 .10 .. .19 .12 .24 .08 .. .32 .27
India 1.44 1.15 - 2.59 - 2.01 .63 - 2.64 -
Ireland - - - - - - - n. -
Malagasy Republic .17 .1h - .31 - .30 .09 - .39 -
Yalawi - - - - - .37/ .12 - .9 -
Fauritius .33 .26 - .59 - .7L .23 - .97 -
Mexico 7.73 8.32 .01 16.09 10.07 11.32 3.52 .09 li.93 12.92
Nicaragua .89 .96 .01 1.86 1.16 1.29 .t0 .01 1.70 1.7
Panama .56 .60 .. 1.16 .73 1.29 1 .10 .01 1.70 11..7
Paraguay - - - - - .13 .04 .. .17 .15
Peru 6.03 6.9 .03 12.55 7.85 7.90 2.h6 .06 10.0. 9.01
South Africa 1.06 .85 - 1.91 - 1.2 .h4 - 1.86 -
Swaziland .13 .10 - .23 - .74 .23 - .97 -
Thailand .33 .26 - .59 - .46 .1h - .60 -
Uganda - - - - - .37 .12 - .119 -
Venezuela .38 .- 1 - .79 .9 1.23 .38 .01 1.62 1.40

Total 49.87 49.90 .23 100.00 100.00 75.89 23.63 .A8 100.00 100.00

less than .005.

& Deficits in U.S. domestic areas and in Western Hemisphere countries.

/2 Shares as shown in the source effective for 1973 and 197h.

L Specific quota allocated (see text).

Lj Share effective in 1973; no quota was allocated for 1972.

- Share effectiae in 1973; for 1972 Ptiasras share will be .85 percent.

Source: 1965 Amendments - U.S. Senate, Committre on Finance, Sugar Act Amendments of 1971, Statistical Information,
June 23, 1971.
1971 Amendments - U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance, Sugar Act Amendments of 1971, Conference Prpoet No. 92-181,
September 28, 1971.
IBRD Economics Dpartment.



Table 2: U.S. SUGAR RH0UIREMENTS FOR 1972 (PROPO5ED) -COMPARISON OF INDIVIDUAL DOMESTIC

AREAS AND FOREIGN C0UTRIFHS QUOTA ENTITLFMENTG UNDER THE 1965 AMENDMENIS (OLD)
AND 1971 AMENIDNNTS (N;Id) AND DIF{ERENCE IN FINAL QUOTA ENTITILMENT3

SULTING FROM THE INTRODUCTION OF THE 1971 AMENmrFTS TO THE ACT

(Thousand short tons, raw value)

Quota Entitlements for Calendar Year 1972
196i AMENDMEfrS (OLD) 1971 Difference in

(7) (8) final quota

Basic Section Deficits & Final Basic Section Deficits & Final entitlements

202(d) deficits (1+2+3) 202(d) deficits (5+6+7) 9) (197

proration proration proration proration ronna e Percentage

S1 12 (8-h (8/h)

I. Domestic

Mainland beet 3,h06.3 - - 3,hD6.3 3,106.0 - - 3,h06.o -0.3

Mainland cane 1,238.7 - - 1,238.7 1,539.0 - - 1,539.0 4300.3 +2h.2

Hawaii 1,160.0 - - 1,160.0 1,160.0 - - 1,160.0 -

Puerto Rico 1,14O.0 - -835.0 305.0 855.0 - -550.0L. 305.0 - -

Virgin Islands 15.0 - -15.0 - - - - -

Total domestic 6,960.o - -850.0 6,110.0 6,960.0 - -550.0 6,,10.0 +300.0 +4-9

11. Foreign

Philippines 1,26.0 - ,01.4 1,527. 1,126.0 - 165.5 1,291.5 -235.9 -15.5

Argentina 28.8 31.3 10.3 70.h h8.0 15.9 9.7 73.6 +3.2 +4.5

Australia 11.6 88.9 - 200.5 157.3 h2.8 - 200.1 -0.4 -0.2

Bahamas 10.0 - - 10.0 16.9 5.6 3.1h 25.9 +15.9 +159-0

Bolivia 2.8 3.1 1.0 6.9 L,.1 1.1, 0.8 6.3 -0.6 -8.7

Brazil 234.3 253.1 83.7 571.1 346.o 115.1 69 .8 530.9 -h,.2 -6.3

British Honduras 6.8 5.6 2.5 1h.9 21.3 7.1 4.3 32.7 +17.8 +119.5

British W. Indies 93.6 75.3 33.4 202.3 129.1 42.9 26.1 198.1 -h.2 -2.1

China, Republic h6.5 37.2 - 83.7 65.5 17.8 - 83.3 -O.h -0.5

Colombia 24.8 26.9 8.8 60.5 L2.6 14.2 8.6 65.4 +4.9 +8.1

Costa Rica 27.6 30.1 9.9 67.6 113.3 11. 8.7 66.h -1.2 -1.8

Dominican Republic 23h.3 253.2 83.7 571.2 hO1.2 133.h 80.9 615.5 +44.3 +7.8

Ecuador 31.1 36.9 12.2 83.2 51.1 17.0 10.3 78.h -h.8 -5.8

El Salvador 17.0 18.3 6.0 ,1.3 27.0 8.9 5.h ,1.3 - -

Fiji Islands 2h-5 19.5 - h4.0 34.5 9.A - h3-9 .0.1 -0.2

French W. Indies 29.A 23.9 10.5 63.8 - - - -63.8 -100.0

GuatersA3a 23.2 25.1 8.3 56.6 36.9 12.3 7.5 56.7 +0.1 +0.2

Haiti 13.0 13.9 h-7 31.6 19.h 6.5 3.9 29.8 -4.8 -5.7

Honduras 2.8 3.1 1.0 6.9 7.5 2.5 1.5 11.5 +4.6 +66.7
India hh.6 35.6 - 80.2 63.0 17.1 - 80.1 -0.1 -0.1

Ireland 5.1 - - 5.1t 5.4 - - 51, - -

Malagasy Republic 5.3 h-3 -9.6 9. 2.6 - 12.0 2.4 25.0

-

a w -------/ -1 -Z

Mauritius 10.2 6.1 - 18.3 23.2 6.3 - 29.5 +11.2 +61.2

Mexico 239.5 259.0 85.6 58h .1 354.8 118.0 71.5 54h.3 -39.8 -6.8

Nicaragua 27.6 30.1 9.9 67.6 ,0.h 13.4 8.2 62.0 -5.6 -8.3

Panama 17..L 18.6 6.2 h2.2 26.6 8.9 5.11 40-.9L -1.3/ -3.1/-h

Paraguay - - - - 4.1 1.L 0.8 6.3 +6.3

Peru 186.8 202.0 66.7 h55.5 207.6 82.h 9.9 379.9 -75.6 -16.6

South Africa 32.8 26.3 - 59.1 la1;.5 12.1 - 56.6 -2.5 -1.2

Svaziland )1.0 3.1 - 7.1 23.2 6.3 - 29.5 122.1, +315.5
Thailand 10.2 8.1 - 18.3 1. 3.9 183 - -

Uganda - - - - 11.6 3.2 - I1,.8 +14,.8

Venezuela 11.8 12.7 4.2 28.7 38.5 12.8 7.8 59.1 +30.1 +)05.9

Total Foreign 2,686.7 1,553.3 850.0 5,090.0 3,h8h.4 755.6 550.0 4,790.0 --300.0 -5.9

III. Totl Recuirenents 9,6146.7 1,553.3 - 11,200.0 10,1.4 755.6 - 11,200.0 -

1 Prorations of the qaotas temporary witbbeld from Cuba and Southern Rhodesia.

D Deficit in the Puerto Rican quota forecasted for 1972 by the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture.

- No quota allocated for 1972; beginning 1973 Malawi will bo allocated a quota of 15,000 short tons, on the basis of

1972 total US. requirec-nta.

Begirng 1973 Panaa's qut" ,rill be increasod to 62,91,7 short tons on the basis of 1972 total U.S. requiremenit.

larc': 1965 Arendmente act. - Calculated in tha T9RD Ekoncnics Department.

1971 Amendmants quotao - U.S. Dcpertient rf Agriculture, Newe, Sugar Requirements for 1972 Proposed, October 39,

1971 (U,3DA 11655-71).



Table 3: U.S. SUGAR ACT - FINAL ADJU2TED QUOTAS 11 (ASTOAL DWLTVERIES) 1966 TO 1970
AND QUOTA ENTITLEMIENT3 /2 1970 TO 1972 (PRoMSED) BY

SUPPLYIKO DOGSTIC AJ TAS AND FoPCFIGN COUNTfRIES

(Thousand short tons, raw value)

Final Ad'usted Quotas Quota Entitlements L21966 167 19686 1969 1970 1970 . 1971 ~972
- (Proposed)

I. Domestic

Mainland, beet 3,025 3,216 3,115 3,216 3,597 3,597 3,h06 3,b06Mainland, cane 1,100 1,169 1,20h 1,169 1,308 1,308 1,239 1,539Hawaii 1,200 1,253 1,192 1,191 1,165 1,lh5 1,1)0 1,160Puerto Rico 711 725 515 371 360 360 180 305Virgin Islands 6 - - - - - -

Total domestic 6,01,2 6,363 6,026 5,91 6,41o 6,41o 5,935 6,h1o
II. Foreign

Philippines 1,203 1,126 1,126 1,126 1,301 1,501 1,589 1,292

Argentina 59 63 76 79 79 73 72 74Australia 188 191 203 193 206 206 204 200Bahamas - - - 10 10 10 10 26Bolivia 5 6 7 8 8 7 7 6Brazil L78 513 620 6L0 638 594 58h 531British Honduras 13 13 16 17 16 15 15 33British West Indies 177 184 218 227 217 205 202 198China, Republic 78 79 85 80 86 86 85 83Colombia 51 54 66 60 68 63 62 65Costa Rica 72 60 73 75 75 70 69 66Dominican Republic 603 618 707 693 678 59h 63h 615Ecuador 69 75 90 93 93 87 85 78El Salvador hL 37 h5 W7 V 43 42 41Fiji Islands L L2 65 h2 65 h5 h5 WhFrench West Indies 56 58 66 72 68 64 6I -Cuatceala 60 51 62 64 63 59 58 57Haiti 27 28 28 17 26 33 27 %3Honduras - 6 7 8 8 7 7 i2India 73 76 81 77 83 83 81 80Ireland 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Malagasy Republic 9 9 10 9 10 10 10 12Malawi - - - - -
Y-auritius 17 17 19 18 19 19 19 30rexico h89 52h 63h 655 653 607 597 5h4Nicaragua 19 53 55 72 75 70 69 62Panama 13 33 37 Ui 39 4h 43 h1Paraguay - - - - - 6Peru 381 i09 h95 300 656 473 h65 380South Africa 55 56 60 57 61 61 60 57Swaziland 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 30Thailand 17 18 - 18 19 19 19 38Uganda - - - - - 15
Venezuela 2b 26 31 32 32 30 29 59
Total foreign 4,333 4,A37 L,974 L,853 5,190 5,190 5,265 4,790

111. Total Rgquirements 10,375 10,800 11,oo 10,800 11,600 11,600 31,200 11,200

L Actual quantities of raw sugar supplied to the U.S. rarket by individual dnmestic areas and foreign countriesunder the provisions of the Sugar Aot.L2 After the proration of the Puerto Rican and Virgin Islands deficits, but before the proration of foreigncountries' deficits, if any.
This column differs from the one for 1970 under Final Adjusted Quotas because it excludes the prorntionbetmwen foreign countries in the Western Hemisphere o! the deficit of the Philippines, Haiti and Panamawho ere unable to supply their entire quota entitlonent.
Status of quotas as of August 31, 1971.

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, _rerts (various i sues).
Table 2.
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM - 9 "
TO: Mr. A. J. Macone DATE: September 14, 171

FROM: Shamsher Singh

SUBJECT: Back-to-Office Report- ireteenth ,eesion of the International Coffee

Council, -Jo,(-ut to 30 1971

1. The followirg ore the fain issues and decisions that emerged

from the delibcrations of' the 19th esi- n of the International Coffee
Council, Iondon, August 16 to 30, 1971.

Quotas and Prices

2. Discussions on the determination of world markit requirements

for coffee in 1971/72 vcere initiatcd against the background of a ste ff

paper which had estima -_t(,d world n J. iport demand at 50. to 52.5 nillion

bags. Allouing for m ar as by ncn-quote countries and the small quantity

of s~hiperents by non-c mer countrire to cuota ivarkets meant a global quota

reouiremient c4 46.8 to X80 million bags. The Brazilians were in favor of

establishing an initIAl expor t qtof 46 million bags with adjustme .nt

provisions if the cc mpo price roved outji.dc the agre7d range. Thus

they wanted a low quotc and the obfndoning ci cdjustnents based on selvc-

tivity, that is, selective adjustmen of quot:s (as oppocd to pro rka)
based on the movement of the pric.s of a par-licular type of coffee. The

Ccntral Amricans favPrdn exportc qoota of )4 million bsgs, a s5pecial

allotment of 2 illion b-' to be ei vn to certain countriea facing over-

supply of coffee (chief'ly Central.I.nd Robustoc) and a reserve of 5 million

bags to be released urer th! price aujustmcnt mechanis m. The importing
countries as well as R usta prducr 1 favored a larger quota and an adjust-

ment mechanism based o. seloctivity.

3. Aftcr a series of bargiining sessions, the initial quota for

coffee year 1971/72 was set at 47 mil]11in just a million bags above

the original Brazilian proposal. Country allocations are shovan in Tables 1

and 2. In addition, a resorve of 3 million bags was establihed to be re-

leased successively in three traunches of a million bags each if the coin-

posite price moved above US 1.00, 46.25 and 47.50, respectively. These

trigger pricas compare with Y iopoN11- rice which has been fluctuating

betwgeen U3SA3.00 and 44.00 in recent months. Usual provisions governing

selective adjustment ot quotas if the price for a particular group of

coffee rose above or fell below the established range were also adopted.

4. The establishment of price ranges for the four groups of coffee

proved to be a difficult matter to resolve among the Brazilians on one hand

and the Robusta exporters on the other. The Brazilians, of course, favored

abandoning of the selective systcm, a position supported by other exporters

of Arabicas but strongly opposed by Rbustas. As a partial concession, the

Brazilians were agreeable to maintaining the selective system provided the
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price ranges for both types of coffees overlapped, meaning that the floor
of Unwashed Arabicas would be lower than the ceiling of Robustas. In the
past there had always been a differential (0.75 to 3 cents) between the
ceiling of Robuatas and the floor of Unwashed. The Robusta exporting coun-
tries bitterly opposed the Brazilian proposal because it would have greatly
reduced their chances of selective upward adjustments in their quotas.
Usually Robuste prices have tended to move above the ceiling entitling them
to selective quota increases, while Arabicas have tended to fall below the
floor precipitating quota cuts. The BraJilians refused to give in on the
issue and finally the following over lappiing price ranges for the four types
of coffee were adopted:

U.S. cents per lb.
Floor rices Ceilingprices

Colombian ilds b6.oo 50.00
Other Milds 44.00 48.00
Unwashed Arabicas 112.00 46.00
Robustas 38.50 lt2.50

5. The quota/price decisions seem to have three implications for
our work:

(i) At 47 million bags - this is one of the lowest initial
global quotas fixed in recent years. Therefore, chances
are that prices will not fall below their existing level
and may even strengthen a little for the Arabica types.

(ii) Quota markets will be shared on a pro rata basis to a
greater degree than in recent years.

(iii) Our existing price forecasts for Arabicas do not need
to be changed; in fact they fall in the middle of the
ranges fixed for October 1971/September 1972. However,
the price forecast for Robustas ray need to be revised
upward by 2 cents to appropriately reflect the narrowing
of the differcntial between Robustas and Arabicas.

6. It is interesting to note that last year the consumers, led by
the United States, were insistent on establishing a very large initial
quota of 52 million bags which caused a sharp fall in prices. However, this
year the consuming countries were rather conciliatoryl/ whereas the divergence
among the blocs of producing countries increased. The Brazilians took the

1/ Coffee prices are rather low and importing countries feel that ample
supplies of coffee are available.
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attitude of "take it or leave it" with regards to their position, just as

the United States did last year. The cleavage among the producing coun-

tries became more evident when the elections to the Council and the Assembly
of the Diversification Fund were held. It was the turn of the Mild Arabicas

group to put forward a nomination for the Council chairmanship. Next year's

chairmanship is important because the renegotiation of the Coffee Agreement

due to expire in 1973 begins in spring 1972. The nomination of Ambassador

Manuel Escalante of Co-ta Rica was advanced by the Central Americans (except
Honduras and Guatemala) and, supported by exico, most South Americans and

Africans (except Portugall/), wh reas the candidature of Mr. Rene ontes of

Guatemala was advanced by Honduras and strongly supported by Brazil and

Colombia. It was interesting to qee that more countries were in favor of

Escalante but there were more votesi for Mr . Montes. Since a compromise

could not be reached, Mr. Montes of Guatemala was elected Chairman. Following
this, the Chairmanship of the Diversification Fund Assembly was offered to

Mr. Escalante but he declined it. I am giving these political details because

they signify the lines of split a.ong the producers with regards to issues
concerning the renewal of the Coffee Agreement. The Central Americans and
Africans would like a revision of the basic quotas which would entitle them

to a larger share of the market, whereas the Brazilians and Colombians would

wish to perpetuate as much as possible the sharing of the market on the basis

of the existing basic quotas.

Distribution of Shortfalls

7. Jamaica, Paraguay, and Trinidad and Tobago had declared that they

did not have sufficient coffee available to fully utilize their quotas for

1970/71. The shortfalls, amounting to 76,039 bags, were redistributed among
the member countries as shown in Table 3.

Waivers

8. Several countries including El Salvador, Peru, Tanzania, India,

and Indonesia had asked for waivers which were denied or deferred for the

time being. However, Rwanda was allowed to ship the shortfall from 1970/71
in 1971/72. Nigeria, where civil disturbances had impeded the movement of

coffee in 1969/70 was granted a waiver of 10,00 bags, 5,200 bags to be

shipped in 1970/71 and another 5,200 bags in 1971/72 in addition to the
normal quota for these years.

Basic Quotas

8. Guinea - The basic quota for Guinea was originally set at 180,000

bags. Following a report prepared by the executive board, the Council decided

1/ Representing Angola, a major Robusta producer.

2/ Brazil and Colombia alone hold nearly one-half of producer votes.
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to reduce Guinea's basic quota by 53,000 bags to 127,000 bags. The decision

was taken in spite of Nigeria's plea that such stern action be deferred be-

cause Guinea was unable to attcnd the Council's session and defend its posi-

tion against the accusations with regard to adequate supply of coffee.

9. Sierra leone - The Agreement requires that when the annual export
quota of an exporti.;,-member reaches 100,000 bags, the Council shall establish
a basic quota for the member concerned. Sierra Leone' s annual quota for 1970/71
amounted to 98,h00 bags and would have exceeded the limit in 1971/72. Sierra

Leone had accordingly requesited that it be allocated a basic quota of 127,000
bags. The Council approved the request. On this basis, Sierra Leone's effective
initial quota for 1971/72 amounts to 105,384 bags.

Renegotiation of the Agreement

10. The first meeting of the Council dealing with the renegotiation of
the Agreement has been schedul-d for spring 1972. In this connection, Ethiopia
formally proposed that the Tternational Coffee Orginization should invite the
views of UNCTAD on the Agreement and the policies tha l it should folloT. The
proposal was termed as "very interesting" by several delegates from the ex-

porting countries and it wao decided that it should be taken up by the execu-
tive board when it meets to consider matters concerning the renegotiation of
the Agreement. I do not know the motives behind the proposal but it may have
been advanced because several countries feel that the Agreement is not working
as an instrument of "aid through trade" which they consider to be a desirable

objective.

Consultations on Jute

11. I held meetings with the Overseas Development Administration (ODA)
of the United Kingdom, the Jute Association, kondon, the Jute Manufacturers'
Association, Dundee, and the leader of the U0P Jute Fact Finding ission with

regard to the current situation and market prospects for jute and allied fibers
and jute goods. Mr. Hayes had written to ODA who were very helpful in arranging
these consultations and I found the British jute trade and industry to be highly
cooperative. I will prepare a separate note on the subject.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Henderson, Stevenson, Haq
Messrs. Hayes, Lerdau, King
Chief Economists

SSingh:lcj



Table 1

CO= TF=C 1971/72
Alij, L EXP'(2T 'UCTAa

(6o-kilo g)

E-portin Anuzl
Hesibsr Export Quota

C~~- a,., n m '.

ColcTbia 5,8r ,Y59
Y..nya 713,623

Burundi 290, 42r
Coat& Rica 9U773
Domiiceii R-public 431 , 493
Ecuvxdor 622,746
EM Snlvador 1,576,609
Gu'tra2l. 1,493,629
1&iti
Rondura . 352,662
India 351,03
J maicc 5,cnO

Maico 1,46O,438

Ptl)Gma -3,0
Peru 614,048
Ru-nda* 1/ 215,662
Venzuela * 575, OZO

Unwahe d~ Arb.icam 1 p 7T2 J-

Bolivia 65,000
Brazil 17,364,272
Ethiopia 1,2319,712
Paraguay 70,000

Robuntas 11A 16C) k 01

Conqo (D.R.) 1,078,732
66,300

Guinea 105,84
Indoneaia 1,126,031
Liberia 78,000
Nigeria 67,600
OAJCAF 4,565,682
Portugal 2,303,503
Siorra Leono 105,384
Trinidad & Tolago 89,700
Uganda 1,974,030

Provisional
1/ Subject to the provisiona of Rtsolution number 243

Subject to the proviuions of 'Resolution nurnber 244

r



Table 2
COFFEE YEAR 1971/72

QUARTERLY DISTRIBUTION OF THE ANUAL EXPORT QUOTAS

(60-kilo bags)

Exprtin 0ztobcr- January- April- July-

Con I Dece mber March June Septomber

TOTAL 3, ,45 J,75,04 12,422.103 12 422,108

3? 6 8  ,7 7 5 60 1V,2,305 1,882,305

Colonbo a 1,277,883 1,452,140 1,539,268 1,539,268

Kcnya 156,997 178,406 189,110 189,110

127,788 145,214 153,927 153,927

Other Mflds 21953 2 424 698 2,510,462 ,51,464

Duri 87,128 87,128 58,086 58,086

Costa 200,810 228,193 241,885 241,885

D;iinicafn Ropublic 94,928 107,873 114,346 114,346

Ecuadur 136-916 155,586 164,922 164,922

LI Salvador 346,854 394,153 417,801 417,801

328,598 373,407 395,812 395,812

69,452 101,649 107,749 107,749

77,58G 88.166 93,455 93,455

India 77,220 87,751 93,0 6 93,016
1,100 1,250 1,325 1,325

321,296 365,110 387,016 387,016

100,405 114,096 120,943 120,943

Panwna 7,150 8,125 8,612 8,613

Poru 135,091 153,512 162,722 162,723

Rwanda 1/ 64,699 G4,699 43,132 43,132

Vone.v.a1 82,720 94,000 99,640 99,640

Unwashed Ar ic 4 122 597 4684,746 
5 3  4 965,831

Bolivia 14,300 16,250 17,225 17,225

Brazil 3,820,140 4,341,068 4,601,532 4,601,532

Bthiopia 272,737 309,928 328,523 328,524

Paraguay 15,400 17,500 18,550 18,550

Robustas 2f43 287 2,f 90,100 06 6 303 508

Congo (b.R.) 237,321 269,683 285,864 285,864

Ghana 14,586 16,575 17,569 17,570

Guinea 23,184 26,346 27,927 27,927

Indonesia 247,727 281,503 298,398 298,398

Liberia 17,160 19,500 20,670 20,670

Nigeria 14,872 16,960 17,914 17,914

OAMCAF 1, 004, 450 1,141,420 1,209,906 1,209,906

Portugal 506,771 575,877 610,430 610,430

Sierra Leone 23,184 26,346 27,927 27,927

Trinidad & Tobago 19,734 22,425 23,770 23,771

Uganda 434,298 493,520 523,131 523,131

1/ See footnotes to Table 1.



STable 3
DISTRIBUTION OF SHORTFAIS IN COFFEE YEAR 1970/71

(60-kilo bags)

Exporting Member Bags

Colom bia 9,247
Ken-, 1,136
Ta ania 925

Burundi490 ,
Coi!ta Rica 1,453
Dominican Republic 687
Ecuador 991
El Salvador 2,469
Guatr ala 2,378
Haiti 647
Hor duras 561
India 559
J&wtica 01/
Mexico 2,325

Nicaragua 727
Panama 41
Peru 978
Rvanda 357
Venezuela 550

Unwehod Arabica. 2,627

Bolivia 82

Brazil 27,642
Ethiopia 1,973
Paraguay 0

Roblstais 19,821

Congo (D.R.) 1,972
Ghana 79
Cuinea 258
Indonesia 1,943
Liberia 107
Nigeria 85
OAYCAF 7,84S
Portugal 3,975
Sierra Leone 147
Trinidad & Tobago 01/
Uganda 3,407

1/ Dclared a shortfall
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Introduction

1. As late as spring of last year there was a general consensus
among petroleum specialists that downward pressure on petroleum export
prices would continue owing, on the supply side, to the increasing avail-
ability of sources of crude oil at low production costs, combined with
growing competition among some producers (influenced by the growing share
of "independent" producers); and, on the demand side, to policies to
restrict dependence on foreign supplies by expanding domestic production,
encouraging the development of alternative sources of energy and raising
indirect taxes. In fact, from the late 1950's to the summer of 1970,
average realized f.o.b. crude oil prices in the Persian Gulf followed
a generally declining trend, while the structure of posted prices remained
practically unchanged. Starting in September 1970, however, there have
been a series of jumps in posted prices, owing to the conclusion of a
number of new agreements, with concurrent increases in realized oil prices.
These agreements reflect a fundamental change in the situation on the world
petroleum markets and in the bargaining position of the producer countries
vis-a-vis concessionary companies. They significantly affect foreign
exchange earnings and government revenues in the oil producing countries
of the Middle East and North Africa.

Recent 'Yrends in TDnmard and Sinply

2. In 1974 total world crude oil consumption rose 8.5 percent from
a rate of 2.9 million b/d to 46.6 million b/d (about 2,165 nillion tons
in 1969 to 2,328 million tons in 1970). *V'stern liemispherc consulpticn
increased by only 5 percent, oving mainly to less rapid expansion in the
already high level of U.S. consumption, while consuption in t~h oil
importing regions of Europe and Japan grew 11 percent and 17.7 rcent.
(See Table 3.) Imports into these areas increased somewhat more rapidly,
i.e. by 13.4 percent and 18.h percent last year, as limited domestic
production declined in Western Europe; the development of alternative
sources of energy lagged; demand for some refined products, particularly
fuel oil, expanded; and efforts to incroase petroleum stocks were inten-
sified. Anti-pollution laws also encouraged consumers to shift from coal
to low sulphur fuel oils. Import demand in the U.S. grew by almost 8 per-
cent, i.e. considerably more rapidly than damestic consumption, owing in
large part to high demand for fuel oil for heating resulting from a
shortage of domestic natural gas.

3. While tha rapid growth in demand was essentially a continuation
of long-term trends (since 1960 world consumption has risen at 8 percent
a year, and imports into Western Europe and Japan have grown by 12 percent
and 20 percent per year respectively), during the past three years there
has becn a shortage of world transport capacity, as the Suez Canal was
closed; pipelines were fully utilized; and there was limited potential for
increasing norld tankar capacity in the short run.
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4. In May 1970, the Tapline in Syria was closed; it carried about
5bO,000 b/d (25 million tons/year) from Saudi Arabia to Sidon on the Eastern
Mediterranean, or about 4 percent of average European daily imports. In
June Libya ordered cutbacks on production of some independent oil companies,
as a means of pressing them to accept raising posted prices; production
actually fell by about 440,000 b/d (22 million tons/year) for the rest of
the year, or the equivalent of 3.5 percent of average European daily imports.
Since tankers take nearly four times as much time to carry oil from the
Persian Gulf to North-Western Europe via the Cape as compared to carrying
oil from the Mediterranean ports, the closure of Tapline, and the cutback
in Libyan production increased the pressure on available tanker capacity
and considerably raised the freight rates on uncommitted charter tankers
(which account for about one-third of total capacity). Thus, shipping costs
from the Gulf to Rotterdam rose from $1.1 per barrel in May 1970 to about
$3.3 per barrel in September 1970.

5. The growing price advantage of Mediterranean oil, and the seasonal
growth of demand in winter in Europe won for Libya a substantial rise in the
posted price of crude in September/October 1970. This precipitated in 1971
a series of agreements with Gulf and Mediterranean producers, which brought
further rises in posted prices. Eastern Mediterranean countries, through
uhich oil pipelines transit, also benefited from the new situation.

6. ThEse events reflect a significant change in the market behavior
of major producers For the first time, an iUportant producer (Libya) was
willing to cut back production thus creating an artificil shortage of
supply. Even more important, however, is the fact that in Teheran and
Tripoli the producing countries joined forces and negotiated as a group
with the oil companies; previously, while aligning their approaches in
OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) each country had
negotiated its contracts individually. These behavioral changes s ubstanti.ally
strengthened the bargaining position of the oil countries and forced the oil
companies to grant larger price concessions than they mere initially pre-
pared to give.

Revenue Tharin_ A rfeents

7. Prior to September 1970 the 'typical' agreemcn, though subject
to important variations reflecting historical, political or geographical
conditions especially in Algeria, provided a 12i percent royalty on exports
valued at an artificial or posted price and a 50 percent income tax also
calculated as the difference between cost and output valued at posted prices.
Various small premia reflecting quality and transport advantage were also
applied. The only important modification was the 'expensing' of royalties
(which since the mid-1960's ceased to be part of the tcx payment becoming
instead a cost element), resulting in Gov ernment-company profit sharing of
roughly 56 and A percent respectively (compared with 50 and 50 percent
previously). To the extent that realized prices were lower than posted
pricus, which has generally been the case since 1960, the Government's
share of producing companies' gross profits had of course been higher.
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8. Details on the recent revenue sharing agreements are given in

Annex I in chronological order. The approximate effects of the new agree-
ments as of June 1, 1971 were to increase posted prices in the case of the

Gulf States from about $1.80 to about $2.30 per barrel (28%) and in Libya
from about $2.20 to $3.45 (57%) per barrel. Government revenues to the

Gulf States will have increased from 87 cents to over $1.30 per barrel

( 5 0k) while Libyan oil revenues will almost double from about $1.10 to

$2.00 por barrel (80'). Detailed information for Iraq has not yet been

published and the Algerian situation is complicated by Government owner-

ship in oil production facilities, which tends to make Government revenues

more derendent on realized prices and production costs than on posted

prices. However, the following table sketches the approximate effects as

of 1969, June 1971 and 1975.

TABLE A

Approxi-ate Effect of Profit aring eemns

Mediterranean
Terminals, Iraq

Gulf Stetes Saudi Arabia Laba Aleri
Pries, peer barrel

1969 1.80 2.10 2.20 2.08

1971, Jane 2.30 3.2. 3.L5 /b 3.60 /a, b
2975 2.60 3."'4 3.68 3A,

R(:-,c-neea F-,ir barrel

1969. o.87 0.95 1.10 0.96
1971, June 1.32 1.95 2.00 2.03

1975 1.52 2.05 2.16 2.22

/a Refere-ce pri ces relevant only for calculating the government take from

minority shareholdors in oil companies. Government majority share

depends on difference between realized prices and costs, i.e. 4ctual

gross profits.

/b Includes 25 cents per barrel in temporary Suez Canal and freight premia.

9. The foregoing agreements will raise total govcrr2rient oil revenues

in the are.a, including Iran, from around $6 billioi in 1970 to at least $11

billion in 1972. The growth of remenues for any one country will dopend on

a compiex of factors affecting the volume of exports and its share in

imno rtin countries t markets, but an illustrative projection, based mainly

on past trends, would produce the pattern shown in Tabhe B.



TAILE B

illustrative Pro ection of

Govenmont Fetvolevn levanues /a

(in millions of NO; Po rp)

Assumed

TwPort-

?Rate 1270 07'2 1975

'udi Arabia 0 02 213 322 -

1raq :>5

atar 6 0 3

10 "2) P V

btotal 9.3

Libya I 1V8 238 3SO3

113 ?53 V'

Q geric. 10 0500 1022

Subtotal 12.0 1821 3U9 C273

t 10.3

/- See Annex, Tablcs 5 and 6



10. The overall rate of growth of production is projected at 10 percent
per year. The assumed export growth for Iraq of 5 percent could well be
exceeded by the end of the period if agreements to expand production are
reached vith the major oil copanies. The 8 percent export growth assumed
for Libya would bring production in 1975 to 4.8 million barrels per day (240
million tons/year), i.e. only 20 percent above the peak rate of production
already achieved. On that assumption and even excluding Suez Canal and
freight premia, oil revenues to .Libya alone would be almost $h billion in
1975 while export growth rates of 10 percent and 6 percent would yield $5
billion in revenues to Saudi Arabia and Kuwait combined.

11. In the first quarter cf this year Iran's production increased
13 percent to 4.4 million barrels per day; Saudi Arabia had 4.2 barrels
per day for a 22 percent gain; Kuwait rose 12.6 percent to 2.9 million
barrels per day; and Iraq and Akbu Dhabi increased 11.6 percent and A.3
percent achieving 1.7 million b/d and 0.87 million b/d respectively. This
rapid expansion may have been influenced by the restriction of Libyan and
Algerian supplies as well as the build up of stocks to cushion political
changes.

Pipcd 'vjnPeets inTransit_Count ries

12. Cn January 28 the Syrian Government reached a new agreement with
Taplina, h'ih originates in Saudi Arabia and transits Jordan, Syria and
Lebanon, and on July 6 announced a now agreement with Irag Potroleus Company,
whose pipeline transits Syria and Lebanon. The former agreement provided
for a ump sm paym n $9 million as nell as increases in transit and
terminal f1es of 3 cents a barrel to a total of about 6 cents a barrel.
Annual rewernnus are estimated to rise from $0.5 million to $3.5 million.
Details on the iPC agreement have not yet been published, but a press
release announced that royalties paid to Syria would rise from $54 million
per year to $33 nilion per year. In addition to the a.nnual increase of
$29 million, Syria will receive a lump sum of $3ka million. al ler
increases can be expected in revenues due to Jordan from the Tapline and
to Lebanon from the IPC and the Tapline.

1/ New York Times, July 7, 1971.
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Realized Prices and Short-Run Price Outlook

13. Under the pattern which had prevailed during the past decade
competitive and other supply factors had resulted in declining realized
prices, and if these trends had continued, might eventually have cauaed
posted prices also to decline. However, the situation described in the
foregoing pages has been the reverse, i.e. conditions during 1970 initially
put rising pressures on realized prices, followed by the negotiated in-
creases in posted prices and tax paid costs which have in turn resulted
in pressure for even higher realized prices.

14. The position of the oil companies, predictably, is that they can
not absorb increases in costs of the magnitude agreed in the Middle East
and these must therefore be passod on to the consumer countries. The conpaniev
argue further that whether the cost increases will be passed on to individual
consumers within these countries depends on governmontaL tax measures in the
importing countries;

15. On the first point, although information is sketchy, realized
prices to Western Europe for Iranian and Ku'ait crudes daring the first
quarter of 1971 rose by Ai - 45 cents per barrel over the mid-Novemner level
and by 30 - 3" cents per barrel over the mid-Yebruary level, egg. almost
exactly in line with the estimated rise in governawnt take during this
period. Price rises rere apparently comparable for crudos sold to Japan
and india,

16. On the second point theae is little ovid ncc that the iporing
countries have or will lower taxes on petrolum and products. On the con-
trary, France recently raised thom and Germany will probably be doing the
same. The higher prices could, however, encourage the imorting countries
to turn to alternative sources of energy, including speedier development
of new petroleum sources.

17. Concerning the short-run outlook, thre is agreement among some
oil experts that the buyer's market of the last decade has came to an end
and that realized f.o.b. crude oil prices will follon a rising trend similar
to that of posted prices in the next few years, due to the higher taxes on
crude oil and to higher freight rates.

ActorsAffectnE onerTemOutlook

18. Because the price increases have been so recent and earlier energy
studies assumed stable or marginally increasipg prices, there is now a need
for a re-evaluation of energy supply, demand and government policies in the
consuming countries, particularly Western Eurome. Some of tile major factor
which can be expected to affect such a re-evaluation are sumrmnarized below.
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19. The Middle East is fundamentally in a strong position, with over

half the world's proved reserves (Table 1) and low production costs. North

African producers at present have about 10 percent of world reserves, high

quality crude, and the advantage of being on the Mediterranean side of the

Suez Canal. Significant factors would include political developments in

the area, the extent to which meiabers of the OPEC maintain their cohesion,

the growth of national companies and independents in relation to the "rajors5

as participation increases and concessions expire or are altered.

20. Known new producing areas in the North See, Alaska and Indonesia

could add 5 million b/d to world production by the mid-1970's, but rather

than contribute to an oil glut, it now appears that these supplies may only

help meet the increment in world demand. The recent price increases will

certainly tend to encourage further exploration, but there is a substantial

lag between exploration and production.

21. A recent study in the U.S. illustrates the strength of the com-

petitive position of Eastern Hemisphere crudes. it estimates that to limit

imports fron that region to 10 percent of U.S. consumption would require a U.S.

price levai of $3.83 per barrel. At $3.10 per barrel, the U.S. would import

from the East 3.1, 5.2 and 8.2 million b/d in 1975, 1980 and 1985. As far

as Western Europe is concerned, which imported 13 million b/d in 1970, there

is little evidence to suggest a slacking of demand. On the contrary, efforts

to incree stocks fr5rT- about 65 lo 120 d.ys raserve could push demand even

higher in the mediym term Altorrative sources of encrgy must, however, be

watched closely.

22. Finally, the expansion of long-term transport capacity could have

significant effects on individual countries' petroleum revenues and landed

costs and prices in the importing countries. On the first point the imm'ae-

diate effect of opening the Suez Cenal would be the loss of the SeZ

Premirnu" included in posted prices, resulting in an aggregate loss to Libya,

Algeria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia of some $180 million in revenues. On the

second point, present and planned expansion of Middle East pipelines combined

with reopening the Suez Canal at its prewar throughput could provide adequate

supply at relatively low transport cost for most or all of Europe's demand

for Eiddlc East cruds by 1975.
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Septembe:/October 1270 Liby

I. In Vic late spring of 1970 Libyan production, ch had hit
a peak of fron 3.3 to L.0 Pillion Wnrels per Oaa, was reducod to 3.1
million barrels pr dCy. in Septeubtr and Octobor 1970, the Libygn
Covernent negotiated a ne, series of agreements with the prucing
companies. The principal tew o2 the wattlenent incl d (a) an

i1r 'r'a ~ increasu of about 30 Acntc 9ef barrel in postad price, i.e.
from about $2.23 to about 02.5 (b) an increase in the income taa
rate from 50 percent to levels ranging lron 5 percent fcr the Oasis
group to 55 percent for tie majors and 50 percent for Occidental. Thio
agr"cment led to an increase in aver ag oil reve"ues from about 01.10

to .abot $1.6-per ar.

hovErbep 14, 1970, Ran

2. Tle Tranian Governmant 2oncluded an agreemcnt effective
'cvember 14, 1970 provi.ing for an lncr -i in th, posted pric of heavy'
crue oil of Y cen1 C:r baynnl, i.q. 1A 01,3 to 01-72 pEr barrel,
and an increase in incoms tax Nron 50 to 55 yercent. Averwa Government
revenues on inqiar light cyude oils for 7hich tin Doste& pryce var
apparently not rnAied, increased 1rom LAbt 71 to YKcanis per barrel,,

due to the u s) h' thu 03C i o Ur crndiys.
Tle agroemmnt novErPA sin Gulf producorn - 1% Dhbi, Nran, nAF Knit
Qatar anG Saudi 0AWi -and 22 oil vompai=. Mh agracmait is cpe
andi ntne to provide a stable ins for rclAtions betuacn oil
companies anC host Eovormni-0 in A:e Prsia" CRA for 5 yras jay
1971 ,ough 1075. The hwiterrancan V" t nals for lTragq w'nr
crude are noS coynred by the areet

b Te agreepent inclulud (a) an immsdiate incree of 35cents
per Y Xrel in VC WortVd pylon of KIPf %Wues, ise. frou abons QW.0 to

abou 02.a & to qnsitcy Wsrcycra :ncrnrs Yn postings in MVc
rangee frorm 55 coat& for to legnss gy-Avi to AG coots for 31 de rvv!

Fravity crude oil; (b) an ianys A thn tov rate Nrow 50 to 55 porcont;
(c) eivnation Kf all toe rc iMiK C vC novances Wnich vapid OUShKrne
have continuej until 1975; (6) qn pnral inclease of 5 cenks nor barrAl in
postingw ond an annoal Ancrelva Af M, Drent AnDsig to peat
for world ANd price inflation and the 011 ii the purchasin; pownr of W,

dollar.



In return for the larg'e fi nancial benefits to the Per3ian Gulf

producinr, countries, the oil conmpanies gained the advantage of stability,

in particular:

(a) agreement that the Gulf producing countries Tmuld
not impose2 any e;por- embargo nor take any action
to si-pport any f mnber iihich m ay demland either
an increase in Government take or any other matter
above the terim ii c on in the Gulf,

(b) gearantecs oaant lee-frogging of cladais during
the next ive -eZrs.

Although Iran is not iJ. n 'l d in ETA Department, the other

five counti C , and te 2ol owi n tablc -is rughly illusntraiv of the
Cerms opplicable o a of h ." o re cantly, Vhe TEheran a-ree-

nay be Consic ere- o -rovide a pattern Cor interna onal pro-i:t
ha rirn 'utsid -che ae;a, wi A moifica i-ns to accounr for qualit,

aci-essi L. ty reservr- s, ec . (T, ( .

FebruFr +6 Algri0 IS Febr)ajy 2I 2 elge an Cr( -nt natiCna Cz pr-oart CII

the~~~~~o t'.i-Cl 01_1 U rso oFrohoDpouin opne,
prkei--:1-'--e, soiae ga n 4---'r nsport compa:.i 's or

pipelins. Eisana ; saIeun nao. ionCali zat~inmaue -- iv-'ln'C.i

c yplt-e '- n ro iC- C il nda sCTor Cn ilTve. a- <iCrt' sV r
( si-n -proo in ) in 1: hands of a gro um

'rmn -n- 2L a '<i' an companies, as nell a- mnority
'CI"' ~ ~US 222ff 0I C< 1pi>Clj~ - n -1sh2-es in i r c ing no s, seri cmnis

dnril 2, L!, a (retr-ac'v- to ir 20)

C -, ea7ci h

U. 1nl th--T--r'vn apr-m n2 p7rovideC' vor an increace in :&he

T)1o 1 P. IC ''

T2

"1se po.-) -9- 39)nt e '2rel C)e baT pstn nL-y

t-ro nn -l in -ea' c'Kn- pos-i-' -f 13 'CC-0fnt p<-re ls nadtoa
c C

t. oa a , C l"ie" i s to C, oC 0n te, ndi a n r e
th -1,--- a(.,- o''- G- C, C.. .- 0 r0 CS '

1P C -In I ( '

c-_ th lsdSe ad(2c s pcr barrel)I and' c, epoa , i:any

OL Lib als sothu cru(,e e,3 in from prsnt hhrig at .

Sae i IdI V.) ;101 . 0,3 Cecine 1, pr rtn C, c h 0!d, x ato wu

disappear ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~1 in C! ure nwihteaer~ rih aeassmn

0:5 .L E ,., .L2 t; e
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TABLM c

EISTRIGT0D
F- AI S I'?0 TOP

($ per barrel Iranian Win) /

Tov. 14 Feb .15 June 1 Jan. 1
(30gravit7) 1969 1970 1971 0971 1975

PoWted price 1.790 1.790 2.170 2.274 2.603

OECO allowance 9.076 0.076 - - -

Riefrence price 1.70W 1,714 2.170 2.274 2.603

Estimated costs O.0 0.110 0.1 0.10 L1 0

Ryl -0.22L 0.220 0.271 0.200 0.325

Ta 0.''- 0.759 .) I 1.(2

G 0.983 1.255 1.30 a.577

/li isjort ri ; I 60 percent o and NO rcent !"Wc.

FoLad prices oi for Jure 197

rcame'ctivc".
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9. In round figures bas3d on the data in Table D, Libya's
per barrel o,]. revenu ill rise by about n5 percent or from about

.b0 per barrel as of hovamber 1970 to 02.00 per barrel in March of
thiz year, rising thyreafter to at loast 02,15 per barrel or nore,
dppending on tho application of the Suez a]d froi.ght For

this yer it irplies atotal increase o f about P0 cents per barrel or

about 0 mrcent above the Goverernt's Wke of about 1.iQ pnr barrel

prior to Tovember 10D. Ascuminn an averaae production cost of 30 cents

per barrel in Lb3I, t; now oil pact ineca 1eiy raioes its ol prducers
avernge ta, paid cost to i2.30 prr barrel. THis wovl comparc with Q.0

prior to the first round of oil agreements in Ceptember 1?70.

(per bov o)

zov, har.20 On. 1

Fegt rrnmiyn - - 1.3 C) ?

s pri*

ag a 0.0 0. 0.7 .0)

Yj abl bas1 1.6 102 2.1 H.91

Rtoc- W) hayvul ,i .i TD

'' ' lcO 5
2/
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1 ril 1', ria (.'troactive to arch 20)

10. CO Algerian decision provides that the nen posted p rice for

O cegren cru& is Q3.0 per barvel f.o.b. Eousie coa base 'price
of 1$335 plus a freiht prenirm of 25 cents fi"ed at this level as in th'

libyan. agreement until Wue 30. The baso price vill riso in succecding

years to AM. 2, Q.32, 3.02 an& A in 1975. Thi is abot 15 to 20

cents per barrel higher than the-base posted price fined by Libya but is

justified by the Algerians on the grounds thy!t it does rot inclue the 9 cen-,:,
retroactive tan buy-out gained by Libya but joes reflect a shorter haul

advantage. Tn circumstances the )osted pric S :.isY i on!..

for purposes of estimating taye= t:oe by Ninority forei n shareholders,
which awn assuned also to be Usd on a 505 split of the difference between

production costs and exports valued at posted prices.

11. in addition, a ne oil code r places the colsting concession

agreements and establishes SMATACK as the anjority portner 7AltNl
foreign conpanins. FReoch comopjnio nns retvin An A~Enria 100 percent

of MYeir relizations on crude sales - ith W balinw a to 2A.5 p'rcent

after pranent of prnducticn costs, tawv2, etc. reyaiK to them fra a

converviblv Wiar account ay three nonths prvddt'"-' '1r a as lbe-:e

s016 007Ve a MiniTVI PIce THYe b! Algeri nd ,3 _i7th nopn' ccounts

041 the Ge m trcawury arn MYt cor", All MDutes are to be

ar'bitvah& onIV by Alqnrials SupreyF Couart.

Egera havafred tic Frnn a , n of o$oo millin :nvt a -illin)
to be raid in oil. On June 30 Pgre.m n as rcachad bW een Mt cn,'

OWP, onc of the tuo conpinies cao rniW, undur wihC acpe la0.

3n0 tic lgerians agreed to refice fruq 1? to 7 vewa 0we PerioW oy r Tfcl

coryuensoion 0i11 be paid. UFP ngreed to sottle Y An taxos ebti 7 C at voqe

127 nillfon over the noit Zen ronthb. Tho 0wo-K est-blished an vosociationt

for W0 yeyis but the financial and econonic cl'us's :I -.- jec to yevision

after 5 yeans. -'egotCation with th other coppa involvet, the TIN!Vol

Group QoaIly. oncd 1by- the Pranch Government, are scheduled to bcgin jal i9.

13. 71c Tzancb Kop7ed buying Saharan crate at the end of April on

taounds 00a Anyeris'n mininsi Wae price cc 0.95 per barrel Ya 10 pcraern

Pae the 110c Cy "otr cosetitive ornie ) 'nilahle to then. ricrin Do

since indicated Uat it would be villing to reduce tbc Csputad. UK
minimnm nrice if the 0cencii _-Cl irwt agree on Wars for settlinE ta.,
arreqws land invostment prograns. it ic - rexece that the blench 7i11
lift their ombrg ad alt their efforts to prevent or countrics fror.

buying Alerizn crude./

A *e Cree'ft iA WS ' W? ne O POW fOr tax (555) puuoses
at 03.50M. while the "n-atW03We price will by 02.75/01.

oil"V3 1<" An 1n jF A, 1 '71 '1
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Jne 7, Iraq (retro'ntive to Harnh 20)

11. Of about 1.6 million barrels per dar produced in 1970 by 1raq,
approximately 1 villion barrels per dpy is sHipped by pipeline to the

Mediterranean termirvio at fripali/Danias. in a separate agreement 1raq

negotiatHd an incrse in the postod price by about 80 cents to 03.21 per

bovrel (of 360 irude). As in tin other agroeiaents this one raised taWes on foreign

conpanias fron C to 55 percent and also provided for annual increa'es in

the posteW price of 5 cents Wn 2.5 percent. The agreement is essentially

bimilir to tho Tibjn agrcemant oxiepl that the 1raq posted price I= not

include " 10 cents low sulfur premium won b Libya. 'The result -i11 b

to incre i average revenues per barrel to about $1.95, i.e. about 5 cents

less per b rrel than tQat eatnod b7 Libya.

2_ JLno, Saiudi Arabia

15. Of about 3.5 million barrels per ?a; produced by Saudi Aabia

in IP70, 0.5 million Wrrels per dpy is Nipped thfcanh the pipelin, termin-

Muig in Wion. Agreement was reached between Saudi Arabia and Tapline.

Posted prices for 340 crude at Sidon was raisod by 81.1 cents to $3.18 per

barrel. Apart from the I cent difference in the rise in posted pricoo, the

terms are the same as in tile Jun 7 Agreement botneen Iraq and YPC.

C 18oeir~~ ~)0~ ~1T
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TABLE 1

WOILD "PUBLIfSHED PROVED" OIL RESERVES AT END 1701

Thousand Share Thousand ShareCOUNTRY/AREA Million of Million of
Tons Total Barrcls Total

U.s.A61 72% 46-7 7,5%
Canada 1-3 1.6% 10-4 1-7%
Caribbean 2-3 2-8% 16-3. 2-6%
Other Western Hem sphere 1-4 1-6% 9-6 1-6%

TOTAL WESTERN HEMISPHERE 11-1 132% 03-3 13-4%

Western Europe 06 0.7% 4-4 0-7%
Africa 9.8 117% 74-7 12-1%
Middlo East 47.0 [ 59% 343-9 5-4%
U.S.SR. E. Eiroop & China 13-7 16-2% 100 0 16-1%
01 her Eastern Hcmi her 1.3 2-3J 14-4 23%

TOTA EASIFRN t SH -[E 73-0 F.% 537.4 166%

W D(ecI. U.I
E. Europe hun ) 7

WOCLD 1 62 7 1 1

SOUCE OF DATA

U.S.A. American Petioulum Instiute.

Canada Canrcjacn Petroleum Ass. ocizition.
All other areas Estimates published by the -Oi & Gas Jouinal

(Worldwide Oil issue 28th Docembor 1970)

NOTES

1. Pieved 1r-scrv5 are ererally taken to be the volume of oil remaining in the ground
which geologicat and engineecing information incdilale with recsonabla cortAinty to
be -ecovreble in the future from krcown reservoirs Under existing economic aId
operating condiions.

2. The recovery factoir,.e. the relalioni.ship [otween proved reserves and total oi; in
p[hce, varirs according to local condtions and can vary ill time with econco.icc aod
technological changes.

3. Foc lhe U.S.A. acd Ccrneda fhe 0tet incsld. oIl vich it is osjicrmcaedl can LI recoveretd
from proved !1c IL, s reserves.

4. Thel data exclude lhe oil content of shalos nd tar scds.



IORLD OIL PRODUOT L
ThOUSAND BARRELS DAILY .V 'i Yearly Change

WO 1970
COUNTRY/AREA Iv: over

1900 1961 1662 1963 1964 1955 1966 1967 1968 960 1970 1960 1965

N4RTH AMERICA -

U.S.A.

Crude Oil 7,035 7,185 7,330 7,540 7,615 7,805 1,296 6,810 9,095 8,240 9 630 + 3-3% 4 4-3%
Natural Gas quids 930 9;0 Im 1, 0 1155 1,210 1265 1,410 1,505 1,590 1,660 + 6-0% + 6-8%

7,965 8.15 8,350 8,646 0,770 9,015 ,570 1,220 10,600 10,630 11 310 3-5; + %
Canada 40 645 735 790 650 .35 1,015 1,110 1,195 1,310 1 425 +IQ-3% + 8-8%
Mexico 300 320 335 345 355 300 370 410 435 460 475 + 48% + 50%

TOTAL HORTH AMERICA 8,805 9,140 9,420 9,775 9,75 10,310 10,H6. 11,/40 17,230 12,600 0 43% + 5 s-
CARIEMBEAN

Venezuela 7845 2,920 3,225 3,270 3,395 3,505. 3,400. 3,575 3,640 3,630 3 340 + 2-8% + 1 3%
Colombia 150 145 140 165 170 200 195 100 175 2i0 210 , 3-3% + 1-0%
Trinidad 115 12 135 135 135 135 150 180 185 160 140 + 2-0% + 1-0%

- OTAL CAR11IPEAN 3 110 3,10 3,500 3,57 ,0 3,767 3 840 3.745 31945 4.000 4,000 4,000 + 2-6% + 1-3%
SOUTH AMERICA

Argquoina 175 230 270 270 275 270 285 315 345- 355 385 + 5.3% + 7,5
Brazil 80 95 95 105 S1 65 115- 145 165' 175 260. +12-3% +22-5%
Other South Amtcrica g0 S5 1-5 110 115 115 120 140 160 150 170 + 6-5% + 8-3%

TOTAL SOUTH AMt FICA 345 420 470 465 4 0 480 520 600 670 650 8 15 9-0% 11 3%
TOTAL WLSTEI1N HIEMiSPHERE 2290 12,723 13,360 13,30 14,15 14,630 15,26M 15,285 16,900 1728 18115 + 4% + 4-5%

VEMTEIN EUROPE

France 40 45 60 50 55 60 6V 55 55- 50 45' + 1-5% - 5-6%
W. G~emr'any 110. 125 15 10 I 150 155 1-55 160 155 15 0 + 3-3% - 1-0%
Ausl ia 45- Is 5 50 60 55 lo 5 55 59: 55 + 1-3% -
TJkey 5: 16 0 6 U6 0 50 60 70 71 +.5% 218-35-
Other Wecim Ece c- 100 105 110 110 140 135 126, 130 125 130 130 + 3-% -0-6%

TOTAL WESTfN IURO2S 300 337 350 75 415 475 432 435 45's 445 450 4-% -+ 0 8
MIDDLE EAST -T

Iran 1,060 1,105 1,337 1,475 1,710 1,010 2,110 2,55 2,850 3,375 3,630 +13-4% + 15-0%
955 050 505 1,160 1,25 1,315 1,399 1,225 1,510 1,525 1,56 - 0% + 3-5%-3

Kuwait 1,620 1545 c 1,39 1,970 7,11 7 17 2.275 2,210 2,420 2 .75 2, 13 5).
Neutral Zone 135 175 245 315 350 370 42 420 425 450 505. -+ 143 + C-3%
Oatar 175 175 190 195 215 235 790 320 340 355 370 + 7-6% 4 9 -,

Saudi Arabia 1,245 1,300 1,525 1,630 1,730 2,725 2,305 2,600 2,830 2,575 3,550 411-0% 412-6%
Abu Dhibi - 15 55 165 2 0 0 3C0 30 600 603 695- - 4-13-%
O rnwn ) 55 2M5 33n 30 0 * *
(i her Middle Eat ' 4, 45 45 45 50 60 6 ?5 - 105 18. 275 +20 0 +, - S

TOTAL Lr:DurL LASI 5,235 S,615 (,175 6, 65 /,620 6,5 9,305 59,060 11 21 12, i30 13,855 - 10 +06

AFRICA

Algeria 180 330 435 510 5C5 55 715 840 - 915 9 5 1, + C 2.53

Libya - 20- 185 455 0 1,225 1,505 1,745 2, 600 S,110 3,320 +22 Vi
O'her North Africa C5 75 0 110 13 130 130 170 200 420 5/0 +2.% +34 C:%
Nigeria 20 55 70 75 120 275 420 320 140 540 1,085 45 C, -31-.3
Other West Africa 20 20 30 35 0 40 45 85 125 155 223 + i 3 4 40. 9

TOTAL AkIICA 285 500 L10 1,105 1 27 25 2,815 3,160 4,070 5,1I0 6,220 43-3i-. 22
SOU1H EAST ASIA

lidc sia - 415 430 400 455 410 455 475 015 600 750 850 + 7-3% +11-

Other South Easi Asia 95 c0 10 0 7i 8, 95 115 125 140 165 4 60? +153

TOfAL S0'JiH 1,S ASIA 510 510 540 535 1' 955 570 630 725 290 1,61 7- e 41-3
2 9. 2,,70 40 0 .,1 4 4 5 5 4,0,9 (33 57i5 C1.3 ,5 7,130 -+

I/ STEN LUROj - Ci-l1 3f5 . 4UR 4 4P', 4 55 -3 ri 4 65 705 6 +5

0 1 R IST r- hi f5 40 t5 70 85 14 1' i0 19-- 210 6 4G01 +'

T(11/1T AL I~i i'NhN 16 . V 3 ' 1 ' ' , 1 " ni ii 5 711'-J 23.115 2.-n ' 4

W
1

ORLD xU'''1 " 131 /3 4 7t -,. u-In 76,7i7 442, 2 7 1C,-

WV D , 2, i 2 1,71 4- 7i, 43,0 70 6
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Yarly Change

1970 1070

OLINTRY/AREA over over
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 156 1967 1968 1969 1910 1960 1 65

THOUSAND BARRELS DAILY

CONSUMPTION
U. S. A. 9,60 9,810 10,230 10,559 10,820 11,30 12,280 13,08, 13,810 14,370 + 4-0% + 5-0%

Canada 860 880 930 1,000 1,070 1,150 1,220 1,250 1,37] 1,440 1,509 + 5-8% - 5-5%

Other Western Hemisphere 1,550 1,610 1,710 1,20 1,900 2,010 2,150 2,2S0 2,450 2,610 2,760 + 00% + 6-5%

TOTAL WESTER4 HEMISPHLRE 12,070 12,340 12,870 13,370 13, 70 14,460 1,220 15,820 13,910 17,660 19,630 + 4 5% + 53%

Benelux 1 420 480 550 640 740 840 670 900 1,040 1,150 1,20 +118% + 8 -%

France 570 630 730 70 970 1,100 1,190 1,30 1,470 1,700 1,940 +13-0% +12-0%

W. Germany 680 830 1,010 1,210 1,400 1,S20 1,20 1,940 2,140 2,420 2,700 +14-5%0 10.5%

Italy 470 570 700 600 930 1,030 1,170 1,280 1,380 1,530 1,720 +13-5% +10-8%

U.K. 990 1,00 1,130 1,240 1,350 1,490 1,5.9O 1,680 1,820 1,950 2,080 + 7-5% + 6-8%

Scandinavia 440 450 500 570 C20 690 70 790 880 1,010 1,130 +103% 10-8%

Spain 110 120 130 1^0 200 230 20 320 380 420 480 +16-3% 15-5%

Otner Western Europe 1 410 440 530 820 710 820 1;0f 990 1,100 1,230 1,380 +12 F% +10 %

TOTAL WESTERN EUROPE 4,090 4,80 5,20 6,110 6,530 7,0 8,570 92140 10,210 11,"10 12.710 +11-8% 10 0%

Japan 550 810 950 1.250 1,49 1,700 1,70 2,480 2,920 3,420 4,030 1213% +185%

Austraasia 1 210 290 300 370 380 430 !50 490 630 550 c00 + 8-% . + 7M%

U.S.S., E. Europe & Chin, 2,920 3,150 3,520 3,S30 4,170 4,460 4,840 5,240 5,9 G,340 6,200 4 90% .+ 9 5%

Other E[,stcin Hemisphere 1,540 1,710 1,790 1,91u 2,040 2,120 2,370 2,730 2,290 ,320 3,10 + 3 :0 411 064

TOTAL UASTL N HESPHE. 9,410 10,540 11,50 13.70 1,010 1,530 1 F,2 2 20,160 22,340 26.050 27,57 411.5' 411 -r

WORL.D ;21,t80 22, 0 24,720 20 F, 2023 30,M0 32, 1 500 32,250 4 2,10 46,50 + 0% + 8 51

A A iN PI GDUC T E A D (hicluuig B u ricjr

U.S.A.

Gasolines 4,340 4,410 4,670 4,30 4,10 5,110 1-370 6,500 1,670 8,177 0,310 + 3-L% + .5%

Middle Disti!at s 2,300 2,370 2,540 2,C0P 2,f70 2,720 2,L50 3,020 3,20 3,40 3,670 + 4-3% + 5-3%

rui oi! 1,430 1,400 1,350 1,360 1,410 1,510 1,510 1,S80 1,710 1,000 2.070 I 30% 5%

TOTAL 8.070 Ml) b, 4 8,1 0 0 6., 5 102 70 10,El 3 1J .1 60- IV

WESTERN EU R 0 P E

Gosolines 10 940 1,030 1.'1b0 1,320 1,500 1,7-0 1,870 2,000 2,200 2,460 411 -0P, 410 5%

Middle Distil(aots 1,130 1,280 1,540 1.040 2,010 2,330 2,5.00 2,800 3.190 3,650 4,200 + ',0% 412-b5$

Fue01 1,520 1,700 1.970 2,370 3,500 2,"00 302P 3,230 3,600 3,660 4,300 +10-8% + 6-3%.

TOTAL 3,460 3,20 4,540 5t210 5,910 6,720 7,410 7,577 8,770 9.60 10,00 +12-0% +103%

EXPORTS

U.S.A. 200 170 170 210 2O 180 200 310 200 230 2 0 + 2-8% 4 65

Carlbbean 2,560 2,640 2,070 3, C0 , 10 3,212 3,100 3,200 3,2b0 3,440 3,470 + 3-0% + 1-%

Oiher America 160 260 31-0 %C 3 0 330 350 610 620 6C0 750 +16-S% +17601

Middle Last 4,710 5,090 5,570 6,10 6,930 i ,69 8,570 0140 10,440 11,520 12,710 -[10 5% +10 %

North Africa 1S0 350 670 1,0r 1, 40 1,720 2,240 2,40 3,627 4,330 4,670 137-8% 422 0%

South Last Asia 290 330 210 310 370 340 360 410 400 830 S0 +10-6% +1 85

U.S.S.R., E. Europe 460 620 890 740 620 500 1,020 1,090 1,10 1,020 950 + 75% + 1-0%

Rest of World 240 310 2?0 300 ?70 608 670 60 730 1,139 1,810 422-% 24-3%

WORLD 810 9,760 11,07 12,700 13,l:0 14,90 10,550 17,910 20.400 23,000 2,420 11-3% '11-31,

I M!-O0RT f

JS. 1,80 1,670 2,00 2,12 2.710 2/72 2,5-7 2,5,10 ,510 0,170 3,420 +6% + 8 6/

Westen Emrcipe 4,160 4,520 5,303 671 6.01 0 7 0 6,552 5,767 10,30 11,430 12, - 412-5: 11-3

Japan 6r0 6?0 970 1,23 1,470 1,72,0 2. C 0 3,0f0 500 4,70 +O0 C% 19

Rest C WYoid 217 2470 23, 2 3 ?, .7 30, 2 ,12 3,727 4.,55 47 4.70

WOHL/ 0 , 70 0 11,00 12,. 1 1.27 1,0 1052 17, 1u 20 -7 22.0 75,20 31 11

*U,2 rotusc g1 'i~ n hat. b.xr. ceducted '-rr r< 1o :1 s .mn, 1 d-
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TABLE It

Estimated Averag Gvernment

Take z or arrel Eraorted

($ per barrel)

1970 1971 1972 1973 19/7 1975

Iran L 875 . 1.236 1.296 1.361 1.523 1. 95

Sauli Arabia

Gulf .82 1.229 1.293 1.360 1.125 1.93

1 . cx .930 1,700 1.950 1.90 1.97 2. )

/. 1.233 1.293 .337 1.b21 1.i!98
]raq Yb
Gulf .867 1.239 1.,303 1.368 L4.131 1.502

.. IL 930 1.700 1.950 1.90 1.97 2.0,

aa.909 1.239 1.321 1.387 t6b1 1.523

P2bu Dcbi .890 1 232 1.,20 1.386 1.)3  1.322

GLLe Jca-Eat LL .890 1.258 L320 1 .3 1.j" .o

Liy 1. 13i I. 870 2 ,(27 1. 67 2 . 01 2.17

U 1 L .90 1.26 l32 1.39 ?12 1.52

Algeria /2 .9& l.9 Q.03 2.11 2..7 2.22

/A Table 8, braft Eco:oemic eprt, Petro s-,u ectrran, Aprij 26, 1971

Yb PAEES, Jbruary 19' 1971

Yc Estim ate based on Juhe 7 Iraq press report.

/ Pe role I rete r, i e L ekly, 'Pril 3, 5L71

e 3~ as "Ohe C' CNa

/e Ranpu- e, cl g a as d vn
- aa 

r



TABLE _.5

Crude Oil Export Projection

(millions barrels per year)

Growth Prov. 1971 1972 1973 19711 15

T-i L 1970 11 H L P 1, H L 11 L

Iran 12 10 13143 1504 107 16 8 l6; ' 1887 :788 2113 1966 2367 2163

Saudi Arabia 10 8 1290 1419 1393 1561 1505 1717 1625 1889 1755 2078 189

Gulf 1107 1236 1210 1378 1522 134 1442 1706 1572 189 1712

ed 183 183 183 187 2 87 183 183 183 183 183 183

Kuwait 8 6 998 1077 1058 -116 121 1257 1189 13 8 1260 1166 1336

Iraq 5 3 533 560 5119 58 36 617 82 6148 600 68 618

Gu 168 19 18)4 227 200 2 5 217 283 295 315 253

Med 365 365 365 365 36 365 36 365 365 65 365

Qatar 10 6 -L31 1914 139 159 17 17b, 156 192 165 21 175

Abuj Ph:Ai 114 10 252 287 277 327 3< 373 336 42 370 b . ;07

-fjer .L3-Ea t 1 10 1! 101 A. 20 1)1 233 0 22? 27

-ibya 12 8 1200 1 '414 1296 1 0 5 hoo 1686 1 12 1888 1633 2 7

A2 .ria/a 10 3 2 9 10? 5?L/ 5 i4? 39) 71 418 143

UIAT /b 16 ! 132 16o 153 286 170 216 189 231 209 293 2

/a Dra)t economic report o 1970. 73. KY>t o' 10 <-o n O0 < porcnt TO5 "(C) 7

/b Pneno of 2-rCh 2 1971

/c As -,e s fiveotbS produc tion 1/3 1970 rate,

CM~isrmolcw~uai5 b<>x CSTTCTi >11; 3Gu< 0
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TABLE 6

lllustrativ' Prc-; eition of

Government Petroleum RevenueS

(in millions of U .W Dollars)

1070 1971 1972 1973 19714 1975
Prov. H L H L H L H L H L

Z. )b '33 30LT.1-1 ~Iran rT?-TjT ~ 9~ ~~:L T ~~ ~7

saudi Axabia 1082 1830 1798 2139 2066 2)434 2309 2792 2601 3202 2929

(Gulf) (912) (1519)(187) (1782) (170?) (2086) (1961) (21i31)(22)40) (2829)(2556)

(Hod.) (170) (311) (311) (357) (357) (3118) ( 3i) (36) (361) (373) (373)

Kuwmit b0 1327 1300 1505 "'49 1706 1613 1930 1790 2196 7001

Iraq 1 5 812 8A8 1003 973 1039 991 1125 lo-6 1217 11

((-"I)(II6) (2142) (228) (291) (21) (315) (297) ()106) (357) (73) (380)

(Ned..) (339) (620) (620) (712) (732) (69,) (6914) (719) (719) (7414) (71)

%JAr 119 181 175 210 191 2141 216 279 2)0 321 267

Am ai 2214 f )1~ 38 L2 bo 517 )K6 613 53) 738 819

te rd t 12 20 22 9 29 2f 2 3 51 3 3 33 l 37

1u4tm 09 a & o .. 16 7762. 76ha 8<5 3o98 10273 r3%2 1172 2 09141

JI bya 13. j Y0 2114 9 3051 2338 3316 297) 3bi 3 4<62 3603

0(8 13 2o3 199 253 231 307 269 372 310 452 361

Algoria. /a D3f5 7o 212 2i3 SOc 130 K '2 H3 (<2 3272 1'2

&b-tota1 1838 6 3122 411 387? 463) 8)g 11263 3/7 501 V1

To t 1 5891 7-i (I 9 32 279 U 72 13 91 12 32 2 Dli 132 167Z 162

/a Total Government revenuos from crude oil c~ymrts , e ,(lu>in tax arroar,

/b AssImes 5 -mOnti proc:ction at 1./'3 1070 ra',e.


